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PREFACE

The District Disaster Management Plan is a key part of an emergency management. It will
play a significant role to address the unexpected disasters that occur in the district
effectively. The information available in DDMP is valuable in terms of its use during
disaster. Based on the history of various disasters that occur in the district, the plan has
been so designed as an action plan rather than a resource book. Utmost attention has been
paid to make it handy, precise rather than bulky one. This plan has been prepared which is
based on the guidelines provided by the National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM).
While preparing this plan, most of the issues, relevant to crisis management, have been
carefully dealt with. During the time of disaster there will be a delay before outside help
arrives. At first, self-help is essential and depends on a prepared community which is alert
and informed. Efforts have been made to collect and develop this plan to make it more
applicable and effective to handle any type of disaster.

The National Disaster Management Act was brought in year 2005 to promote a proactive
approach focusing on all phases of Disaster Management and to give more coherence to
the institution a structure required to take forward the paradigm shift in the approach to
Disaster Management in the country. Accordingly, the State of Karnataka has formed the
State Disaster Management Authority and District Disaster Management Authorities at all
the districts for effective management of disasters in the District through the
implementation of District Disaster Management Plans. Koppal district occupies an area of
7,190 km² which has covered most of the dry/ wet lands, and often faces drought,
a n d occasionally cyclones and floods like 2005-06 and 2006-07, 2009-10 and 2014-15
While not all natural calamities can be predicted and prevented, a state of
preparedness and ability to respond quickly to a natural calamity can considerably
mitigate loss of life and property and human suffering and restore normalcy at the
earliest.Therefore Regional Commissioner Office and Deputy Commissioner Office played
a major role in preparation and reformulation of District Disaster Management Plans
(DDMP) in the year of 2015-16. As a whole this is a genuine effort of district
administration to develop the plan and if you have any suggestions and comments are free
to convey the same so that we can include them in the next edition. We are thankful to
Regional Coordinator, Concern Departments/institutions and persons who have provided
us the vital information in time. Also some blank space has been provided wherever
possible so that any further new information can be included as and when required.

Place: Koppal
Date:

(Kanagavalli M)
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GLOSSARY

Hazard is an event or occurrence that has the potential for causing injury to life or damage
to property or the environment.
Disaster can be defined as in occurrence, due to natural causes or otherwise, which
results in large-scale deaths or imminent possibility of deaths and extensive material
damage. In magnitude and intensity it ranks higher than an accident and requires special
measures of mitigation, which is beyond the capabilities of the existing fire, rescue and
relief services.
Risk is defined as a measure of the expected losses due to a hazard event of a particular
magnitude occurring in a given area over a specific time period. The level of risk depends
upon:
 The nature of the hazard.
 The vulnerability of the elements, which it affects.
 And the economic value of those elements.

Risk Assessment means the quantitative evaluation of the likelihood of undesired events
and the likelihood of harm of damage being caused by them, together with the value
judgments made concerning the significance of the results.
Risk Analysis means the identification of undesired events that lead to the
materialization of a hazard, the analysis of the mechanisms by which these undesired
events could occur and, usually, the estimation of the extent, magnitude, and likelihood of
any harmful effects.
Risk Management means the program that embraces all administrative and operational
programs that are designed to reduce the risk of emergencies.
Vulnerability of an area is determined by the capacity or its social, physical and economic
structures to withstand and respond to hazard events.

Preparedness. Those activities which governments, organizations, communities and
individuals develop to minimize loss of life and damage and to organize and facilitate
timely and effective rescue, relief and rehabilitation in case of disaster.
Preventive Action may be described as measures designed to prevent natural
phenomena from causing or resulting in disaster or other related emergency situations, it
involves the formulation and implementation of long – range policies and programs to
prevent or eliminate the occurrence of disasters.
Mitigation, The concept of mitigation spans the broad spectrum of disaster prevention
and preparedness. Mitigation means reducing the actual or probable effects of extreme
disaster on man and his environment.
Response is the first phase, which occurs after the onset of an emergency and is intended
to provide emergency assistance for disaster effects and casualties. This includes
search, rescue, shelter, medical care, and other efforts to reduce the probability or exteof
secondarydamage.
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CHAPTER - 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Natural Disasters are known to mankind before it evolved and will happen afterwards
also. It reminds us of a meteorite that had hit the earth which eventually wiped off the
entire dinosaurs, million years ago. Today, also we witness them in the form of
Earthquake, Floods, Landslides, Cyclones, Wildfires, Avalanches, Cloudburst, Heat and
cold waves and the tsunamis (giant tidal waves). Many countries have suffered loss of
human lives and damage to property; their economic losses have been in million dollars.
Thus, disasters not only kill people, but also have tremendous effect on economy. It
enhances the poverty of an already poor country and makes it impoverish. In disasters,
it is the poor and under privileged, who are the worst affected, they tend to lose their
shelter, livelihood and become more impoverished.
1.2 Need for Disaster Management
Data on disaster occurrence, its effect upon people and its cost to countries, are primary
inputs to analyze the temporal and geographical trends in disaster impact. Disaster
losses, provide the basis for identifying where, and to what extent, the potentially
negative outcomes embedded in the concept of risk is realized. They help to understand
where, and to whom, disaster risk becomes impact. They also provide the basis for risk
assessment processes, a departing point for the application of disaster reduction
measures.
Development cannot be sustainable unless disaster mitigation is built into development
process. Investments in mitigation are more cost effective than expenditure on relief
and rehabilitation. Prevention and mitigation contribute to lasting improvement in
safety and are essential to integrated disaster management. Disaster response alone is
not sufficient as it yields only temporary results at very high cost. So emphasis must be
on Disaster prevention, mitigation and preparedness, which help in achieving
objectivity of vulnerability reduction.
1.3 What is a Disaster?
“A Disaster is a sudden, calamitous event that causes serious disruption of the
functioning of a community or a society involving widespread human material
economic or environmental losses and impacts which exceeds the ability of the affected
community or society to cope using its own resources.”
---- UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction,
(UNISDR)
A Disaster is a "Situation or event, which overwhelms local capacity, necessitating a
request to national or international level for external assistance; an unforeseen and
often sudden event that causes great damage, destruction and human suffering".
----- Centre for Research of Epidemiology of Disaster (CRED),
Belgium
-5-
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1.3.1 Hazard: is a natural physical event which has a potential to convert into a
disaster, causing widespread injury or deaths and damage to public or private property
or the environment.
1.3.2 Vulnerability: means inability to resist a hazard or respond when a disaster has
occurred. It depends on several factors such as people’s age and state of health, local
environmental and sanitary conditions, as well as on the quality and state of local
buildings and their location with respect to any hazards. --- UNISDR
1.3.3 Disaster Preparedness

Pre-disaster activities that are undertaken within the context of disaster risk
management and are based on sound risk analysis. This includes the
development/enhancement of an overall preparedness strategy, policy, institutional
structure, warning and forecasting capabilities, and plans that define measures geared
to helping at-risk communities safeguard their lives and assets by being alert to hazards
and taking appropriate action in the face of an imminent threat or an actual disaster.
--- Office of Commissioner for Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)
1.3.4 Disaster risk reduction (DRR), attempts to look back at the root causes
of risks and vulnerabilities in a society, state, town or even a single household.
Factors can be broad or specific, depending on the scope of risk and vulnerability
assessments.
1.3.5 Natural hazard: Natural process or phenomenon that may cause loss of life,
injury or other health impacts, property damage, loss of livelihoods and services, social
and economic disruption, or environmental damage.
The Natural disasters were split into 3 specific groups:
1. Hydro-meteorological disasters: Floods and wave surges, storms, droughts and
related disasters (extreme temperatures and forest/scrub fires), and landslides &
avalanches;
2. Geophysical disasters: Earthquakes & tsunamis and volcanic eruptions;
3. Biological disasters: Epidemics and insect infestations.

1.3.6 Man made disasters
Disasters due to human activities could be unintentional, but lack of safety measures
and abiding by certain safety rules and regulations, Most of these (barring coordinated
terrorist activities) are due to certain accidents. Terrorism, Bomb blast, Wars, Riots,
technology related, Accidents (Road, Ship, Air), Chemical and Nuclear, Industrial
accidents etc.
-6-
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1.4 Worst Disasters in the world
1. Bam earthquake, Iran, Dec 2003, magnitude 6.6 and 26,271 dead, 30,000 injured
2. South Asian tsunami, Dec 2004, magnitude 9.3 and 230,000 dead in 14 nations,
125000 injured, 45,752 missing and 1.69 million homeless
3. Sichuan earthquake, China, May 2008, magnitude – 7 and 8 69,195 dead, 18,392
homeless and 374,643 injured and 115 billion dollars loss
4. Haiti earthquake, Jan 2010, magnitude 7 and 150,000 dead, 300,000 injured and
100 million dollars loss
5. Pakistan floods, Jul 2010 --- 2,000 dead, 20 million affected and loss of 43 billion
dollars
6. Japan tsunami, Mar 2011, magnitude 9 and 15,188 dead, 5,337 injured, 8,742
missing and loss of 300 billion dollars
1.5 The Indian scenario
India has been vulnerable to many disasters in the past both natural and manmade.
Nearly, 60% of the landmass is prone to earthquake, 8% for cyclones (east and west
coast) and 68% for drought. Some of them are mentioned below along with number of
people dead and the economic losses incurred.
A. Natural disasters in India
1. Latur earthquake, Sept. 1993, magnitude 6.4 and 20,000 dead and 30,000 injured
2. Orissa super cyclone, Oct 1999, 15,000 dead 275,000 homes destroyed and 8,119
injured and 4.9 billion dollars loss.
3. Gujarat earthquake, Jan 2001, magnitude 7.7 and 20,000 dead and 167,000 injured
and 400,000 homes destroyed and 5.5 billion dollars loss
4. South Asian Tsunami, Dec 2004, magnitude 9.3 and 12,405 dead, 5,640
missing and 647,599 homeless.
5. Cyclone Aila, 25 May 2009, 325 dead and 8,000 missing, one million homeless and
loss of 552.6 million dollars and 7,000 infected with diarrhea due to floods

-7-
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B. Manmade disasters in India
1. Bhopal gas tragedy, Dec1984 and 3,787 dead and 558,125 affected with disabling
injuries.
2. Gujarat riots, Mar 2002
3. Serial bomb blast, Mumbai, Mar1993
4. Bomb blast in suburban trains, Mumbai, Jul 2006
5. Terrorist attack, Mumbai, Nov 2008
6. Air plane accident, Mangalore, May 2010
Thus, we can notice that most of the disasters have occurred within the last two
decades, and the frequency, intensity and magnitude of the disasters are ever
increasing.
1.6 National disaster management (NDMA) Act, 2005
The National emergency management authority was constituted in Aug 1999, which
submitted a report in 2001, to have separate department for Disaster management in
India Government enacted the National disaster management act on 23rd Dec 2005,
which lead to the creation of National disaster management authority (NDMA).
Nodal ministries responsible for various categories of disasters
1.
Earthquakes and Tsunami
MHA/Ministry of Earth Sciences/IMD
MHA/Ministry of Water
2.
Floods
Resources/CWC
3.
Cyclones
MHA/Ministry of Earth Sciences/IMD
4.
Drought
Ministry of Agriculture
5.
Biological Disasters
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
6.
Chemical Disasters
Ministry of Environment & Forests
7.
Nuclear Disasters
Department of Atomic Energy
8.
Air Accidents
Ministry of Civil Aviation
9.
Railway Accidents
Ministry of Railways
10. Terrorism, bomblast, Riots
Ministry of Home Affairs
1.7 Importance of Multi-hazard Management Plan

It is apparent that this district is prone to natural disasters such as floods, cyclones,
landslides etc. Also, it cannot ignore the man-made disasters. So the district plan is
designed as per the present need and the major strategies to respond to any unexpected
situation have also been considered. In the multi-hazard district plan, all the disasters
-8-
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will be handled properly following the given response mechanism, like ICS, use of
resource inventory, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), keeping coordination with
the line agencies and proper community based awareness activities. SOP of line
departments is designed to make them alert. It highlights their role and responsibilities
during, after and normal time of the disaster.
1.7.1 The main features of multi-hazard plan are: 1. It gives importance to all the disasters equally and helps to mitigate the situation
beforehand.
2. All the departments are assigned with their proper role and responsibilities, which
are clearly indicated in the SOPs.
3. The District administration has to be alert round the year as disasters may occur
anytime, anywhere in the district, irrespective of time and location.
1.7.2 Disaster Management Cycle
In multi-hazard response plan, the disaster management cycle has a significant role to
play. The four stages of disaster cycle have their own importance in terms of their
implementation during, after and before the occurrence of any disaster.

1.7.2.1 Pre disaster activities
1. Policy development and National, State, district, local level disaster organization
formation
2. Vulnerability and capacity assessment
3. Prevention and mitigation

4. Preparedness, planning and training

-9-
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1.7.2.2 Emergency activities

1. Warning (beginning before the actual event)
2. Evacuation, search and rescue

3. Emergency assistance (relief) – food, water, shelter, medical aid
1.7.2.3 Post disaster activities

1. Repair and restoration of life lines (power, telecommunications, water
transportation) 2. Reconstruction and rehabilitation
1.7.2.4 Mitigation methods

i) Structural measures: Any physical construction to reduce or avoid possible impact
of hazards, which include engineering measures and construction of hazard-resistant
and protective structures and infrastructure. --- NDMA (2005)
ii) Non structural measures: Non engineered measures to reduce or avoid possible
impacts of hazards such as education, training and emergency planning, capacity
development, general public awareness, early warning system, hazard vulnerability risk
analysis, communication mechanism etc. --- NDMA (2005)
1.8 Vision of DDMP:
There is need for a comprehensive Disaster Management Plan for the district authorities
to manage disasters in the district, and to play a supportive and coordinating role, was
realized in the wake of the frequent floods, droughts and various industrial and
manmade disasters. For a long time now, Koppal district has been experiencing losses
and damages due to various natural and manmade disasters such as drought, flood,
cyclones, epidemic, pest attack etc. The risks due to these hazards are increasing every
year. Although, the district has been taking care of relief and response operations
during disasters, greater attention is required for preparedness, mitigation and
reconstruction. A comprehensive district plan was required to guide district
administrations, line departments and all the agencies and industrial establishments
and the community at large to ensure that the management plans for preparedness,
mitigation, response and reconstruction are in place so that the impact due to any
emergency or disaster situation is minimum and be able to facilitate faster recovery.
The District Disaster Management Plan is intended to serve as an effective guide book to
help the district administration better prepared for disasters to safeguard the lives,
livelihoods and property. The vision of the plan is fail proof communication, authentic
and accurate data base documented, rehearsed to be activated in the shortest possible
- 10 -
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time with minimum simple orders and procedures ensuring participation by
administration, communities, industries, private/NGOs, Volunteers at all levels, making
optimal utilization of human and material resources with no gaps or no overlaps to
prevent/minimize loss to lives and property and faster restoration of normal life in the
affected areas.
1.9 Objectives of DDMP
1. To prevent loss of human life and property damage
2. To study, analyze and evaluate the disasters
3. To identify the vulnerable locations and do the vulnerability and risk analysis
4. To improve preparedness, prevention and mitigation at district level
5. To ascertain the status of existing resources and facilities available
6. To recommend appropriate strategies and responses to deal with future disasters

1.10 Who formulates and carryout the Plan?
The disaster management plan has been formulated starting from the village level up to
the district level. The deputy commissioner, sub-divisional officer and Tahsildar will
head the management teams at their respective levels. Urban & rural local bodies,
various engineering wings & civil society form an essential component of DDMP. The
DDMP is executed by the district disaster management committee, chaired by the
Deputy Commissioner.

- 11 -
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CHAPTER-2

Background

KOPPAL DISTRICT PROFILE

Koppal town being the head quarters of district is known for its historical glory and
literary personalities. The other important places of the district are Bhagya nagar,
Kinnal, Itagi, Hulagi, Kukanoor, Kalloor, Gangavati, Kanakagiri, Anegundi, Gudadur, and
Munirabad. Bhagya nagar is known for weaving and many people are engaged in the
work of preparing raw material to prepare wigs and exports to the other countries, i.e.,
Switzerland etc,. Kinnal is known for its Traditional art in handicrafts-Toy making,
Chowkis, Fruit plates etc., and Itagi is well known for Mahadeva. Hulagi is famous for
Huligemmadevi temple, which is situated on bank of river Tungabhadra. As many as
50 rice polishing mills are situated in and around the Gangavathi town. Anegundi once
known as Kishkindha is one of the important place, which is cited in the great epic
‘Ramayana’. And the picture shown below is believed that of shri Ramas foot mark.
Geographical Features

Koppal district is situated in northern part of Karnataka State. Koppal district has four
revenue blocks namely, Koppal, Gangavathi, Kushtagi, and Yelburga. The district head
quarter is at Koppal and almost all district offices are exists in Koppal city. The
geographical area of district is 5559 sq meters and the district finds its position
between 15°17’ to 16°10’ North latitudes, 75°45’ to 76°45’ East longitudes. Koppal
district has 636 villages. The North-East of the district is surrounded by Raichur
District, East by Gadag district, south is Koppal district and South East is Bagalkot
district. The river Tungabhadhra flows along the border of Koppal and Gangavathi taluk
as the district is arid zone area and is surrounded by hills belonging to Yamini Mountain
series. Soil in Koppal district is mainly of moderate, fertility in nature. Major industry in
Koppal district is Cotton textiles. Koppal district is bountifully blessed with plenty of
mineral resources and it is considered to be a prosperous district. Iron ores are found
in old mines in Kustagi taluka, but the Iron available here contains only 20-40% of Iron.
Socio- Economic and Cultural Characteristics
The social setup in Koppal district is mainly of traditional style. There are people
practicing different religions like Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, Jainism and Buddhism.
The main feature of the social climate of the district is optimized with religious
tolerance and social harmony and peaceful co-existence. Quite natural to the
backwardness, Koppal district has the woman population that is still in the grip of
illiteracy, blind beliefs, evil practices like Devadasi & Child marriage. These social and
economical factors certainly contribute to lack of demand for education in the district.
Major occupation of the district is Agriculture and Major crops are Sugarcane, cotton,
Rice and cereals.

- 12 -
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Soil:

Koppal district is having partly red sandy and black cotton soil suitable for agriculture
and horticulture crops. The taluk is having few Rocky Mountains with xerophytes
vegetation.

Irrigation:
Irrigation plays an important role in the agriculture development. Most part of the
district is located in the semi arid zone, irrigation plays crucial role. The water resources
available in the district are in forms of tanks, wells, bore wells, canals (Tungabhadra
canal) and other sources.A total of 62537 hectares of area is irrigated in Gangavathi
taluk, majority 46371 hectares of area is irrigated by canals and 14826 hectares of area
is irrigated by bore wells. As for Yelburga taluk, a total of 17762 hectares of area is
irrigated, majority 17710 hectares of area is irrigated by Bore wells, 52 hectares of area
is irrigated by tanks (see table-5.6).
Source-Wise Net Irrigated Area of Koppal District in Hectares
(As on 31-03-2009)
Sl.

Taluk

Canals

Tanks

Wells

1

Gangavathi

46371

75

2

Koppal

8119

3

Kushtagi

4
5

Bore

Lift

Other

Total

Wells

Irrigation

Sources

0

14826

0

1265

62537

13

0

18623

1340

0

28095

0

977

0

13580

0

0

14557

Yelburga

0

52

0

17710

0

0

17762

District Total

54490

1117

0

64739

1340

1265

122951

No.

Source: Koppal District at a Glance, 2008-09.

Forest:

Forest area of the district is very insignificant due to rocky hills and mountains. There is
no wild life in the district. The major types of species found in the forest are Neem,
Tamarind, Eucalyptus, Honge, Acacia arculiforms, Casium species etc. The Gangavathi
taluk possesses forest area of 14482 hectares which is about 10.96% of the total
geographical area; the Yelburga taluk possesses forest only area of 80 hectares which is
very meager about 0.05% of the total geographical area (see table-5.5).
Agriculture:
- 13 -
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Agriculture is the main resource of the Koppal district. Agriculture has played an
important role in the economic development of the district and it is bound to be a
prominent sector in the overall development of the district. Agriculture in the district is
dependent upon rainfall, irrigation tanks, wells, streams etc. Agriculture in Gangavathi
taluk is dependent mainly on Tungabhadra canal irrigation; while in Koppal, Kushtagi
and Yelburga taluk is dependent mainly on rainfall, tanks, wells etc.
In Gangavathi taluk, Paddy is the prominent crop occupying 43.14% of total sown area
due to availability of irrigation facilities. During Kharif season major crops like Paddy,
Jowar, and Maize are grown. During Rabi season major crops are Paddy and Jowar. In
summer season crops like Groundnut, Sunflower and Vegetables are grown with the
help of irrigation.
In Yelburga taluk during Kharif season major crops like Wheat, Jowar, Maize, Paddy,
Pulses are grown. During Rabi season Jowar, Bajra, Sunflower, Groundnut and Cotton
are grown. In summer season crops like Groundnut, Sunflower and Vegetables are
grown with the help of irrigation. Cotton is the cash crop grown in the taluk. Agriculture
in Yelburga taluk is mainly dependent on rainfall, wells etc. Low level of ground water
and alkaline are the major obstacle for the agriculture in the taluk. There is restriction
for new bore wells and the entire taluk is declared as “Grey Area” for agriculture.
Horticulture:

The district comes under northern dry zone; the climatologically factors are very much
suitable for growing the horticulture crops. Nowadays horticulture plays prominent
role in the local occupation of the district. The data available during the 2003-04 the
district is having an area of about 14329 hectare with production of 2.3 lakhs tones of
horticulture crops.
Gangavathi taluk falls under north dry zone with black soil is favorable for growing
horticultural crops like Mango, Pomegranate, Banana, Sapota, Grapes etc. There is wide
scope for growing horticulture produce unless marketing conditions and cold storage
facilities have to be improved. The horticultural crops like Mango, Banana,
Pomegranate, Watermelon, Sapota, Grapes, Tomato, Ladies finger, Onion, Gourd
varieties are grown in the taluk. Fruits are grown in an area of 622 hectares and
Vegetables are grown in an area of 3046 hectares during the 2003-04.

As for Yelburga taluk, the farmers are not coming forward to increase (774 hectares
during 2003-04) the area under horticultural crops due to the absence of suitable
marketing and cold storage facilities. The horticultural crops like Pomegranate, Lemon
and Grapes are grown in the taluk. Fruits are grown in an area of 362 hectares and
Vegetables are grown in an area of 412 hectares during the 2003-04.The farmers of the
district are very much interested in adopting hi-tech horticulture. Specially, green house
cultivation of vegetables and growing flowers under controlled conditions, keeping
export point in mind. In addition, the farmers are adopting hi-tech water management
facilities specially, drip irrigation and sprinkler irrigation. The district is having an area
- 14 -
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of 435 hectares under oil palm crop distributed at Kavalur, Hirebidnal, Hiresindogi and
Irkalgad villages.
Administrative Structure (Blocks, Gramm Panchyats)

Koppal District is a handy district having four revenue taluk as well as educational
Blocks Viz. Koppal, Gangavati, Kustagi and Yelburga. According to Panchayath Raj Act
three tire system of administration is actively working at present. Zillah Penchant,
Taluka Panchayath and Grama Panchayath are working in co-Ordination with each
other. The number of members in each area are given in the below table.
Table: Administrative Structures
Block
ZP Member
Gangavati
8
Koppal
7
Kustagi
6
Yelburga
6
Total
27
Source: DC Office

TP Member
32
26
23
23
104

No of GPs
39
36
29
33
137

No of GPMs
792
660
599
571
2622

Rivers:

The Tungabhadra river is formed by union of two rivers, viz., the Tunga and the Bhadra,
both of which rise at Gangamula in the Varaha Parvata of the Western Ghats. This is also
a perennial river, very deep in certain places and almost unaffordable even in the dry
season. This river enters the district near Kesalapur village at the south-western tip of
Koppal Taluk. The general slope of the land in the district being north-west to southeast, the Tungabhadra has a large number of rivulets and streams serving as tributaries.
But none of these streams is of any great importance by itself and they generally go dry
during the summer. There is Thungabhadra reservoir at Munirabad which is in the
border of Koppal taluk. The Tungabhadra River also is reputed as one of the important
rivers of South India.
Industrial Units in Koppal District :
Sl.
No.

Taluk

1

Gangavathi

3

Kushtagi

2
4
5

Koppal

Yelburga

District Total

Small Scale
Industries

Medium Scale
Industries

72

11

79

03

36

01

38

00

225

15

Source: Koppal District at a Glance, 2007-08.
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In Koppal district, there are 225 small scale, 15 medium scale and 02 large scale
industries. As per the statistics available for 2007-08, small scale industries dominate in
the industrial structure of the district. There is lack of medium and large scale
industries. Agro-based industries dominate in the industrial structure of the district. As
many as 145 Rice mills are situated in the Gangavathi taluk.
Table: Facts & Figures
Description
Rural
Urban
Population (%)
83.19 %
16.81 %
Total Population
1,156,216
233,704
Male Population
582,958
116,968
Female Population
573,258
116,736
Sex Ratio
983
998
Child Sex Ratio (0-6)
955
973
Child Population (0-6)
170,550
31,104
Male Child(0-6)
87,254
15,762
Female Child(0-6)
83,296
15,342
Child Percentage (0-6)
14.75 %
13.31 %
Male Child Percentage
14.97 %
13.48 %
Female Child Percentage
14.53 %
13.14 %
Literates
651,001
158,084
Male Literates
382,270
86,515
Female Literates
268,731
71,569
Average Literacy
66.05 %
78.03 %
Male Literacy
77.12 %
85.48 %
Female Literacy
54.85 %
70.59 %
Area in Sq. Km
5524.95 sq. km.
Density sq.km
171 sq. km
Total cultivated land (in hectares
358194
Total irrigated land (in hectares)
85200
Forest Land
29451 Hectare
Latitude
15° 09' to 16° 03' 30" North
Longitude
75° 47' 30" to 76° 48' 10" East
Average rainfall
572 mm
Postal Code
583231
IRRIGATION BY DIFFERENT
(ha)
SOURCES
1366
Dug wells
Bore wells
45851
Tanks
355
Canals
47138
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Other Sources
0.0
1309
Lift Irrigation
96019
Gross Area Irrigated
No .of Ground Water
structures
4985
299
Domestic BW
Piped water supply
Source: Census 20011 census.
Occupation:

The working population of Koppal district is 46.46% of the total population. The main
worker population comprises of 35.37% of the total population and 11.08% is the
marginal workers. Of the total working population 22.5%, 15.19% are cultivators and
agricultural workers respectively. The workers population in the district indicates that
cultivators and agricultural labors dominate the total working population with 37.69%.
The non-working population of the district is 53.54%.
TEMPERATURE & RAIN FALL:

The day temperature varies from 29o C in the winter to 42o C in the summer.
The average rain fall in the taluk has been 599.9 mm and average rainy days
are 46 days. During 2004 actual rain fall was 406mm. Koppal taluk comes
under north dry agro climatic zone.
Distribution of Rainfall in Koppal District

(As on 31-03-2009)
Sl.
No.

Taluk

Normal Rainfall
(mm)

1

Gangavathi

523.20

3

Kushtagi

571.40

2
4
5

Koppal

Yelburga

District Total

Actual Average
Rainfall (mm)
(2008)

453.70

599.90

573.30

593.20

592.20

571.92

Source: Koppal District at a Glance, 2008-09.

611.50

557.70
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Average Rainy Days

Normal
(1901-70)

Actual
(2008)

47

37

31
37
43
40

25
40
29
32

Koppal District

Taluks

Gangavathi
Koppal
Kushtagi
Yelburga
Total
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Geographical
Area ( In
Hectares)

Forest

132,131
136,755
135,779
147,830
552,495

14,482
10779
4,110
80
29,451

Attribute
Name of Dam
Nearest City
District
State
River Name
Basin
Type of Dam
Purpose of Dam
Year of Completion
Catchment Area (Th
ha)
Length of Dam (m)
Maximum Height
above foundation
(m)
Maximum Water
Level (m)
Full Reservoir Level
(m)

Land Utilization 2010-2011

Land not available for
cultivation
NonBarren
Total
Agricultur
al
7,710
4,651
12,361
20439
6,790
27,229
7,658
2,361
10,019
3,196
2,825
6,021
39,003

Other Uncultivated Land

Cultivab
lewaste
560
430
811
767

Permanent
Pasture
7,193
1,486
3,898
2,098
14,675

Salient Feature of Tungabhadra Dam
Value
Attribute
Tungabhadra Dam Minimum Draw Down Level
(MDDL)(m)
Hospet
Gross Storage Capacity
(MCM)
--Live storage capacity (MCM)
Karnataka
Design Flood (cumec)
Tungabhadra
Type of Spillway
Krishna
Length of Spillway (m)
Earthen + Gravity Type of Spillway Gates
Irrigation,
Number of Spillway Gates
Hydroelectric
1953
Size of Spillway Gates
(m*m)
2818
Land affected- Total (Th ha)
2443
49.39
497.74
497.74

Value
497.74
3766
3700
18406
Ogee
701
--33
18.29 x 6.10
---

Land affected- Culturable
(Th ha)
Land Affected- Forest (Th
ha)

---

Land Affected- Others (Th
ha)
Number of Villages Affected

---
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Trees
and
Groves
0
210
0
0
210

---

90

Total

7,753
2,126
4,709
2,865
17,453
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Railway and Road Length in Koppal District (kms)

Sl.

No.

Taluk

Road Length (kms)

Railway

Route

Length

National

State

Highway

Highway

Major

District
Roads

Village

Other

Roads

Roads

Total

1

Gangavathi

Nil

0

196

155

656

815

1822

2

Koppal

34

57

143

155

674

928

1957

3

Kushtagi

Nil

24

193

186

766

879

2048

4

Yelburga

18

41

179

140

737

767

1864

5

District Total

52

122

711

636

2833

3389

7691

Source: Koppal District at a Glance, 2008-09.

Note: Other roads comprise of Municipality roads, Panchayat roads, Irrigation dept. roads and Forest roads.

The airstrip facility is located at Ginigera in Koppal taluk between Koppal and
Munirabad. This airstrip is being used and managed at present by M/s MSPL. The
available airstrip can operate small planes with 12-seat capacity.
Nearest Airport: The nearest airport is Hubli.

Road Transport: Koppal town is well connected by road from all important cities in
Karnataka. It is connected by road to Bangalore, Hubli, Hospet, Bellary, Raichur by
National Highways (NH63 & NH13). It is 380 kms away from Bangalore and 120 kms
from Hubli. State transport Buses ply to Koppal from almost all important cities like
Bangalore, Hubli, Mysore, Goa, Hyderabad, Gulbarga, Bidar, Raichur, Bellary, Dharwad,
Davanagere, Belgaum, Bagalkot, Bijapur and Mangalore etc.
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CHAPTER-3
HAZARD, RISK, VULNERABILITY, CAPACITY (HRVC) ANALYSIS

This chapter deals with potential hazards which may have to be faced by the district, probable
time of occurrence, vulnerability of the district to different disasters its analysis and analysis of

the risk involved. This acts as a reference, upon which mitigative measures, rescue, restoration
and rehabilitation plan etc. are planned successfully. Any error in HRV analysis will compound

the problems / effects of a disaster. Therefore a careful attempt has been made to achieve the
realistic analysis of hazard, risk and vulnerability pertaining to Koppal district.

HAZARD ANALYSIS

The Hazard may be termed as any event/object/rivers/industries/earthquaque
/fire/building/excess or deficit of rainfall which can cause a potential damage to a
population/Animals/property/environment etc., an analysis involving occurrence
magnitude, volume of hazards and the impact caused by such hazards gives a proper
direction to prepare a plan to deal with such eventualities. Hazard analysis of Koppal
district comprises of seasonality of different hazards, history, and area affected etc. with
a special emphasis on hazard due to breach of dams.
Flood:
Almost all the districts in Karnataka are facing the brunt of moderate to severe floods.
Floods are associated with cloud bursts, cylones or depressions in the Bay of Bengal and
Arabian Sea. The floods are quite common in the districts of Belgaum, Bijapur,
Bagalkote, Raichur, Gulbarga, Shimaoga, Chikkamagalur, Udupi, Coorg, Bellary,
Dakshina Kannada, Dharwad, Davanagere, Gadag, Hassan, Uttara Kannada, Koppal,
Bidar, Bangalore (R), Bangalore (U), Kolar, Mandya, Mysore, and Chamarajanagara.
Koppal district also flood affected from some areas in Thunga Bhadra River.
Drought:
Karnataka stands Second only to Rajasthan in terms of Drought Affected areas. The state
ishighly vulnerable to drought as compared to its neighbouring states. Every year, more
than 50% of the talukas are declared as drought affected. About 152.1 Lakhs ha (80%)
out of 190.238 Lakh ha is affected by drought in Karnataka. Groundwater levels are
depleting due to successive droughts and quality of water is getting deteriorated in
terms of Fluoride, Nitrate and Salinity.Although, drought may not pose great danger
immediately within a few minutes as could happen in case of a severe earthquake, it has
huge impact on the occurrence of loss of livelihoods, exodus, poverty, unrest, terrorism,
robbery etc.
Industries:
Koppal district have fmous for Iron manifuctoring and other products. It it is one type
hazards in the district future days. Some industries in Koppal district have following
below table:
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Medium & Large Scale Industries in Koppal District
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of the Unit
Bhoruka Power
Corporation

Kirloskar Ferrous
Industries Ltd.
Tungabhadra
Fertilizers &
Chemicals Ltd.
Hospet Steels Ltd

(Comprises Kalyani

Location
Shivapura, Koppal

Hydro Electric Power

Investme
nt (in
Crores)
30.48

Bevinahalli, Koppal

Pig Iron, Grey Iron

231.00

803

Munirabad, Koppal

Fertilizers &

5.44

54

Pig Iron, Hot Metal,

590.00

753

Taluk.
Taluk.
Taluk.

Ginigera, Koppal Taluk.

Steels & Mukund
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Ltd.)

Product

castings

Chemicals
Billets,

Emp
Nos.

35

Bloom & Alloy Steel

MSPL (Vijaya

Hosalli, Koppal Taluk.

Oxygen &Nitrogen

11.08

117

RPG Telecom Ltd.

Hanumasagara,

Wind Power

8.98

422

Praxair Pvt.Ltd.

Ginigera, Koppal Taluk.

Oxygen & Nitrogen

37.00

5

Beverages Pvt Ltd.

Taluk.

Oxygen Ltd.)

Brindavan

Maruthi Fertochem

Pvt Ltd.

Hospet Ispat Ltd.

Dhruv Desh
Metasteels Pvt Ltd.
Sri Indra power
Energies Ltd.

Kushtagi Taluk.

Hirebaganal, Koppal

(Liquid & Gas)

22.67

71

Rudrapur, Koppal Taluk. Fertilizer

2.50

50

Allanagar, Koppal Taluk.

Sponge Iron

25.00

50

Bio Mass Electric
Power

18.12

45

Hirebaganal, Koppal
Taluk.
Chikkajanthakal,
Gangavathi Taluk.

Soft Drinks

Sponge Iron

No.

Medium & Large Scale Industries in Koppal District
Name of the Unit
Location
Product

1

Bhoruka Power Corporation

2

Kirloskar Ferrous Industries Ltd.

Shivapura, Koppal
Taluk.

Bevinahalli, Koppal
Taluk.
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Power

15.00

Pig Iron, Grey Iron
castings

Invst
(Cror
s)

25

Emp
Nos.

30.48

35

23
1
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Tungabhadra Fertilizers &
Chemicals Ltd.

Munirabad, Koppal
Taluk.

Hospet Steels Ltd

Ginigera, Koppal
Taluk.

(Comprises Kalyani Steels &
Mukund Ltd.)
MSPL (Vijaya Oxygen Ltd.)

Hosalli, Koppal
Taluk.

RPG Telecom Ltd.

Hanumasagara,
Kushtagi Taluk.

Fertilizers &
Chemicals

5.44

54

Pig Iron, Hot
Metal, Billets,

590

753

Oxygen &Nitrogen
(Liquid & Gas)

11.08

117

8.98

422

Bloom & Alloy
Steel
Wind Power

OCCURRENCE OF DISASTERS IN THE PAST IN KOPPAL DISTRICT
Disasters 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Earthquake
Floods
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Cyclones
Yes
Droughts
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Yes Yes
Industrial
accidents
Fire
Yes
Yes
Road/rail
accidents
Boat
capsize
Mine
accidents

Type of
hazard
Flood

Seasonality of hazards in Koppal district:

Jan Feb

Drought
Cyclone

Mar Apr

May Jun

√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Accident
√
Food
√
poisoning
Earthquake √

√
√

√
√

Fire
Land Slide

√

√

Jul

√

√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
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√

Aug Sep

Oct

√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

Nov Dec

√
√
√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√
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Risk

The probability of harmful consequences, or expected loss (of lives, people injured,
property, livelihoods, economic activity disrupted or environmental damaged)
result- ing from interactions between natural or human induced hazards, and
vulnerable / capable conditions. Conventionally risk is expressed by the equation
Risk = Hazards x Vulnerability / capacity
Beyond expressing a probability o f physical harm, i t is crucial to appreciate t h a t
risks are always created or exist within social systems. It is important to consider
the social contexts in which risks occur and that people therefore do not necessarily
share the same perceptions of risk and their underlying causes.

Risk Assessment / Analysis
A process to determine the nature and extent of risk by analyzing potential
hazards and evaluating existing conditions of vulnerability / capacity that could
pose a potential threat or harm to people, property, livelihoods and the
environment on which they depend.
The process of conducting a risk assessment is based on a review of both technical
features of hazards such as their location, intensity and probability, and also the
analysis of the physical, social and economic dimensions of vulnerability, while taking
particular account of the coping capabilities pertinent to the risk scenarios.

Flood Effects on 2009 in Koppal District:
Human Lives Lost
22 People
Loss of Livestock
685
House Damaged
75,088
Agriculture Crops loss
1,66,962 Hector
Horticulture Crop Damaged
13,799 Hector
Roods Damaged
646 Kms
Bridge Culvert
348
Tank Damaged
06
Major Irrigation Damaged
92
Minor Irrigation Damaged
17
Water Supply Damaged
530
Power Supply Damaged
6,835
Govt Building Damaged
34
Fishery Damaged
71
Health Hospital Damaged
154
th
Sources: Govt of Karnataka Report on 20 October-2009
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VULNERABILITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT

There are instances of many man-made disasters such as strikes and incidents of fire
and burning of buses and vehicles at the time of strikes, Road accidents are common. A
few rail accidents have taken places.
Proneness to different Disasters:
Type of
hazard
Floods

Heavy
rainfall
Drought
Fire
accident

Time of
Potential impact
occurrence
June – August Loss of crops, damage to
infrastructure such as
roads, houses, bridges,
etc.
June – August Loss of crops.
Aug – Oct

Burning of crops,
scarcity of drinking
water, fodder, etc.
Jan - May, any Loss of life and property
time

Earthquake

Any time

Chemical
disasters

Any time

Cyclonic
indirect
effect

June – Aug

Loss of life and damage
to dam, property,
houses, buildings, etc.
Loss of life and damage
to dam, property,
houses, buildings, etc.
Heavy rainfall, loss of
crops

- 24 -

Vulnerable area

Along the river
courses, entire
district.
Entire district.
Partly in Koppal,
Kustagi and Yalburga
Taluka
Entire district
especially during
festivals/jathre, etc.
Entire district.
Chemical industries,
petroleum tanks,
chlorine.
Entire district.
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During rainy season, rivers and its tributaries in the district may pose threat of floods.
Things get worse as the flood devastates the crops in the affected area and is also a
source of epidemics.The district had never experienced any earthquake expect minor
tremors from time to time. Since the district falls under seismic zone II and III, i.e., less
risk to moderate risk zones, the possibility & can never be ruled out as it can happen
any time.Drought may occur due to want of rain at proper time. or sometimes heavy
rainfall may damage the crops.Cyclonic effect in the eastern coast and Bay of Bengal
may cause excessive rainfall which would result in crop damage and other loss.Fire
accidents and incidents such as strikes, burning of vehicles are frequently happening in
the district particularly fire accident occurs during the summer season.

Capability Analysis

The existing capacity in terms of human resource, materials and machines necessary for
disaster preparedness before, during and after the disasters are listed.

Human Resource: Authorities & agencies involved in Disaster Management.
OFF SITE EMERGENCY PLAN AT A GLANCE
CHART

Supdt. of Police,
Koppal
Chief Exe. Officer,
Z.P., Koppal
Asst. Supdt. of Police,
Koppal
Asst. Comr,
Koppal

Asst. Comr,
Gangavathi

Asst. Dir. of
Factories,
Koppal

Dy. Commissioner,
Koppal

Secy. to Govt. of
Karnataka, Revenue
(DM) Dept.,

Additional Deputy
Commissioner
(Nodal Agency)

TV/Radio/Press
Koppla

Dvl. Fire
Officer, Hubli

Dist. Surgeon,
Koppal

Dist.Health
Officer,
Koppal

Dy. Director
of Factories
Gulbrga

Pollution
Control Brd
Koppal

Senior
Geologist
(M), DMG,
Koppal

RTO, Koppal

Dy. Dir.
Animal
HusbandryKo
ppal

Supdt.
Engineer,
Koppal

Exe. Engr,
PHE, Koppal

Bus/taxi
Owners’
association

Dist. Comdt.,
Home guards,
Koppal

Dist.Agrl.
Officer
Koppal

Dy. Dhier
Controller of
Explosives,Gu
lbrga

Executive
Engineer,
KEB.

Dir.
Controller,
KSRTC.

Tahsildar,
Koppal

Tahsildar,
Yalburga

Tahsildar,
Kustagi

Tahsildar,
Gangavathi

Dy Tahsildar,

Dy Tahsildar,

Dy Tahsildar,

Gen. Mgr.
Telecom,
Koppal

Mutual Aid
Industries

Voluntary
Organization

Private
Hospitals,
Koppal

Govt.
Hospitals,
Koppal

Truckers
Association
Koppal

Dy. Dir.
Public Instr,
Koppal
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Storage of food

All the Gram Panchayat offices are being used as storage points when need arises.
Secretaries of Gram Panchayats and Asst. Directors and Deputy Directors are the
contact persons. Adequate quantity rice/ragi has been kept for distribution to the
victims in the godowns. These locations could also be used as storage points for
medicines, blankets etc.
IMPORTANT DEPARTMENTS AND ORGANISATIONS

All the departments working under the D.C. such as S.P., A.C., Tahsildar, S.E/E.Es of
PWD/Irrigation, Commandant, Home Guards/Fire Force Officer, DHO, Municipal
Commissioner/Chief Officers, etc., are connected with telephone (both external and
internal), VHFs will be installed. All the line departments are directed to keep
themselves ready as per the guidelines mentioned in this plan. NGOs and private sector
agencies including private firms and industries are asked prepare them with disaster
management plans. The resources available with different agencies are identified.
The resources available in the district with both private and Government have been
compiled.The list of vital installations such as Dam, transformers, telecommunication
centres, wireless relay stations etc., have been provided with protection and security
and the same will be intensified during disaster.
Resource
Capability
Availability

Police
Fire Brigade
Home Guards
Power supply
Defence
Water supply
Civil Supply and Food
Engineering service
Health service
NGOs
Private Hospitals
Railways
Colleges student/
Volunteers
Airways
Safe shelters
CBOs

Group
of
villages
level

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Taluk
level

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

District
level

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
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Group
of
villages
level

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Taluk
level

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

District
level

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
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CHAPTER-4

INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISM

This chapter contains information about various authorities and institutions, their roles
and responsibilities at pre and post disaster situations, with a special emphasis about
their importance when disaster event occurs.

The Disaster Management function at district level is assigned to the district disaster
management authority (DDMA), headed by the deputy commissioner.
The Koppal district comprises of members from various govt. Department, major
industries & institutions in the district.
THE DISTRICT DISASTER MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY, KOPPAL.
1. Deputy Commissioner, Koppal.
Chairman
2. President Zilla Panchayath, Koppal

Co-Chairman

4. Superintendent Of Police, Koppal

Member

6. Executive Engineer, ZP, Koppal

Member

3. Chief Executive Officer, Zp, Koppal

Member

5. District Health Officer, Koppal

Member

7. Joint Director, Agriculture Dept Koppal
8. Addl. Deputy Commissioner, Koppal

Member

Chief Executive Officer

THE DISTRICT CRISES MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE, KOPPAL.
1. Deputy Commissioner, Koppal.

Chairman

3. Superintendent Of Police, Koppal

Member

2. Additional Deputy Commissioner, Koppal
4. Chief Executive Officer, Zp, Koppal

Emergency Officer
Member

5. District Forest Officer, Koppal.

Member

6. Assistant Commissioner, Sakaleshpura,

Member

8. District Commondant,Home Guards, Koppal

Member

10. District Health Officer, Koppal

Member

7. Assistant Commissioner Koppal Sub-Divisions.
9. District Fire Officer, Koppal

Member

Member

11. Deputy Chief Controller Of Explosives, Koppal

Member

13. Commissioner, CMC, Koppal

Member

12. Regional Environmental Officer, Koppal
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14. Regional Transport Officer, Koppal

Member

15. Information & Publicity Officer, Koppal

Member

17. Trade Union Leader, Koppal

Member

16. Joint Director Of Agriculture, Koppal

Member

18. DD Animal Husbandry & Veterinary Services

Member

20. Station Director, All India Radio, Koppal.

Member

19. Senior Inspector Of Factories, Koppal

Member

Incident Response System at District level
Effective response planning requires realistic likely identification of response functions,
assigning specific taska to individual agencies and supply of goods commodities and
services to given agencies this crisis response plan requires incident command system
in place. The RS is an on scene management system to deal with wide variety of
disasters the IRS management function includes following 4 functions,
 Command
 Operations
 Logistics
 Planning
Incident Response System teams forms an important component of IRS.
INCIDENT





RESPOND
STAFF

Operation

Planning
Chart showing command flow in IRS
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The Deputy Commissioner as a district incident commander does the following;
1. Assessment of situation
2. Determine objectives and formulate strategy
3. Establish immediate priorities
4. Establish incident command post
5. Set up organizational structure & response
6. Overall planning
7. Approve & authorize implementation of actions by defferent agencies
8. Ensure public safety measures
9. Co-ordinate between incident command post & general staff
10. Co-ordinate between people & officers.
11. Approve request for additional resources
12. Approve the use of students NGO’s etc
13. Authorize the release of information to the media
14. Order the demobilization of teams at appropriate times.

The following officers act as Deputy to the district incident Response.
1. Information officer (district information officer) – Keep a close watch & organize
media briefings.
2. Liaison officer- (ADC)
3. Safety officer (sub-division/ taluka police officer)

Functions of IRS
1. Operation functions – to mobilize
a. Ground or surface based tactical resources
b. Aviation resources
c. Staging areas (temporary location)
2. Planning function – collects evaluate processes and disseminates information to
manage an incident. Involves the activation of following
a. Resources unit
b. Situation unit
c. Documentation unit
d. De-mobilization unit
3. Logistic function.- responsible for facilities transportation, communication, supplies,
equipment maintenance food services, medical services & ordering services. This
involves following 6 units
a. Supply unit
b. Facilities unit
c. Ground support unit
d. Communication unit
e. Food unit
f. Medical unit
4. Finance/ administrative functions- to manage all financial aspects of an incident.
Comprises following units
- 29 -
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a. Time unit
b. Procurement unit
c. Compensation/claim unit
d. Cost unit
Duties and responsibilities of key functionaries in the district
 The emergency responsibilities of key persons in the district are listed below. These
duties and responsibilities are common to all types of major emergencies or
disasters,(i.e., Natural or Manmade). The Emergency Organization Members will
prepare, maintain and be guided by these during any major disaster in the district.
Individuals assigned to these functions are expected to co-ordinate their actions with
the Deputy Commissioner, who is the District Disaster Manager, will co-ordinate the
overall action with all other agencies involved including the District Administration.
 It may be noted that depending on the type of emergency and also availability of staff
and resources, functions of various agencies may vary. At times, each person may be
required to assume additional responsibilities in addition to their normal duties. This
would be the prerogative of Deputy Commissioner to assign the additional
responsibilities to the members of the emergency organization.
 It may be necessary to develop agreements with neighboring districts or other
organizations if resources are not available within the district for some of these
functions
 Following are the duties and responsibilities of the members of the Emergency
Organization. These are general in nature and applicable to all types of emergencies.
District Disaster Manager (Deputy Commissioner)
Deputy: Additional Deputy Commissioner
The Deputy Commissioner prepares, maintains and keeps updated the District Disaster
Management Plan for prevention and minimization of injury and damage caused by a
major emergency or disaster. Prompt and effective response to a major emergency or
disaster, relief and recovery, is in consonance with the District Disaster Management
Plan. The responsibility includes initiating and maintaining co-ordination and cooperation with various agencies involved , provide prompt information, take decisions
and providing infrastructure facilities as requested, to mobilize, direct, and co-ordinate
the emergency management staffs during emergency.
Following are the main functions of the Dy.Cmmissioner during any emergency
 Declaration of emergency after confirming the magnitude of the disaster.
 Activate the Emergency Control Room at Deputy Commissioner’s office and make
it functional.
 Co-ordinate and establish contact with all agency involved in the emergency
actions.
 Ensure setting up of Local Emergency Control Room close to the scene of accident
or at Taluk headquarters where the disaster has struck.
 Ensure actions have been initiated to contain the emergency.
 Have overall supervision of all the emergency relief operations.
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 Initiate evacuation of people from affected area with the assistance of police, fire
and other agencies.
 Depending on type of emergency, mobilize additional resources like heavy lifting
gears line cranes, bulldozers for rescue and mitigation operation.
 Set-up safe shelters for evacuated people and ensure they are provided with food
and medical attention as the need be.
 Monitor progress or disaster especially in case of natural disasters like cyclone or
floods by getting information from various agencies involved and mobilize
additional support to mitigate the effects of disaster.
 Keep the State Administration informed regarding the disaster and the steps
taken to contain the same.
 Issue statement to the press (both print and electronic media) on the prevailing
conditions and the steps being taken by the District Administration to mitigate
effects of the disaster.
 Get mutual aid from neighboring districts the Major Hazard Industries or seek the
assistance of voluntary organization.
 If required, set-up mobile first aid centre or temporary health centres in the
affected area or in the safe shelters.
 Visit the scene of the disaster to have first hand information about the rescue or
mitigative operations that are being carried out.
 In case of floods, carry out aerial survey of the affected area to have preliminary
estimates of the extent of damage caused.

District Disaster Manager (Deputy Commissioner)
Deputy: Additional Deputy Commissioner
The Deputy Commissioner prepares, maintains and keep updated the District Disaster
Management Plan for prevention and minimization of injury and damage caused by a
major emergency or disaster. Prompt and effective response to a major emergency or
disaster, relief and recovery, is in consonance with the District Disaster Management
Plan. The responsibility includes initiating and maintaining co-ordination and cooperation with various agencies involved , provide prompt information, take decisions
and providing infrastructure facilities as requested, to mobilize, direct, and co-ordinate
the emergency management staffs during emergency.
Following are the main functions of the Dy.Cmmissioner during any Emergency






Declaration of emergency after confirming the magnitude of the disaster.
Activate the Emergency Control Room at Deputy Commissioner’s office and make
it functional.
Co-ordinate and establish contact with all agency involved in the emergency
actions.
Ensure setting up of Local Emergency Control Room close to the scene of
accident or at Taluk headquarters where the disaster has struck.
Ensure actions have been initiated to contain the emergency.
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Have overall supervision of all the emergency relief operations.
Initiate evacuation of people from affected area with the assistance of police, fire
and other agencies.
Depending on type of emergency, mobilize additional resources like heavy lifting
gears line cranes, bulldozers for rescue and mitigation operation.
Set-up safe shelters for evacuated people and ensure they are provided with food
and medical attention as the need be.
Monitor progress or disaster especially in case of natural disasters like cyclone
or floods by getting information from various agencies involved and mobilize
additional support to mitigate the effects of disaster.
Keep the State Administration informed regarding the disaster and the steps
taken to contain the same.
Issue statement to the press (both print and electronic media) on the prevailing
conditions and the steps being taken by the District Administration to mitigate
effects of the disaster.
Get mutual aid from neighboring districts the Major Hazard Industries or seek
the assistance of voluntary organization.
If required, set-up mobile first aid centre or temporary health centres in the
affected area or in the safe shelters.
Visit the scene of the disaster to have first hand information about the rescue or
mitigative operations that are being carried out.
In case of floods, carry out aerial survey of the affected area to have preliminary
estimates of the extent of damage caused.
To co-ordinate with the state government through Principal Secretary, Dept. of
Labor, Govt. of Karnataka and mobilize the help of Army/Navy/Air force or other
agencies are requires.
Call off emergency after confirming that all the actions have been taken to
normalize the conditions and it is safe for people to re-enter the affected areas.

Disaster Manager (Assistant commissioner)
Alternate: - Tahsildar
The concerned Assistant Commissioner is Disaster Manager and he would rush to the
Local Emergency Control Room (LECR) which is set up at the taluk headquarter of the
affected taluk. He would function as the link between the affected area and the District
Disaster Manager based at the main ECR located in the Deputy Commissioner office at
Koppal.
Following are the main functions during any emergency
 Set up the LECR at the concerned Taluk headquarters or at a safe place close to
the scene of the disaster.
 Depending on the nature of emergency, co-ordinate with the various agencies at
local level.
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Initiate the rescue operation with the help of local police, fire or other voluntary
organizations and mutual aid members.
Have close interaction with the Site Controller to ensure proper actions have
been taken.
Visit the affected area to gain first hand information of various steps being taken
to mitigate the effects of the disaster.
Keep the main Emergency Control Room at district head quarters informed
about the developments on a regular basis and request for additional help by
way of resources or specialized manpower or equipment

TASK FORCE FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT DURING EMERGENCIES
Assistant Commissioner
(To communicate with core committee, supervise and co-ordinate between Depts)
AEE, PWD

Dy. SP/CPI

Tahasildar

Taluk
Medical
Officer

AEE, ZP

To provide
transport to
evacuees and
Undertake repairs
to roads And
buildings.

To maintain
law and
order
and provide
free passage
to evacuees

To provide
food,
drinking
water and
milk

To coordinate
with PHCs
and
provide
Medical relief.

To provide clean
drinking water,
temporary
shelters (school
buildings etc.,)

Animal
Husbandry
& Veterinary
Services
To provide
fodder and
veterinary
services

SITE CONTROLLER (Tahsildar of affected Taluk)
Alternate: - Deputy Tahsildar
The Site Controller would be at the scene of the disaster or accident and would be
reporting to the Disaster Manager located in the Local Emergency Control Room. He is
the person who is dealing with the disaster directly in association with the various
other emergency services. He would be in direct contact with the Disaster Manager
based at the Local Emergency Control Room (LECR).
His responsibilities vary widely depending on the type of emergency. It could be a
natural disaster like flood the effects are wide spread where rescue work would be of
main concern. It could be a road accident involving a tanker carrying hazardous
chemical where quick action has to be taken to arrest the leakage, if any, followed by
evacuation of people if required.
Following are the main functions any emergency:  Take measures to mitigate the emergency in association with various
emergencies services like fire and police.
 Keep in constant touch with the Local Emergency Control Room at taluk head
quarters with available means of communication and keep Disaster Manager
informed about the developments on regular basis.
 Request for additional help like specialized manpower or equipment to
effectively handle the emergency.
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Rescue and evacuate the people from affected area and shift them to safe
shelters.
 Ensure setting up of safe shelters with basic amenities for food sanitation.
 Mobilize medical professional with the help of ECR or LECR and ensure the
affected persons are given medical attentions.
 Arrange to shift the injured or sick to specialized hospitals if need be.
Law and order function: Superintendent of Police
Alternate: - Sub-divisional Police Officer (SDPO)
It is observed that the police are the first agency to reach the site during any emergency.
The local police initiate the emergency action even before the declaration of emergency
and setting up of the ECR at Deputy Commissioner Office, Hassan. Even though the main
function of the Police is to maintain law and order, it is observed that most of the rescue
and relief operation is initiated by the police before arrival of full-fledged rescue teams.
Following are the main functions of Police (at various) levels during any
emergency
Superintendent of Police (SP)
After receiving instructions from Deputy Commissioner, the Superintendent of Police
will rush to the ECR and establish contact with the local police station. He would then
direct implementation of the action plan through the police station nearest to the scene
of disaster. Depending on the type of disaster, ensure cordoning off the affected area by
the local police.
 Mobilize additional police force from various sources depending on the
requirement.
 Ensure co-ordination with various police and other agencies involved in
handling the disaster.
 If necessary mobilize the home guards.
SDPO of the concerned Sub Division:
The SDPO of the sub-division where the disaster has struck would get in touch with the
nearest police station and ensure the police team is rushed to the scene of the
emergency. His main function would be to act as link between scene of the accident and
the Emergency Control Room at Koppal.
 On receiving information from the Emergency Control Room, he would rush to
the site, assess the situation, obtain first hand information, take control of the
overall situation.
 Alert district administration to mobilize Reserve Police personnel for
deployment for traffic regulations, supervision of evacuation and security duties.
 Alert area District Commandant of Home guards to mobilize home guards, as
necessary (and keep the SP informed).
 Arrange for necessary transportation vehicles for rescue operation in
consultation with RTO.
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Arrange for necessary ambulances and other medical facilities for the affected
persons in co-ordination with various government and non-governmental
agencies.
 Arrange for removal of the dead bodies, identifications and proper preservation.
 Prepare list of missing persons and take immediate steps to trace them.
 Communicate the information to other agencies through police control room.
 Keep in constant touch with ECR to ascertain latest status and intimate police
personnel with up to date information regarding response actions and further
instructions.
 Arrange for relief to policemen handling the emergency situation.
Circle Inspector: The Circle Inspector of the concerned area would also rush to the
scene of the accident and direct the various operations like maintaining law and order,
barricading and diversion of traffic away from the scene of accident. His main functions
would include:
 Maintain direct contact with the local police station through the police mobile
van.
 Keep monitoring the progress of various mitigative and rescue measures being
undertaken.
 Ensure police personnel are given updated information for announcement
during the emergency.
 Mobilize government and private buses through RTO for evacuation.
 Ensure that the bus/vehicle drivers are properly instructed regarding areas to be
visited and routes to be taken during evacuation.
 Ensure security duty personnel are at their posts and that only authorized
personnel/vehicles are allowed to enter the emergency/affected area with
proper identity cards.
Police Sub Inspector of nearest Police Station
The local police station plays an important role during any Industrial disaster in the
industrial area around concerned area as well as during any road accident in the district
involving a tanker carrying hazardous chemicals.
 Divert traffic away from the scene of accident on major roads. Set up barricades
and regulate crowd in affected area.
 Warn and advice people about emergency using vehicle mounted with Public
Address system in the affected area.
 Evacuate people and livestock in affected areas using rescue routes identified in
advance (depending on wind direction in case of gas leak),
 Provide relief to victims till arrival of rescue team.
 Maintenance of law and order at the scene of emergency and prevention of anti
social elements from taking advantage of the situation.
 Ensure law and order and maintain security in evacuated areas.
 Assist in rendering first aid medical help to those in need,
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Ensure police personnel on emergency duty receive proper briefing about
possible hazardous effects and are provided with personal protective equipment.

Traffic Police:
Depending on the type of disaster, the traffic police would take control of the traffic
movement in the district. During a natural disaster like cyclone or floods the roads may
be cut off for a longer period and hence traffic police play a very important role in
handling any such emergencies. Their duties would include
 Stop traffic approaching the affected area and advise the crew regarding the
impending danger.
 Ensure tankers containing hazardous chemicals are parked in safe places.
 Check for alternate routes and divert the traffic in a controlled manner to
prevent congestion in diversions.
 Keep close liaison with other police agencies and assist in crowd control around
the affected area.
 Make way for emergency and relief vehicles on priority basis.
 Monitor the condition of the blocked road and resume normal traffic only when
the affected area is declared safe.

Rehabilitation function: Chief executive officer & Project Director(DUDC)
Alternate; Executive Officer, Tq. Panchayath & Chief Officer of affected town
The first and the foremost challenge after a relief operation is rehabilitation of victims.
The CEO & PD sits in DCR and co-ordinates with officers of line departments and local
bodies.
Main functions:
 Takes position in DCR and ensure the presence of their officers at sites of
operation
 Receives directions of the dy.commissioner and provides him the required
feedback about rehabilitation arrangements
 Prepare the list of govt. /pvt. Buildings which may be used as temporary shelters
in advance.
 Put up temporary sheds if buildings are not available
 To ensure sanitary operations through local bodies
 To ensure repair and reconstruction of infrastructure in case of damage
 To mobilize local men and materials if required.
Factory Inspectorate: Dy. Chief Inspector of Factories
Alternate: - Senior Inspector of Factories.
Factory Inspectorate plays an important role during any industrial and transportation
disaster in which there is large-scale release of hazardous chemicals. In case of such
disaster, the Dy. Chief Inspector of Factories or Sr. Inspector of Factories would position
themselves in the ECR and help the District Administration by providing expert advice
for minimizing the effect of such a disaster.
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Main functions:
 Ensure the on-site emergency management plan of the affected industry (in case
of an industrial disaster) has been activated and the mitigate measures are taken
to safeguard the people present in the premises.
 Visit the site of accident to ensure proper measures are taken to control the
situation.
 Speed up help from mutual aid members, if required to contain the emergency.
 Mobilize the technical experts for advice if required.
 Inspect the area along with the tech. Co-coordinators and report to Deputy
Commissioner for giving all clear signals.

Fire fighting function: District Fire Officer
Alternate: - Station Fire Officer
The Divisional fire Officer/Station Officer will place himself in the main Emergency
Control entre and maintain continuous contact on VHF with the Station Officer at the
site. Depending on the need, the Divisional Fire Officer will place himself at the site and
maintain contact with the Deputy Commissioner in the Main Emergency Control Centre.
The Station Officer/ Sub-Officer/Asst. Sub-Officer of the fire station closest to the scene
of disaster will direct fire-fighting operations at the site and keep the Divisional fire
officer/station officer informed of the developments at the site.
Main functions:
 Initiate rescue and fire fighting operation with available means. Ensure that all
fire fighters use proper personnel protective equipment while fighting a fire or
controlling gas leak.
 Help the District Administration in evacuation of people from affected zones
using escape routes decided in advance depending on the wind direction.
 Continuously evaluate the situation and decide the necessity to call in additional
Fire Engines from neighboring taluks/district.
 Mobilize the services of the home guards for firefighting through the police.
 He wills advice the Deputy Commissioner on the extent of evacuation necessary.
 Preserve valuable evidences, which may be useful for investigation later on.
 Ensure availability of water and make arrangement for private water tanker
carriers.
 When the emergency is over, carry out joint inspection of affected areas along
with site controller and Technical experts to ensure the emergency is under
control.
 Send the message of “SAFE” to DC/SP etc to enable him to officially call off the
emergency.
Civil defence function: District Commandant, (Home Guards)
Alternate: - Dy. District Commandant
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District Commandant/Dy. Commandant will position themselves in the Emergency
Control Room and assist the District Administration in mitigating the emergency. They
would be continuous in contact with the field officer/units.
Main functions:
 Assist the Police or Fire personnel in carrying out their duties.
 Carry out rescue and evacuation operation in close association with other
emergency agencies.
 Evacuated areas would need to be guarded against looting.
Public works/highway function: Superintendent Engineer
Alternate: - Executive Engineer
Depending on type and location of the disaster, the in-charge of the PWD/Highway or
Irrigation department representatives would make them available at the ECR and
maintain close contact with their engineers who would be at the scene of the disaster.
Main functions:  Help the police to divert traffic away from the scene of accident along the entire
major roads.
 Ensure diversion routes are in good condition and traffic does not get jammed.
 Exhibit proper diversion signs conspicuously at suitable places.
Provide the mobile crane/heavy earthmoving equipment for the purpose of
salvage operation.
 Provide necessary assistance as required and directed by Deputy
Commissioner/Superintendent of Police.
Transportation function: Road transport officer (RTO)
Alternate: Asst.RTO
The transportation department plays an important role during any type of disaster as it
would involve large-scale evacuation of people in the affected area. RTO/ARTO would
be based at ECR and assist the District Administration in mitigating the emergency.
Main functions:
 Deploy required number of buses with drivers to evacuate people to safe
shelters.
 Mobilize various earth moving equipment and other heavy machinery from
different sources required for rescue operation.
 Provide mobile workshop if required for urgent repairs/breakdown.
 Provide assistance as required and directed by Superintendent of Police/Deputy
Commissioner.
Health function: District Health Officer (DHO)
Alternate: Taluk Health Officer.
The DHO/THO would be based in the ECR and assist District Administration in ensuring
prompt health care to all affected people through their network in affected areas.
Main functions:
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On receiving the information about the emergency DHO will mobilize all the
available medical & paramedical Staff for handling emergency.
Rush medical teams from the nearby hospitals to the scene of the disaster or safe
shelters nearby.
Set up first aid centre at the affected area and rescue shelters.
Mobilize all the available ambulances and assist in shifting the injured/affected
persons requiring the additional attention to hospitals.
Alert all government & private hospitals to meet any emergency and line of
treatment to be followed.
Alert blood banks to maximize their stock.
Set up temporary emergency wards with medical facilities to receive the affected
victims.
Inform all the doctors/para medicals regarding the nature of emergency as per
the message received from the ECR and also inform about the line of treatment
to be followed.
Ensure sufficient stock of drugs and other medical facilities are available.
Keep in touch with the district Emergency Control Room and Deputy
Commissioner and appraise him of the situation and advice him on additional
help required from outside agencies.

Welfare function: Dy. Director, Food and Civil Supply
Alternate: - Assistant Director, Food and civil Supply
The DD/AD, F&CS, would be based in the Emergency Control Room and assist the
District Administration in running the safe shelters and relief centres set up during the
disaster.
Main functions:
 Will be overall in-charge or Relief and Rehabilitation activities.
 Identify the rehabilitation centre in advance and establish them in shortest
possible time.
 Arrange for orderly transportation of population from the emergency zone and
adjacent villages in case evacuation has been ordered by Deputy Commissioner.
 Co-ordinate with the other departments connected with relief measures.
 Provide basic amenities such as food, drinking water and sanitation at the
rehabilitation centers.
 Distribute food packets at the affected areas to the people, emergency services
agencies such as police, fire fighting personnel and others.
 Exercise any other powers to seek any assistance from the local authorities’ in
achieving this objective.
 Establish contact with the voluntary organizations for assistance.
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To ensure that necessary arrangements are made for the orderly return of all
villagers to their respective places once the Deputy Commissioner informs about
the termination of the emergency.

Information function: District Information Officer
Alternate: - Assistant Information Officer.
The District Information Officer would be based in the Emergency Control Room during
any disaster and assist the district authorities in smooth operation.
Main functions:  Upon receiving the information from District Administration, the information
officer should co-ordinate with media for giving information regarding
emergency.
 Co-ordinate with the affected victims’ families for giving information of their
dear ones if missing/dead/injured.
Pollution control function: Dy. Environment Officer
Alternate: - Assistant Environment Officer
The representative of the Pollution Control Board would be based in the Emergency
Control Room during any disaster and ensure the environmental damage is kept
minimum.
Main functions:  Mobilize all possible resources at his disposal and keep the laboratory
functioning for analysis of pollutants and emissions.
 Rush the team to the affected area for collection of samples and analyze the
same.
 Keep the Emergency Control Room informed about the possible effect on human
life as well as environment and corrective actions taken to minimize the same.
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CHAPTER-5

MITIGATION PLAN

Mitigation plan involves preventive measures, preparedness and immediate relief
eruptions to becarriedout when a disaster is struck. The response time is the most
crucial element in minimizing of damages. Therefore putting in place of teams and
materials at a right place and at a right time is the main objective of a mitigation plan.
Mitigative measures to be taken in case of natural Disaster.

•
Slowing down the spreading of mine, industrial and forest fires and their
mitigation
•
Damage due to earthquake, landslides and other mass movements can be
minimized through early warning systems and timely evacuation of population.
Drainage, sub surface drainage, embankments, strengthening of slopes, raising
vegetation on sloppy surfaces, constructing of culverts etc. helps mitigating the
damage.
• In case of earth quakes emergency evacuation, scratch resume and relief
from important action plan in disaster management
• Programs of disaster management/ mitigation encompass a wide range of
options ranging from issuance flood warnings to reduction of flooding to actual
evacuation.
Synopsis of Mitigation plan: Phase
Pre
disaster
plan

Activities
Identification of disaster prone major accident
hazard units and industries involving hazardous
processes periodically and update.
Hazard, risk and vulnerability (HRV) analysis has
to be identified and reviewed periodically.
All the identified major accident hazard units and
industries involving hazardous process are
required to develop a comprehensive on site
emergency plan co-ordinating the resources
available at the site against the HRV
Mock rehearsals shall be schemed to assess the
strength and weaknesses in the mitigation
procedure.

Officials involved
Dept. of Factories

Periodical training on first aid fire fighting and
casualty handling during emergencies shall be
programmed.

Management Police,
Fire Services, Dist.
Commandant

Management, CDC

Management, Dept. of
Factories and Boilers
Management Dept.,
District Crisis Group

Hording showing the Do’s and don’ts in the event
of emergency shall be displayed at all strategic
location around the plant to sensitize the public
around the plant.

Management of
Industries

Identification of resources against the HRV

Management
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The vulnerability area shall be periodically
checked for its integrity and safe working
conditions.

Management,
Directorate Fire
Services, Factories

Community awareness programmed shall be
designed by distributing pamphlets, classes
highlighting about the hazards and do’s and
don’ts in the event of emergency.

Management Police,
Fire Services, Dist.
Commandant

Preparation of Resource directory showing the
resources available in and around the industry.

Directorate of
Factories, DCG

Duties and responsibilities of 1st responders’ viz.,
Fire Services, Police, Health, Home guards, shall
be clearly defined and shall be informed.

CDC, Police, Fire,
Revenue

Identification of shelters, temporary shelter
camps with accessibility and infrastructures

Revenue department

Listing and documenting the home guards
required for law order, assistance to the police
assistance at the temporary shelters

Dist. Commandant,
Home guards

Ensuring proper functioning of warning and
communication system. Updating of telephone
numbers at the control room.

CDC, Revenue

Identification and listing of blood banks, medical
shops, stockiest

DHO

Identification of listing of earth moving
equipment, vehicles for transportation and
documenting

RTO

Identifying NGOs for deployment to work at the
rehabilitation centers and to derive resources

Revenue, CDC

Periodical evaluation of resources at the control
room

CDC, Fire Services

Identification of routes, rallying posts, parking
places

Police, Fire Services

Preparation of list of experts to seek their opinion CDC, Dept. of Factories
during emergency mitigation

Identification and listing of hospital infrastructure facilities

DHO

Identification and listing of vehicles required for
immediate requisition

RTO

Identifying resources for temporary electricity
and lighting arrangement, identification and
listing of personnel and support system for
immediate action

KPTCL
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Identification of any pollution effects due from the
disasters and to advice CDC on the next course of
action

KSPCB

Identification of safe shelters for animals

Veterinary Dept.

Identification and supply of availability of potable
water sources, water purification tablets, construction
of temporary shelters and maintenance

PHE, Commissioner

Prevention and response strategies:

Officers are responsible to ensure proper preventive and response measures before the
disaster (in anticipation), during the disaster (concurrent stage) and after disaster
(post disaster stage).
These measures are integrated into the preparedness and
response plan. The mechanism for co-ordination, monitoring and supervision of
prevention, rescue and relief operations are clearly specified.
The respective sugar cane industries and other industries and all the private factories
have prepared their on-site disaster management plan as per the Factories Act. Weak
points in the river embankments which require constant watch at the time of
monsoon.
The irrigation Department is ready with the plan to face any
eventuality of breaching of reservoirs, embankments, etc., which may result in
flood. EE has been instructed to keep the channels/nalas clean for free flow of
water before the onset of monsoon.
The Department of Agriculture is ready with contingency plan for crop loss or drought
situations. Pests and fertilizers are available during any disaster situation. Field staffs
are alert to help the farmers to protect their crop.
The Forest Department has got plan for prevention of forest fire or any kind
risks due to vulnerability of any kind to forest in the district.
Administrative preparedness

All the 4 Tahsildars have been inspired and instructed to form groups of Village
Accountants, Revenue Inspectors, Deputy Tahsildars, wherever nodal officers are
available and to identify the vulnerable areas and also to plan for the local publicity at
the time of such incidents. The taluk level officers like Executive Officer, Asst. Executive
Engineers, Block Educational Officers and all other departments are also asked to be in
our team to provide necessary help to provide shelter, food, repairs of roads,
culverts, etc., wherever required. Karnataka Power Transmission Corporation Ltd.,
GESCOM, Medical Staff and Municipality or Panchayath Staff has been asked to extend
their services, within their limits. Almost all the social workers, NGOs and the
likeminded people have been asked to provide their services in times of need.
All the officers were kept in touch with the DDM Heads, both in taluk and district
level. Police, Home guards were kept in red alert especially in project areas and
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on river banks. And also to identify the places where rehabilitation camps are to
be opened, facilities to provide drinking water, food providing facility and areas
available resources are to be identified. Medical facilities, NGO assistance,
maintenance of cattle, open space for all their activities are also to be kept in mind in
identifying the mitigation plan. The slum areas, the people living in low line areas,
backwater level areas were kept in mind, and high alert and wide publicity
arrangements were also made.

Mitigation Plan for Drought.

Agriculture Department is entrusted with a task of developing drought resistant
verities, alternate cropping pattern, fodder reserves (dry) and information
dissemination mechanism. Urban local bodies and Gram panchayaths are equipped
with assured drinking water supply systems. Food gowdons have been identified at
reachable distances. Medical and Veterinary officers are included in mitigation teams
to deal with issues related to health and nutrition. List of vehicles to be used for
supply of food, fodder and medicines is kept prepared.
Auxiliary nursing
matrons are entrusted with a task of preparing a list of vulnerable groups like
women, children, senior citizen, infants and nursing mothers.

PÉÆ¥Àà¼À f¯ÉèAiÀÄ UÉÆÃ±Á¯ÉUÀ¼À°èAiÀÄ eÁ£ÀÄªÁgÀÄUÀ¼À ¸ÀAgÀPÀëuÉUÁV RjÃ¢¹zÀ ªÉÄÃªÀÅ/PÀ©â£À
¸ÉÆÃV ¥ÀæªÀiÁtzÀ «ªÀgÀ
vÁ®ÆèPÀÄ

PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
UÀAUÁªÀw
PÀÄµÀÖV
AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð
MlÄÖ

eÁ£ÀÄªÁgÀÄ
¢£ÀUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉå

¸ÀgÀ§gÁdÄ ªÀiÁrzÀ ªÉÄÃ«£À ¥ÀæªÀiÁtzÀ «ªÀgÀ
(PÉ.f.UÀ¼À°è)

MlÄÖ vÀÆPÀzÀ
¥ÀæªÀiÁt (4+5)

PÀ©â£À ¸ÉÆÃV

670938

¨sÀvÀÛzÀ ºÀÄ®Äè/eÉÆÃ¼ÀzÀ
zÀAlÄ
3365921

1876141

5242062

1142923

4527180

2524520

7051700

14335823

5128291

360460
449867

2624188

2598647
3844075

159245
568385
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PÉÆ¥Àà¼À f¯ÉèAiÀÄ UÉÆÃ±Á¯ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ EgÀÄªÀ eÁ£ÀÄªÁgÀÄ «ªÀgÀ
PÀæ.¸ÀA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

vÁ®ÆèPÀÄ
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

UÀAUÁªÀw

PÀÄµÀÖV

UÉÆÃ±Á¯É ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ
ªÀzÀUÀ£Á¼À
EgÀP®
À èUÀqÁ
ªÉÆÃgÀ£Á¼À
ºÁ¸ÀUÀ¯ï
PÀªÀ®ÆgÀ
C¼ÀªÀAr
PÀÆPÀ£¥
À À½î
PÀ£PÀ ÀVj
ºÀÄ¯ÉÊºÉÊzÀgï
£ÀªÀ°
UËj¥ÀÄgÀ
aPÀÌªÀiÁ¢£Á¼À
GqÀªÀÄPÀ¯ï
PÀ®PÉÃj
aPÀÌvÉ«Ää£Á¼À
ºÉÆ¸À½î
JA. PÀÄgÀ§£Á¼À

vÁ®ÆèPÀÄªÁgÀÄ MlÄÖ eÁ£ÀÄªÁgÀÄ
¢£ÀUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉå

85451
157486
112658
104369
87361
120600
3005
MlÄÖ 670938
154775
109413
60932
15295
15595
4450
MlÄÖ 360460
65575
250883
240996
177070

181223
58107
46831
71465
23197
27576
MlÄÖ 1142923
AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð aPÉÆÌ¥sÀà
218257
w¥ÀàgÀ¸À£Á¼À
162947
aPÀÌªÀAPÀ®PÀÄAmÁ
41607
ªÀÄAUÀ¼ÀÆgÀÄ
27056
MlÄÖ 449867
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À f¯ÉèAiÀÄ eÁ£ÀÄªÁgÀÄ ¸ÀªÀÄUÀæ MlÄÖ 2624188
vÁªÀgÀUÉÃgÁ
ºÀ£ÄÀ ªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ
vÀ¼ÀªÀUÉÃgÁ
»gÉÃªÀÄ£Áß¥ÀÆgÀ
dÄªÀÄ¯Á¥ÀÆgÀ
ZÀ¼ÀUÉÃj

PÉÆ¥Àà¼À f¯ÉèAiÀÄ°èvÁ®ÆèPÀÄªÁgÀÄ ªÉÄÃ«£À ®¨sÀåvÉAiÀÄ «ªÀgÀ ¢£ÁAPÀ : 16-01-2014(ªÉÄ.l£ïUÀ¼À°è)
µÀgÁ :
1) 2013 gÀ »AUÁgÀÄ ºÀAUÁ«Ä£À ¨É¼ÉUÀ¼À CAzÁdÄ ªÉÄÃªÀÅ GvÁàzÀ£ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß UÀt£ÉUÉ
vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆ¼Àî¯ÁVzÉ.
2) 2012-13 £ÉÃ ¸Á°£À ¨ÉÃ¹UÉ ºÀAUÁ«Ä£À CAzÁdÄ ªÉÄÃªÀÅ GvÁàzÀ£ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß UÀt£ÉUÉ
vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆ¼Àî¯ÁVzÉ.
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3) 2013-14 gÀ ¸Á°£À ªÀÄÄAUÁgÀÄ ºÀAUÁ«Ä£À CAzÁdÄ ªÉÄÃªÀÅ GvÁàzÀ£ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß UÀt£ÉUÉ
UÉzÀÄPÉÆ¼Àî¯ÁVzÉ.

vÁ®ÆèPÀÄ

eÁ£ÀÄªÁgÀÄUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉå (zÀ£À +JªÉÄä)

zÀ£À

PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
UÀAUÁªÀw
PÀÄµÀÖV
AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð
MlÄÖ

JªÉÄä

52925
66281
57184
52816

229206

19510
45228
17338
15376

97454

MlÄÖ

72435
111509
74522
68192

326658

¢£ÁAPÀ :
04-012014
gÀªÀgÉUÉ
ªÉÄÃ«£À
®¨sÀåvÉ
(ªÉÄ.l£ï°è)

MAzÀÄ ªÁgÀPÉÌ
eÁ£ÀÄªÁgÀÄUÀ¼
À ¸ÀASÉå
C£ÀÄ¸ÁgÀ
ªÉÄÃ«£À
¨ÉÃrPÉ
(ªÉÄ.l£ïUÀ¼À
°è)

®¨sÀåvÉEgÀÄª
À ªÉÄÃªÀÅ
JµÀÄÖ
ªÁgÀUÀ¼À
ªÀgÉUÉ
¸ÁPÁUÀÄvÀÛz
É.

151738
269557
99382
21860

2535
3903
2608
2387

59
69
28
30

592537

11433

ªÉÄÃ«£À PÉÆgÀvÉ

f¯ÉèAiÀÄ°è ªÀÄÄA¢£À
51 ªÁgÀUÀ¼À ªÀgÉUÉ
ªÉÄÃªÀÅ
¸ÁPÁUÀÄwÛzÀÄÝPÉÆgÀvÉ
¬ÄgÀÄªÀÅ¢®è.
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PÉÆ¥Àà¼À f¯ÉèAiÀÄ°èÀ ªÉÄÃ«£À ¥ÀæªÀiÁtzÀ «ªÀgÀ (31.08.2015 gÀªÀgÉUÉ)
PÀæ.¸ÀA.

vÁ®ÆQ£À
ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ

MlÄÖ
eÁ£ÀÄªÁgÀÄUÀ¼À
¸ÀASÉå

¸ÀzsÀå
®¨sÀå«gÀÄªÀ
ªÉÄÃªÀÅ
¸ÀAUÀæºÀuÉ
(ªÉÄ.l£ïUÀ¼À°è)

77436

27815

ªÉÄÃªÀÅ
¨ÁåAPïUÀ¼À
¸ÀASÉå

5

1

0

22923

4

2

0

121471

5

7

0

112643

54994

3 PÀÄµÀ×V
4 AiÀÄ®§ÄUÀð

65406

15739

MlÄÖ

339947

FUÁUÀ¯ÉÃ vÉUÉ¢gÀÄªÀ
UÉÆÃ±Á¯ÉUÀ¼À
¸ÀASÉå

1 PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
2 UÀAUÁªÀw

84462

¸ÀzsÀå
®¨sÀå«gÀÄªÀ
ªÉÄÃªÀÅ
JµÀÄÖ
ªÁgÀUÀ¼ÀgÉUÉ
¸ÁPÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ.

Mitigation measures for Road Accidents:

7

4

2

2

0

0

Road Accident is a major killer and takes place without warning. Rate on road
accidents, are ported indicate that 70% of road accidents, areas from drivers
negligence. Some other reasons are poor road condition, heavy traffic, poor vehicle
maintenance possible impacts of accident of individuals are loss of life, Trauma Care &
burns.
1. The provisions of Motor Vehicles Act and other related legislation's and
regulations are strictly enforced.
2. Adequate Highway and traffic Aid post will be created.
3. Trauma Care Centers shall be established at every 100 kms. On the National and
State Highway.
4. Speed monitoring equipments and computerization of movement of vehicles with
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adequate checkpoints on the National Highway will be introduced.
5. Fixation of timings to the passenger vehicles to avoid and traffic fan. Identify and
designate routes and fixing the time for transportation of hazardous chemicals
and other materials.
6. Prohibit the parking of vehicles on National Highway and State Highway.
7. Excavation on roads will be protected well particularly in the night with barricades
fluorescent signs and red lights.
8. PWD and National Highway department should concentrate on removal of
bottlenecks on National and State Highway.
9. Efforts will be made to provide road dividers on National and State Highway
on priority basis.
10. Arrangements will be made adequate embankments/reflector/proper signs on
curves.
11. Arrangements will be made information signs boards giving the local of the
nearest village Police Station, Hospital, Ghat Traffic Position, Petrol pump, etc. at
every traffic aid post.
12. All two-wheeler drivers including pillion riders must always wear the right kind of
helmet.
13. Overtaking in vehicles is regulated.
14. Frequently accidents occurring spots will be identified and precautionary
measures will be taken.
15. Lanes will be marked for pedestrians/Cyclists.
Since accidents general result in injuries, burns or loss of life providing
emergency medical facilities is of utmost importance. Relief teams comprising
medical personnel and transport authorities have to be rushed to the spot provide first
aid and shifting the injured to the nearest hospital. Upon arrival at the accident spot the
team should immediately provide first aid to the victims and look for persons trapped
inside the vehicle. Assistance of the local police should be sought to disperse any
crowds that may hinder effective relief measures.
If the magnitude of the
accident is high help of local NGOs and volunteers may be taken.
In case of major building collapse the major role is to be played by the Fire
Department with the assistance of the Police and Health Authorities. Shifting victims to
the nearby hospital should be done after providing necessary first aid. Necessary
equipment to remove debris should be kept readily available to save victims who may
be buried inside. Volunteers and NGOs must be trained properly to handle such so that
emergency relief is carried on smoothly. Fire disasters
occur
mainly due to
carelessness or mischief by miscreants. Preventive measures such as avoiding
storage of large quantities of combustible materials in one place, firefighting
equipment in petrol filling stations, textile, plastic, paper and wood industries
should be insisted upon during inspection by the concerned authorities. Personnel of
the fire brigade are well equipped to handle any fire hazards and regular drills and
training sessions are held.
Earthquake Mitigation Plan:
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The recent devastation in Gujarat has been an eye-opener as regards the magnitude of
loss to human life and property. Hence, the District Administration has geared up the
various Departments to effectively meet the challenge of an earthquake.
Since, earthquakes strike without forewarning and generally any measurement on the
Rector scale is usually a post operative measure, prevention in respect of earthquakes is
imperative.
The main hurdles as regards planning are as follows:
• Structural planning of individual buildings.
• Communication lines.
• Electricity and water supply.
• Health hazards.
• Loss of life, property and employment.
Preventive steps are required in the following areas:
• Public structures.
• Dams.
• Roads.
• Maintenance of health and prevention of epidemic diseases. Since, earthquakes are
natural calamities dissemination of proper information, awareness, stocking of proper
machinery and equipment are the prerequisites to tackle such a situation.
General steps to be taken for maintaining calm in case of earthquake
1 Public to be educated to remain calm and not to panic.
2. Not to enter or exit from buildings when tremors are felt.
3. If indoors, take protection/shelter under a heavy object, which can sustain
weight Of heavy objects. Ex. A heavy desk, a study table, a strong cot etc.
4. Protect the head with covering such as books, pillows, blankets etc.
5. If outdoors to stay away from buildings, walls, tress, etc, as they are
likely to collapse or get uprooted.
6. If driving, it is safe to stay inside the vehicle, as it is likely to provide
protection from falling objects.
Mitigation Plan for the forest fire

Fire plays a very critical role in the habitat management. Forests are very valuable in
this district and form a major portion of the area .One of the main factors that have
accelerated the degradation of forest cover is the occurrence of fire which has almost
become an annual feature. The glaziers, firewood and MFP collectors and tourists
tend to set fire deliberately or by accident. Smugglers and poachers also set fire to
the forest to divert the attention of field staff. Due to the forest fire the natural
regeneration is lost and the forests are deprived of rich humus. Wild animals
particularly herbivores and reptiles are the worst sufferers for want of green
foliages while innumerable soil fauna will be destroyed , which play a very important
role in maintaining the ecological balance by decomposing and releasing energy
from dead plant and animals. Hence preventive and fire control measures have been
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given much importance in the habitat development.
Probable causes for forest fires

The forest areas are susceptible for fire in the months of January to end of June i.e. the
summer season. Considerable damage takes place every year due to the ground
fire that occurs in the forests. The leaves which fall on the ground is the fuel for fire.
Also the grass dries because of sunlight & becomes fuel to the fire. Also dried bamboos
in the forests act as fuel to the fire. Plantation which are raised are also susceptible to
the fire and at the initial stages if there is fire then the plantation itself fail and causes
heavy loss. In the high forests the regeneration is severely affected. The humus is also
burns & causes losses of Carbon & fertility of soil, there is also resultant
compaction of soil and consequent poor porosity. Further forest regeneration is also
affected. The fire also affects the former and the young regeneration of the forest and
destroys. Medicinalplants & rare herbs. Normally the fire occurs intentionally by the
villagers for the purpose of getting fresh grass for the purpose of grazing. There are
accidental fires due to negligence of the nearby villagers & Poachers. The fires are
controlled immediately by fire watchers & staff with the assistance of villagers.
Existing practice to tackle the forest fires are as follows

Prior to the fire season the fire lines of 3.2 m. width are created to stop the fire from
entering from one block to another, these fire lines are created near roads,
around plantations, along forest boundaries, D'lines and strips within forest areas.
Forest camps are established at sensitive points and forest staffs stay round the
clock & rush to the spot in groups as soon as they get the fire occurrence information
over wireless and extinguish the fire.
Mitigation in case of Floods:
Floods caused extensive damage to human, animal and plant life. Flood result in
rendering many people homeless leading to devastation and total chaos to lack of
communication and means of transportation. Koppal district is vulnerable to floods due
to breach of dams.There is a major dam of Thunga Bhadra Project and Herehalla
situated in the district.

These dam and Herehalla sites are thoroughly studied by the scientist and Engineers
and ensured the safety of the construction at the time of foundation. Still precautionary
measures have to be taken to mitigate the disaster.
Existing facilities
Facilities available in the villages in the flood plain zone and also villages on higher
elevations nearby have been identified. These facilities are in the form of school
buildings, panchayat buildings land temples. In case of emergency such buildings will be
mobilized to serve as shelters temporarily. In addition requirement of tents has also
been assessed. Sources who can supply tents at a very short notice have been identified.
Depending upon the need of the hour external relief will be mobilized.
Time of travel of flood wave from the time of occurrence of disaster is assessed in the
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Study of Dam breaks analysis. The minimum time available at the nearest
habilitation is about ½ an hour. Transport requirement for emergency evacuation has
been assessed. Keeping in view, the time available at respective locations, required
transport facilities can be mobilized through transport department.
Number of boats and coracles available and their locations have been identified and are
enlisted in chapter-logistics. These can be put to service at short notice. In case of
extreme emergncy, machine boat services will also be mobilized. Such facilities are
available and can reach the spots within about 3 hours. During such situations
maintenance of law and order is very important. Help of police and home guards will
be taken. There are number of police stations and police out posts in the nearby areas.
District administration will be informed to keep some additional force during the
monsoon season. If need be help will be taken of the reserve police force,
stationed at district head quarters. As evacuation during emergency has to be
carried out immediately, the flood reaches a particular village such operation may be
required to be done round the clock. For operation during night, illumination in the
villages is very important. These are n surety of uninterrupted power supply.
Therefore, alternate lighting arrangements are necessary. It is proposed to mobilize,
LPG lanterns, petro maxes, etc., in addition, advantage will be taken of the head lights of
transport vehicles.
In the nearby taluk head quarters, there are fair price shops. The Revenue
Department will be requested to keep extra stock of food grains and kerosene, so
as to mobilize the same for the affected villages in case of emergency. From
the taluk headquarters transportation can be done within a period of 2 hours.
At the taluk headquarters there are primary health centers and so also in big villages.
During the monsoon season and in case of emergency medical facility and help
can be mobilized. The distances are such that within two hours site can be
reached. In addition there are private medical practitioners in almost all the villages.
These can be mobilized for providing first aid in case of an emergency.
Action before flood: Pre-Flood arrangement
 DDMA to meet at regular intervals
 To keep the Control Rooms functional
 Repair of river and canal embankments and guarding of weak points.
 Keep rainfall reports.
 To publish rain gauge-readings and preparation of maps and charts.
 Assigning charge of flood circles.
 Dissemination of weather reports and flood bulletins issued by the
metrological
centers, Central Water
Commission. Flood
Forecasting
Organization.
 Deployment of boats at strategic points.
 Use of power boats.
 Installation of temporary Police Wireless Stations and temporary telephones
 In flood-prone areas.
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Arrangement for keeping telephone and telegraph lines in order.
Storage of flood in interior, vulnerable, strategic and key area.
Keep the drainage system de-silted and properly maintained.
Agricultural measures.
Health services.
Veterinary services.
Identify flood shelters.
Training in flood relief work.

Emergency Measures to be taken.

It is imperative that rescue and evaluation operations are taken up by the district
administration without any loss of time. People living in low-lying areas are
forewarned to evacuate the place and are shifted to a safe environment. Relief centers
are to be set up to provide adequate food, clothing, shelter and water to the persons
shifted. For shifting people and animals rafts and boats are to be kept ready and
services of ex-service men and sports persons who are good swimmers are employed
for relief measures.
Members of the flood relief committee will work in accordance with the action plan and
press into service the NGO's and other youth who are trained to meet the exigency. At
the village level, the panchayat members and the volunteers are requested to
identify members of the families especially children and ensure that evacuation is
done in-groups, which will make the task re-location easier. Adequate stock of food
grains, rafts, boats and other equipment for shifting affected persons and animals.
Alternate shelters for communities headed by co-coordinator to ensure that proper
medical facilities are provided to the affected families. In case of deaths, proper
documentation to be done after identifying the deceased and necessary steps taken
to dispose the corpse to prevent health hazards. NGO's and other volunteers to set up
kitchens in the shelters for providing food to the evacuees. Necessary food grains to
be provided by the district administration.
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CHAPTER-6

RESPONSE PLAN

The response plan has been prepared with an aim of reducing to a great extent the
response time to any disaster. This in turn will minimize the extent of damage and
sufferings to human/animal life and infrastructure considerably. The plan enables all
those involved in rescue and relief to know exactly their roles, about available
resources, structure etc. and with whom they have to co-ordinate.
Inter departmental co-ordination weekly meetings are planned to reduce field level
problems and to impart knowledge on standard operating procedures. Local engineers
of PWD PRED, irrigation dept. have been asked to be in red alert to assess the
damage and to immediately repair/ make alternate arrangements in their area without
waiting for procedural aspects. Logistics arrangements for rescue operation has
been put in place, including animal care and management of the deceased.
Relief and Rescue Operation

Rescue work will be taken up by the local police, home-guards, fire force along with
local villagers and volunteers.
In case severe distress due to natural calamities like high flood or
earthquake,
emergent relief such as temporary shelter, rice, dal, potato, salt, kerosene,
matchboxes, toothpaste soap, milk, clothing, blanket, etc., will be arranged from the
identified traders and sources.
Immediate response acts
 Inform the core committee members to swing into action.
 Summon the fire brigade.
 Inform Road Transport Authorities to stop movement of vehicle.
 Mobilize volunteers, youth, sportsmen, social service workers, Ex-servicemen,
Medical personal.
 Make shift arrangements for temporary shelters to displaced persons
 Providing water and food to the affected.
Synopsis of Response Plan: Phase
During
disaster

Activities
Disseminating information 1st Responders.

Officials involved
CDC

Keeping the control room active round the clock.

CDC

Distributing of duties to the district level officials,
field functionaries on need basis.

CDC

Arrangement of vehicle and public address
system for information dissemination.

Police

Asking the people in the vulnerable areas to move Fire services, Police,
to the shelters and to move their domesticated
Revenue, Veterinary
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animals to shelter places and to co-operate with
the volunteers and other officials engaged in
similar activities.

Dept.

Constituting of mobile health teams to visit
shelters.

Health Dept.

Arrangement and deployment vehicles for
evacuation of persons.

RTO

Arrangement of specialized equipment for
mitigation .

RTO Management

Traffic management and patrolling to the disaster
site.

Police

Arrangement for evaluation of water and air
pollution due to the disaster.

KSPCB

Informing the hospitals to be ready to receive the
injured persons for immediate medical aid, and
arrangement of special medical need if required.

Health Dept.

Arrangement and deployment of Fire Services,
emergency response vehicles, first aid fire
fighting personnel.

Fire services

Arrangement and deployment of Home guards for Commandant Home
law and order to work in association with Fire
guards
services and police.
Arrangement and deployment of Police for
maintaining law and order.

Police

Provision of security at the shelter.

Police

Management of deceased.

DROUGHT:
AEE, PWD
To generate
employment
to the needy
victims

Revenue, Health

Response Plan for different Disasters.
Task force for Disaster management during Drought.
AEE, ZP
To provide
drinking
water to
affected
areas

Tahasildar
To provide
food,
drinking
water and
milk

Taluk
Medical
Officer

To coordinate
with PHCs
and provide
medical
relief and set
up medical
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camps if
necessary
Koppla, Gangavathi, Kustagi and Yalburga taluk face drinking water problem in case of
rainfall deficit. panchayat and municipalities in the district are advised to repair the
bore wells and pipelines which are not in good condition. New bore wells are
drilled in such areas under Auxillirated drinking water supply scheme through ZP
engineering dept. Awareness should be created in the public not to waste the water and
bore wells points to dig the new borewells have been identified . Places to open
the ghoshalas in holbi head quarters have been identified. If need be the fodder will be
procured from Bellary district. Food grains are stored in the KSFC and FCI gowdons. The
list of such gowdons in the district and storage capacity has been worked out
already by the district administration. Usually the people from Kustagi, Yalaburga
Koppal taluk will leave the villages in search of employment at the time of
drought. Hence the list of tanks which are to be desalted, the amount required,
number of labors to be employed has been prepared.The Grama Panchayats are advised
to get the list of the laborers that usually will go in search of employment.
Drought Monitoring

Since the District is prone to frequent droughts, emphasis is laid on monitoring
the situation during droughts. Identification of drought-prone villages and taluks has
been done and contingent plans have been worked out.
The following steps have been taken on a regular basis by the District Administration
through Panchayat Offices to combat the menace of drought:
 Digging of bore wells.


Providing hand pumps and motor pumps wherever required.



Digging of wells.






Repair of existing hand pumps and motor pumps.
De-silting of wells, tank beds.

Providing pipelines for supply of water.

Providing water to problems areas through water tankers and other means.

 Providing water storage facilities at all block levels.
Since water contamination and water borne diseases can cause health hazards
precautions are taken to ensure that drinking water is properly purified before
consumption. The District Health officials and the ZP Department monitor supply of
drinking water and ensure that there is no scope for water contamination.
PROVIDING FOOD AND FODDER DURING DROUGHT
Since drought has a cyclic effect there is a drain on resources such as food, water,
employment, etc., as there is inadequate soil moisture there is shortage of food and
fodder.
The focus during drought would be on the following vital areas:
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Water conservation.



Employment generation.
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Supply of essential commodities.
Early warning systems.
Health care.

Water supply to remote areas by tankers etc.
Emphasis on the poorer classes of society.
Priority to drinking water over irrigation.
Training to NGO’s Volunteers and youth.

The following Action Plan has been formulated by the District Administration to deal
with the situation of drought.

Contingency plan prepared in co-ordination with the Water Supply Department, ZP, TP,
Municipal Corporations, Irrigation Department and Health Department to ensure
availability of adequate quantity of drinking water.
Food: Department of Food and Civil Supplies is in readiness to face any situation of
drought and has maintained stock register of availability of food grains.
Health: Department of Health has trained personnel on its rolls to deal with situation of
drought and forms an important organ of the Core Committee.

Fodder: An adequate step taken to ensure that fodder for cattle is stored in case of
impending drought.
Veterinary Facilities: Veterinary Department has been instructed to store adequate
stock of medicines to save lives of cattle and live stock.
FLOOD:

Floods caused extensive damage to human, animal and plant life. Flood result in
rendering many people homeless leading to devastation and total chaos to lack of
communication and means of transportation.

Preventive steps:
Certain advance measures are taken to prevent extensive damages caused by floods.
 Embankments
 Flood ways and diversions of rivers.
 Protection of river banks.
 Community-cum-shelter buildings.
Emergency measures to be taken
It is imperative that rescue and evaluation operations are taken up by the district
administration without any loss of time. People living in low-lying areas are forewarned
to evacuate the place and are shifted to a safe environment. Relief centers are to be set
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up to provide adequate food, clothing, shelter and water to the persons shifted. For
shifting people and animals rafts and boats are to be kept ready and services of exservice men and sports persons who are good swimmers are employed for relief
measures.
Facilities available in case of floods
1) Wireless communication with revenue authorities.
2) Motorized Boat of 12 members' capacity available at Munirabad
3) Police Wireless system, Fax, Telephone Facilities.
4) Tipper and Lorries are available in the office of the Executive Engineers located
at Munirabad, Gangavathik, Kustagi and Koppal.
5) Inspection Bunglows, School and College Buildings are mainly available for
shifting the affected peoples at Munirabad, Gangavathi, Kampli, and Kustagi.
Arrangements during and after floods:
















Organizing rescue operations.
Relief measures by non-official and voluntary organization may be enlisted as for
as possible.
Organize relief camps.
Provision of basic amenities like drinking water, sanitation and public
health care and arrangements of cooked food in the relief camps.
Organizing enough relief parties to the rescue of the marooned people within a
reasonable time limit.
Establish alternate communication links to have effective communication with
marooned areas.
Organizing controlled kitchens to supply foods initially at least for 3 days.
Organizing cattle camps, if necessary and provide veterinary care, fodder and
cattle feed to the affected animals.
Grant of emergency relief to all the affected people.
Submission of daily reports and dissemination correct information through
mass media to avoid rumors.
Rehabilitation of homeless.
Commencement of agricultural activities desolation, resowing.
Repairs and reconstructions of infrastructural facilities such as roads,
embankments, resettlement of flood prone areas.
Health measures.
Relief for economic reconstruction.
Functions of chief emergency coordinator (cec) in case of floods

The following functions are delineated for the Chief Emergency Coordinator. He will
take various emergency decisions by convening the immediate meeting/conferencing
of Emergency Planning, Group together they are responsible for the following.
1. Formulation and implementation of the plan.
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2. Guidance/decision on matters of basic policy.
3. Activation of the emergency control center and convening the emergency
meeting.
4. Declaring the emergency zones with the help of technical personnel and
experts.
5. Control on emergency operations.
6. Review of operational preparedness of emergency machinery.
7. Holding
periodic
mock/training
exercises
to
ensure
optimum
preparedness at operational level.
8. Development and updating hazard scenarios and cascading effects from time to
time.
9. Mobilizing organizations, financial and human resources for the plan.
10. Liaison with external/Govt. agencies and assessment of whether any public
assistance is required.
11. Furnishing information on the incident to District, State and National Level
authorities and if needed competent bodies may be called for assistance.
12. Liaison with press/media, to report the emergency.
13. Declaring rehabilitation centers in case of evacuation if called for
14. Monitoring post emergency situation in terms of health care, first aid,
habilitation etc.,
15. Declare all clear, once everything is normal.
The emergency control centre consists of the following;

1. At least two external telephones (one incoming and the others one out
going fitted with simultaneous/selective boards casting systems) with a PABX.
2. Wireless/Radio equipment (VHF/mobile).
3. Inundation/vulnerability maps indicating risk zones, assembly points,
alternate evacuation routes, safe areas, rehabilitation centers etc.,
4. Telephone directory of emergency response system.
5. List of all emergency equipment and personnel for evacuation,
personnel protection, medical aid etc., under the plan as well as with
Government agencies in the district.
6. List of ambulances, base medical facilities, hospitals, rehabilitation centers etc.,
7. Reference books/chemical dossiers.
8. Copies of Disaster Management Plan.
Fire Accidents:
The major portion of Koppal district is covered with forest which is susceptible to a
fire hazard during summer and has a potential to inflict effects which are
devastating. In addition, there are mines and two major hazardous industries in the
district which are prone to fire accidents.
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CHAPTER-7

RECOVERY AND RECONSTRUCTION PLAN

The biggest challenge thrown to the district administration after any disaster
is recovery and rehabilitation. This has
an array of
activities like
assessment of damage, construction of houses, provision for food, clothe, fodder,
medical care, preventing the spread of contagious diseases, repair of damaged
roads, bridges, culverts, dams, schools, hospitals, restoration of communication links,
psycho-social counseling of survivors and economic support from the govt. , NGO s
etc. District level functionaries have been identified to carry out these tasks in a rapid
manner and their exact roles are defined.
Synopsis of recovery and rehabilitation: Phase
Post
disaster

Activities
Assessment of damages and preparation of
comprehensive damage report.

Officials involved
CDC, Revenue,
Management, KSPCB

Maintenance of Law and Order.

Police

Deployment of earth moving vehicles, cranes.

RTO

Arrangement of shelter for animals and other
requirements.

Veterinary

FIRE the disaster, the damages and the death
cases.
Emergency cleaning of debris to enable
reconnaissance.

Temporary supply of food and drinking water
and medicines to the shelter.

Police

Management, Fire
Service, Police
Corporation, Health,
Revenue

Providing of temporary lighting facilities to the
shelters and the disaster area.

KPTCL

Encouraging NGOs to carry restoration and
reconstruction works.

Revenue

Deployment of Home guards and constables to
maintain law and order.

Supervising all the activities

Collection of progress reports and furnishing
report to the Government.

Police, Dy.
Commandant, Home
guards
CDC

CDC

Damage Evaluation:
Damage
to
public , Private properties, crops and other vital infrastructures
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/installations are assessed by the respective department officials at taluka level, is
compiled by the tahsildar, scrutinized by the
Evaluating Authority
assistant commissioner of the area. DDMA
priorities the relief and rehabilitation works to beTHO/MO
taken up immediately by keeping in view ofAsst.director, animal husbandry &
availability of resources.
Veterinary services
Tahsildar & AEE, PWD.
Damage
1. Human lives & injuries

2. Loss of animals and livestock
3. Damages to dwelling houses, public
buildings
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

AEE-PWD, ZP, DUDC&irrigation dept.
ADA, SADH, AD sericulture
AEE-KPTCL, CHESCOM
BSNL
Railway engg. Dept.

Roads,Dams,bridges,culverts, drainages
Crops
Power lines
Communication lines
Railway lines

Assessment of crop damage:
District Agriculture Officer such as Joint Director or Deputy Director or Assistant
Director will have to undertake immediate survey of the damages as outlined below;
a) Area covered under different crops.
b) Approximate extent of crop damage
c) Soil reclamation requirements.
d) Cropping pattern, Rabi or Khariff.
e) Requirements of seeds, seedlings, fertilizers, pesticides, etc., to be assessed.
f) It is to be examined if seeds/seedlings can be supplied to the affected cultivators
at subsidized rates.
g) Availability of seeds/seedlings etc. to be assessed and requirement of of pump
sets to be evaluated.
h) Assessment of need, availability and additional requirement of funds.
Municipal authorities, Gram Panchayath, Town Panchayath Officials were asked to keep
an eye view of buildings and to take precaution care of such weak buildings, to keep up
the bad drainage works repaired and to identify the risk oriented infrastructure. All the
PWD, PRED officers were asked to be in the red alert.
Rehabilitation of earthquake victims

The first and foremost requirement consequent upon the earthquake would be an
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alternate shelter that is capable of withstanding the next tremor. District
Administration has taken steps along with the public works department to ensure
that any new constructions that are taken up are capable of withstanding quakes
according to requirement.
Wherever possible old and dilapidated buildings are
subjected to inspection by the Public Works Department and necessary reinforcements
provided. Road and Rail network to be kept watch to ensure that people do not
panic and desert their dwellings.
Control rooms with wireless, transportation and adequate food supplies to be set up at
places affected by tremors to keep in constant touch with the District Administration.
First Aid and Medical facilities to be provided on war footing. Services of Jawans, NCC
cadets, Scouts and Guides and other voluntary organization like Lions club, Rotarians to
be sought.
Storage of food
All the Gram Panchayat offices are being used as storage points when need arises.
Secretaries of Gram Panchayats and Asst. Directors and Deputy Directors are the
contact persons. Adequate quantity rice/Johor has been kept for distribution to the
victims in the god owns. These locations could also be used as storage points for
medicines, blankets etc.

Supply of Fodder
Fodder of at least 1 kg/animal per day up to maximum of 3 days will be stocked and
provided. The Revenue and Veterinary officers will be in charge
Post Disaster Measures

1) Damage assessment by the respective officers.
2) Immediate restoration of infrastructure facilities.
3) It is to be examined if labor intensive works are required be undertaken to
provide
labor in the affected pockets.
4) Disposal of carcasses to be immediately taken up to prevent epidemics by
the
Deputy Director/AD of Veterinary Department.
5) DHO will take immediate steps for disinfections of drinking water sources.
6) Supplying potable water will be taken up by the Local Bodies.
Rehabilitation.
House damage in the wake of major disaster in the rural areas presents a serious
problem. As these houses are generally mud built with thatched roof, the worst
sufferers are
the economically backward people who normally reside in vulnerable prone areas
of these villages. Rehabilitations schemes are undertaken to provide housing to as
many people as possible after a devastating disasters. Such houses are either to be
located on the land allotted by the government or in their own safe land.
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• Taluk Panchayat Officer and Engineers could visit the sites suitable for
housing purposes in a village during normal times and if the people living in
vulnerable prone areas are willing to shift to new sites. They can obtain their
willingness in writing and furnish such lists to the AC/DC.
• The house shall be built according to the requirement of beneficiaries and
their pattern of living subject to financial limitation. The people must involve
themselves in the housing programme.
• For this purpose, facilities available under Ashraya, Indira Awaas Yojana
schemes etc., should be availed of.
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES AND CHECKLISTS: Information team is kept on high alert in Deputy Commissioner’s office to assist all

around 24 hours. Search and rescue teams, Emergency Health Management Team,
Relief Team (food, feed, fodder and civil supplies), transportation management Team,

etc., have been formed and headed by the efficient officers as per the evaluation of
situation. Nodal Officers have been authorized to release the funds to the victims at

their level only, to save time, assess the needy and to overcome the situation. This

process has given courage and leadership to the officers to face the situation at their
work spot only. Periodical meetings to be held to assess the situation and to keep on
high alert. This has also been clarified to the nodal officers to bring it to the knowledge
of DDMA, the planned

rescue operations they have conducted and to mitigate

effectively.Media and information officers were in touch with the DDMA to highlight

the various information from public to DDMA and from national and international

organizations , plans were also sought to assess the situation.It is urged that Manvi
and Raichur taluks require two boats to each of the taluks and machine drive launch

for Sindnur taluk, which may save time, money and life at large. Skilled and well
trained teams may be deployed to handle the operations.

\
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Onsite Disaster Operational Chart
Village Disaster Warning Man
(RI’s/Village Accountant/PDO)

Grama
FLOODPanchayath/Local
MANAGEMENT
Governing Body

Community/People

Thasildar
Deputy
Commissioner/DM/EO
Home Guards/Fire/Police
dept
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CHAPTER-8

Equipments & Resource Availability
Tiny & SSI Units in Koppal District : Statistics
No

Industries

Nos.

1
2
3
4
5

Rice Mill
Flour Mill
Chilly Pounding
Decorating
Cotton Ginning

150
594
95
36
16

Investment
(Lakhs)

Capacity
Per day

Emp.

5553.56
1278.63
104.5
300
236

4235
1804
225
340
210

Connected
Load (HP)

3100 MT
335 MT
5 MT
270 MT
200 MT

12300
5960
655
410
255

CONTACT DETAILS OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROJECT OFFICER AT LOCK/ PROJECT
LEVEL

Sl.

Projects

1

Gangavathi

2
3

Koppal
Kushtagi

4

Yelburga

Sl.

Office Address

Tel. No/ Fax

CDPO office, Revanna Kallu
building, DR V.V Patil
nagar,Hosahalli road
,Gangavathi-583227
gvtcdpo@gmail.com
cdpokoppal@gmail.com
CDPO office, Butti Basaveshwara
nagar, Koppal road Kushtagi583277
cdpokushtagi@gmail.com
CDPO office, Yelburga-583236
ylb_cdpo@yahoo.co.in

District/Projects

No. of Mini AWCs

Year of sanction

30

93-94

Sanctioned

Sanctioned

567

3

Kustigi

317

11

1598

50

4

Yelaburga

Total

08534-220393

No. of AWCs

Gangavathi
Koppal

08539-221205
08536-267049

DISTRICT WISE LIST OF ICDS PROJECTS

1
2

08533-230643

399

315
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Designation

Office landline

SDA

08533272239

A.A.O

Sueridenden
t

08533272239

7259005642

dda.datc_gvt@yahoo.com

9916185592

dda.datc_gvt@yahoo.com

7353003138

9880151039

dda.datc_gvt@yahoo.com

ADA

08533272239

9448818159

dda.datc_gvt@yahoo.com

Foremen

Sri.Mohamamad Gesudraj

A.A.O

A.A.O

08533272239

7259005683

dda.datc_gvt@yahoo.com

7259005650

aoirakalgada@gmail.com

7259005653

Sri.Yalamati Sudhakar

A.A.O

Sri.V.N.Megeri

A.A.O

7259005640

A.A.O

7259005649

A.A.O

7259005646

A.A.O

Sri.K.Vidhyadar

A.A.O

Sri.B.A.Pathan
Sri.Jagannath

Sri.U.S.Hallad

Sri.V.H.Hugar

Sri.Ambanna Pujar
Sujatha.C.Hebballi

Smt. Raja Rajeshwari

Sri Pratima V Ramdurga
Sri Gopal

Sri Raghavendra.N

Sri Haroon Rasheed

Smt Basavaraddy Manjula
Sri moinudidin
Sri Venugopal

Sri N.Nazeer Ahmed

Sri Veeresh Hunagund
Sri Vijanath Ganiger
Sri Shivshekar Patil

7259005643

A.A.O

Sri.P.B.Kulakarni
Sri.M.L.Hanumar

dda.datc_gvt@yahoo.com

08533272239

D.D.A

Sri.Shivaputrappa Lakkundi

Email

Mahanical

Shri Veersh Hunagunda
Sri.Konappa Nagarhalli

08533272239

Mobile No

7259005654
7259005641

7259005645

A.A.O

7259005644

A.A.O

7259005648

A.A.O

7259005651

A.O

7259005638

A.A.O
A.O

Typist

7259005652

08539222535

SDA

08539222535

A.O

08539222535

Lab Asst

08533272098

A.O

08533272098

Superident
ADA

Lab Asst

Dy.Dir Of
Agri I/C

aoirakalgada@gmail.com

08539222535

7259005647

aoirakalgaada@gmail.com

adakoppal@gmai.com

adakoppal@gmai.com

7259005615

adakoppal@gmai.com

adakoppal@gmai.com

08539222535

7259005614

adakoppal@gmai.com

08533272098

9886568947

ddafclgvt@gmail.com

08533272098

FDA
A.O

9449433930

ddafclgvt@gmail.com

9448237129

ddafclgvt@gmail.com

9538220182

adastlgvt@rediffmail.com

9481548725

9448262930

ddafclgvt@gamil.cm

adastlgvt@rediffmail.com

Sri Umesh G

A.O

725900568

adastlgvt@rediffmail.co

Sri Suresh Kumar

A.O

944830003

adastlgvt@rediffmail.co

7
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Koppal District Agriculture Department Information

Driver/Owner

Driver

Name

Phone

Number

Registration

Goods,

Fuel

No

Passenger,

Type

Other

Condition Model

of vehicle (year)

DDA DATC

7406537404

KA-01 G-

Others

Diesel

Good

1990

DDA DATC

7406537404

KA-01 G--

Passenger

Diesel

Good

1992

Chandrakant

9886554801

KA-01 G-

Others

Diesel

Bad

1993

Ganagavathi
Ganagavathi

1079
659

1081

Details of Vehicles (Department of Agriculture Koppal)
Department of Home Gourd, Koppal

Name

Ravindra . V Sheeganahalli

Designation

commandant

Mobile N0

Landline

6

222381 (Risi)

988008281

08539-

Email

Ravisheeganahal

08539200708

li@gmail.com

(Off)

Details of Materials in Home Gourd Department, Koppal
Material Name

Quantity

d.c.p 5kg capacity fire extinguisher

02

d.c.p 5kg capacity fire extinguisher
d.c.p

10kg

extinguisher

capacity

fire

aluminum extension ladder

02

fire fighting purpose

02

fire fighting purpose

01

p.p rope 1" 220 mm

100 feet

p.p rope 1/2" 220 mm

200 feet

first aid box

01

life jacket

06

stirrup pump

05

wooden streture

04
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Department of Electricity (GESCOM), Koppal
Human Resources:
Name

Designation

Dawal Sab

Assistant

S S Koravar

meter reader

Gurappa

Landline

Mobile No

-

9480848539
-

-

L.Mech Gr-II

-

Hanumanth Sa Katwa

Jr. Assistant

-

Ramappa Konasagar

Assistant

-

A B Adagi

over seer

Vadiraj K Desai

Junior Engineer

Nagappa

Operator

Gavisiddappa

Email

-

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

-

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

-

9449597456

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

-

9449597366

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

-

9449597451

aeegangavati@gescom.in

-

9449597362

aeegangavati@gescom.in

-

over seer

-

Murugesh

meter reader

-

Chandrakanth A

Operator

-

Mallaiah

L.Mech Gr-II

-

9480848439

Mehboob Ali K

L.Mech Gr-II

-

9480848438

Shankarappa

over seer

-

9449597363

H Shamanna

L.Mech Gr-II

-

9480848442

meter reader

-

9480848490

aeegangavati@gescom.in

over seer

-

-

aeegangavati@gescom.in

Jr. Assistant

-

-

aeegangavati@gescom.in

Jr. Assistant

-

-

aeegangavati@gescom.in

AE

-

Venkatesh Kulkarni
Prakash

Hanuman Singh
Sharanappa Bandragal
Vasappa

meter reader

Operator

L.Mech Gr-II

Hanumantappa K

meter reader

Lachamappa

Jr. Assistant

K Shekar

Jr. Assistant

Chand Pasha

Operator

Ramesh Barigidad
Sharanappa Badiger
Arun Kumar
Dawal Sab

AE

Chandrakanth G

Operator

Savitramma

-

L.Mech Gr-II

L.Mech Gr-II

Khadar Basha

-

over seer

Hulagappa

Hampaiah Hiremath

-

over seer

-

-

-

9449597449
-

aeegangavati@gescom.in

aeegangavati@gescom.in

aeegangavati@gescom.in

9480848449

aeegangavati@gescom.in

9480848440

aeegangavati@gescom.in

-

aeegangavati@gescom.in

9480848460

aeegangavati@gescom.in

9480848441

aeegangavati@gescom.in

9480848489
-

-

aeegangavati@gescom.in

aeegangavati@gescom.in
aeegangavati@gescom.in

aeegangavati@gescom.in

aeegangavati@gescom.in
aeegangavati@gescom.in
aeegangavati@gescom.in

-

-9916942124

aeegangavati@gescom.in

-

9449597361

aeegangavati@gescom.in

-

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

08536270570

08536270570
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As. Store Keeper

08536270570

-

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

L.Mech Gr-II

08536270570

9480848540

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

Hemanna

L.Mech Gr-II

08536270570

-

Purushothamachar

meter reader

Hullappa Hakki

Assistant

Prabhaiah

L.Mech Gr-II

Kalappa

L.Mech Gr-II

Sanneppa

Eerappa

08536270570

08536270570

L.Mech Gr-II

08536270570

meter reader

08536270570

K Dadesab

L.Mech Gr-II

Moula Sab

over seer

Kalmesh

Basangowda
Prakash Pochgundi
Prakash Pochgundi
Abilash

Yamanur Sab

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

08536270570

9480848550

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

08536270570

9480848541

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

08536270570

9480848541

L.Mech Gr-II

08533230546

9480848459

Operator

08533230546

9964966536-

08533230546

9480848492
-

eegangavati@gescom.in

-

eegangavati@gescom.in

L.Mech Gr-II
Assistant Engineer
AE

AEEr

9449597365

08536270570

9480848501

08536270570
08536270570

08536270570

Operator

08533230546

Bheemappa

Operator

08533230546

Operator

08533230546

Sharanappa Talli

Operator

08533230546

Venkatesh

Driver

08533230546

As. Store Keeper

08533230546

Kalakappa

Kishor Kumar

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

9449597454

08536270570

Shankar

Shankramma Sudi

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

meter reader

Hanumesh Joshi

9480848542

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

9480848543

Jaganath Rathod

Manjunath Gowda

-

Operator

Driver

9480848557

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

aeekushtagi@gescom.in
aeekushtagi@gescom.in

9480848541

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

9448138419

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

eegangavati@gescom.in

9480848475

eegangavati@gescom.in

9480848474

eegangavati@gescom.in

-

eegangavati@gescom.in

eegangavati@gescom.in
eegangavati@gescom.in

08533230546

9480848446

08533230546

-

eegangavati@gescom.in

-

eegangavati@gescom.in

eegangavati@gescom.in

Mehboob Sab

L.Mech Gr-II

08533230546

9480848448

eegangavati@gescom.in

Babusab

L.Mech Gr-II

08533230546

9480848478

eegangavati@gescom.in

Mehaboob Sab

Sr. Assistant

08539-245431

9480847881

eekoppal@gescom.in

K.Venkatesh

Sr. Assistant

08539-221565

9480847771

aeeyalaburga@gescom.in

Sr. Assistant

08539-270262

9480847772

eekoppal@gescom.in

Junior Engineer

08534-220137

9480847775

eekoppal@gescom.in

Nabisab

Ali Sab Dargad

Mehaboob Sab
Basavaraj Morki
B.Prabhu

L.Mech Gr-II

L.Mech Gr-II

Sr. Assistant

Sr. Assistant

V. Sateesh

Sr. Assistant

Smt Mangala Pattar

Junior Engineer

Shiva Kumar

08533230546

9480848480

08533230546

9480848558

08539-221565

9480847877

08539-270262
08539-270262

08534-220137
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Shaik Rasheed Ahmed

Junior Engineer

K. Sharanappa

08539-245431

Junior Engineer

08539-222209

9480847977

eekoppal@gescom.in

9480847967

eekoppal@gescom.in

Details of Office [Electricity (GESCOM) Department]
Resource

Main Contact

Office Landline

Office Fax

Email

Office Mobile

MT Office

Hanumantappa
M Veeresh

-

08539270262

-

eemrtbellary@gescom.in

9480847791

Vigilance

Balaji Singh

-

-

aeemnrbd@gescom.in

9448482143

Sub-Division

Kaleemuddin

08534220137

-

aeeyalaburga@gescom.in

9448359032

Division

M S Pattar

08539221510

0853922151

eekoppal@gescom.in

9448359020

Section

Vadiraj Desai

08536270570

-

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

9449597366

Section

Arun Kumar

08533275412

-

aeegangavati@gescom.in

9449597364

Sub-Division

Abilash

08536267172

-

aeekushtagi@gescom.in

9448138419

Gangavathi

Ramachandra

08533230546

0853323054

aeegangavati@gescom.in

9448482172

B.Venkateshulu

08533230547

0853323054

eegangavati@gescom.in

9448994900

ID

Sub-Division
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office

Sub-Division
Office

Gangavathi
Division

Person

Ahmed

Sutar

-

0

4

4

Office

aeemnrbd@gescom.in

9448271602

Details of Vehicles in GESCOM Koppal
Vehicle
Type

Driver/Ow
ner Name

Driver
Phone

Number

Registratio
n No

Goods,

Passenge
r, Other

Fuel

Type

Conditio

Mode

vehicle

(year

n of

l

)

TATA

Babu

903689862

KA 25 B

Passenger

Diese

Good

1998

TATA

Manju

779567465

KA 37 A

Passenger

Diese

Good

2012

SUMO

8

7488
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INDICA

9

2741

Devraj

779567465

KA 26 M

Passenger

Diese

Good

2012

TATA

Eeranna

903672316

CAA 6855

Passenger

Diese

Average

1987

TATA

Praveen

974082459

KA 37 6250

Goods

Diese

Good

2007

TATA

Babu

903689862

KA 03 A

Passenger

Diese

Good

2002

EICHER

GESCOM

944826627

KA-37 A

Goods

Diese

Good

2012

TATA

GESCOM

944826627

KA-02 796

Goods

Diese

Good

1990

TATA

GESCOM

953515445

KA-02 A

Goods

Diese

Good

1995

TATA

Basavaraj

948084440

KA-37 A

Passenger

Diese

Good

2012

TATA

Md. Khasim

973142240

KA-37 A

Passenger

Diese

Good

2006

TATA

Manju

948084843

KA-37 A 85

Passenger

Diese

Good

2010

TATA

Parashuram

740682699

KA-37 A

Passenger

Diese

Good

2010

TATA

Md. Khasim

973142240

KA-37

Passenger

Diese

Good

2013

TATA

Babu

789997867

KA-37 A

Passenger

Diese

Good

2011

GESCOM

Venkatesh

KA-02 4072

Goods

Diese

Good

1991

VISTA
TATA

INDICA
VISTA
Lorry

INDICA
SUMO
Crane

Mounted
Lorry

Lorry
Lorry

INDIGO
INDICA
INDICA
INDICA
INDIGO
INDICA
VISTA

Ashok

9

6
0
8
3

3
1
0
8

92
5
8
6

5300

9653
1705

264

3050
4802

262

A3824
2862
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Leyland
Truck

l

TATA

GESCOM

944883814

KA-02 4072

Goods

Diese

Good

1992

TATA

Sharif

819786612

KA-37 A-

Passenger

Diese

Good

2013

TATA

Syed Khadri

953531375

KA-37 A-

Passenger

Diese

Good

2013

TATA

Shamshuddi

966371367

KA-37 A-

Passenger

Diese

Good

2012

TATA

Basavaraj

901978055

KA-37 A-

Passenger

Diese

Good

2013

TATA

Sharif

819786612

KA-37 A-

Passenger

Diese

Good

2011

Truck
INDICA
INDICA
INDICA
INDICA
INDICA

n

3
6
8
1

CSC

2
6

2619
9427
2496
3046
1313

l
l
l
l

Details of Materials in GESCOM, Koppal

Material Name

Helmet

Safety Belt

l
l

Quantity

Resource Function

6

Safety

5

Safety

10

Safety Belt

6

Safety Belt
Safety Belt

6

Safety Belt

6

Safety Belt

6

Safety Belt

6

Manila Rope

1

Manila Rope

1

Manila Rope

1

Manila Rope

1

Manila Rope

1

Manila Rope

1
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Safety

Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
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Helmet

40

Manila Rope

4

Chain pulley

1. Koppal Taluka

4

ºÀ¶ðvÁ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

Lifting and tighing

vÀdÕvÉ
MBBS

ªÉÆÃ¨ÉÊ¯ï £ÀA.
9449006741

MBBS, MD

-

Â
1) qÁ||PÉ.f.PÀÄ®PÀtð
2) gÁ¢üPÁ PÀÄ®PÀtÂð
qÁ||²æÃ¤ªÁ¸À «í.ºÉÆ¸ÀªÀÄ¤

Allopathic/
Ayurvedic
MBB
S
BAM
MBBS, DCH

qÁ||ªÀÄºÉÃ±À «í.¨sÀUÀªÀw

MBBS, MD

²æÃ CPÀëAiÀÄ ªÉÄl¤ðn & d£ÀgÀ¯ï
qÁ||PÉÆtÆÚgÀ Dgï.J£ï.
ºÁ¹àl¯ï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

qÁ||PÉ.f.PÀÄ®PÀtÂð ºÁ¹àl¯ï
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
a£Àä¬Ä Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
¨sÀUª
À Àw a®Øç£ïì ºÁ¹àl¯ï
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À (8ºÁ¹UÉ)
C¢w Qè¤Pï VtÂUÃÉ gÁ vÁ||PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
ªÀiÁvÉÆÃ²æÃ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
UÀ«¸ÀAfÃ«£À Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
²æÃ ªÀÄAdÄ£ÁxÀ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

Lifting and tighing

Doctors Details in Koppal District

SÁ¸ÀV ªÉÊzÀåQÃAiÀÄ ¸ÀA¸ÉÜUÀ¼À
ªÉÊzÀågÀ ºÉ¸ÀgÄÀ
ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ
²æÃ £À¹ðAUÀ ºÉÆÃA PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||±ÉÊ®eÁ J£ï.E£ÁªÀÄzÁgÀ
¤AiÀÄgï UÀAeï ¸ÀPÀð¯ï (10ºÁ¹UÉ)

ªÁ¸À« Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

Safety

qÁ||PÀÈµÀ¥
Ú Àà ±ÉnÖ

qÁ||§¸ÀªÀgÁd PÀÄA¨ÁgÀ
qÁ||ªÀÄiË£ÉÃ±À J£ï.§rUÉÃgÀ
qÁ||©.J¯ï.PÀ®äoÀ
qÁ||±ÀgÀt¥Àà J¸ï.¸ÀdÓ£ï
1) ±ÀgÀt¥Àà r. ¥ÀÆeÁgÀ
2) qÁ||ªÁtÂ²æÃ
qÁ||PÀÉ.©.»gÉÃªÀÄoÀ

PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
gÉÆÃlj qÉÊUÉÆßÃ¸ÀÖPï ¯Áå§gÉÆÃlj
qÁ||PÉ.f.PÀÄ®PÀtð
Â
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

9448380464
9886094531
-

BAMS

9448968077

BAMS

9448831464

BAMS
Ayush
BDS
Ayush

9481293012

9880465885
9980080493

9845631442

Lab Technician

9035077155

²æÃ zsÀ£ÀéAvÀj Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

1) C«ÄÃvÁ PÀÄ®PÀtÂð
2)ªÀiÁAvÉÃ±ï ¸Á°ªÀÄoÀ

BAMS
BAMS, MS (Ayush)

9845010950

«dAiÀÄ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
²ªÀ±ÁAvÀ«ÃgÀ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
²æÃ CªÀÄgÉÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

qÁ||²ªÀ£ÀUËqÀ ¥ÁnÃ¯ï
qÁ||J¸ï.J¸ï.²ÃgÀÆgÀªÀÄoÀ
qÁ||°AUÀgÁd J¸ï.²ªÀgÉrØ

BAMS

9845394735

PÀA§½AiÀiÁ¼À DxÉÆðÃ¥ÉrPï &
d£ÀgÀ¯ï ºÁ¹àl¯ï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

1) qÁ||J£ï.J£ï.PÀA§½AiÀiÁ¼À
2)qÁ||ºÉZï.J¸ï.PÀA§½AiÀiÁ¼À

AiÀÄ±ÉÆÃzÁ ªÉÄl¤ðn & d£ÀgÀ¯ï
qÁ||C¤vÁ «í.ªÀÄÄzÉ£Æ
À gÀ
ºÁ¹àl¯ï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
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Ayush

BAMS

MBBS D.Ortho,
MBBS DA
Anesthesia
MBBS DGO

9901394985
9916024175
-

9448434923 0853932531
4

Koppal District

¸ÀAfÃ«£À Qè¤PÀ¯ï ¯Áå§gÉÆÃlj
¨sÁUÀå£ÀUÀgÀ f||PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
²æÃ¤ªÁ¸À Qè¤Pï »mÁß¼À

Disaster Management Plan: 2015-16
Lab Technician

s²æÃ C±ÉÆÃPÀ

qÁ||gÁªÀÄtÚ AiÀÄªÀÄ£À¥Àà ¸ÀÄ¢
1) J£ï.PÉÉ.gÁdÆgÀÀ
²¥ssÁ Qèè¤Pï PÉÉÆ¥ÀàÀ¼À
2) qÁ||eÁ¸À«Ä£ï J¸ï.gÁdÆgÀ
CªÀÄÈvÀ DAiÀÄÄªÉðÃ¢Pï ¥ËAqÉÃ±À£ï 1) qÁ||¸ÀwÃ±À
2) ¸ÀªÀðªÀÄAUÀ¼À
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
C£Àß¥ÀÆuÉ±ÀéÃj Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||PÀ¸Æ
À Ûj J£ï.ªÉÄÃn
¢Ã¥Á Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||J¸ï.©.£ÁgÁAiÀÄt
zÉÃªÀg.©.gÁWÀ
ÀPÉÃj ªÃÉ AzÀæ
gÁªÀÄPÀÈµÀÚ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||PÉ
UÀËj±ÀAPÀgï Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||«.©.£Á®ªÁqÀ
¤gÀAd£ï Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||±ÀAPÀgÀAiÀÄå
qÁ||¦.Dgï.PÀÄ®PÀtÂð
vÀÄ¼À¹ Qè¤Pï VtÂUÃÉ gÁ
UÀ«²æÃ PË¤ì°AUï & ¸ÉÊPÉÆÃxÉgÀ¦
¸ÉAlgï
PÉC£À
Æ¥À
Wà¼ÁÀ DAiÀÄÄµï aQvÁì®AiÀÄ
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
CZÀð£Á Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
C£ÀßzÁ£ÉÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
wgÀÄªÀÄ¯Á Qè¤PÀ¯ï ¯Áå§gÉÆÃlj
ºÀÄ°V
²æÃ ®QëöäÃ Qè¤Pï ªÀÄÄ¤gÁ¨ÁzÀ
¸ÀAvÉÆÃµÀ Qè¤Pï Q£Áß¼À
®AiÀÄ£ïì PÀè¨ï PÀtÚ£
Â À D¸ÀàvÉæ PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
C²é¤ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
D¯ï ²¥sÁ Qè¤Pï ºÀÄ°V
gÀÁA¥ÀÆgÀ £À¹ðAUÀ ºÉÆÃA PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

qÁ||J£ï.PÉ.zÉÃ¸Á¬Ä

qÁ||D£ÀAzÀ §¸À£ÀUËqÀ
1) qÁ||£ÀA¢¤ »gÉÃªÀÄoÀ
2) qÁ||ªÀÄºÉÃ±ÀégÀ ¸Áé«Ä
1) qÁ||²æÃ¤ªÁ¸À ºÉZï.
2) qÁ||PÀ«vÁ ºÁån
²æÃ wgÀÄªÀÄ¯ÉÃ±À
qÁ||D£ÀAzÀ ºÉZï.
qÁ||¸ÉÆÃªÀÄ±ÉÃRgÀ¥Àà
PÀqÁ||eÉ
ÄvÀðPÉÆÆåÃw
Ãn J£ï.¸ÀAUÀ£Á¼À
qÁ||¸ÀÄgÉÃ±ï J£ï.ºÀPÌÀ Ar
qÁ||²PÀAzÀgÀ ¨ÁµÁ
qÁ||JA.©.gÁA¥ÀÆgÀ

zÀ±Àð£À qÉÊUÉÆßÃs¹ÖPï ¯Áå§gÉÆÃlj s²æÃ ªÀÄºÁAvÉÃ±À
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
²æÃ ±Á Qèè¤Pï ªÀÀÄÄ¤gÁ¨Ázï
qÁ|| ©.J¸ï.PÀÀÄªÀÀiÁgÀÀ

Ayush

BHMS
B DS

9035394250
9448173202

BAMS, DPH

-

BAMS
BAMS
BAMS

9916061168

9880548248

BAMS

9945297056

MBBS

9448777225

BAMS

9448341186

BAMS

BAM
S
BAM
BAM
S
BAM
Lab Tech (DMLT)

MD Ayush
MBBS

9448243577

9986914728
9972011726
9008996646
9742184863

9845301123

9880335861
-

M.s. Ophth
BAMS

9448609362

MBBS, MS

-

BAMS

Lab Tech (DMLT)
BAMS,DPH (Delhi)
BHMS

qÁ|| ±ÉÆÃ¨sÁªÀw

«£ÁAiÀÄPÀ qÉÊUÉÆßÃ¹ÖPï ¯Áå¨ï
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
C£ÀÄUÀæºÀ (C¯ÉÆÃ¥ÀyPï) Qè¤Pï
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
«£ÁAiÀÄPÀ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
¨sÁUÀåªÀw Qè¤PÀ¯ï ¯Áå¨ï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
vÀÁgÁ D¸ÀàvÉæ PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
¸ÀAvÁ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
²æÃ ¸ÀÁ¬Ä D¸ÀàvÉæ PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
²æÃ ¸ÀÁ¬Ä ¨Á¨Á Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

²æÃ ¹zÀÝ°AUÀ¸Áé«Ä

Lab Tech

À Ád
qÁ|| ¹.©. §¸Àªg

MBBS, DVD
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9449135051

BAMS
Homeopathy

ªÀiÁvÁ Qè¤Pï ºÀÄ®V

qÁ|| ¸ÀÄgÉÃ±À¨Á§Ä zÁ£ÀgÉrØ
²æÃ ²ªÁ£ÀAzÀ f.ªÀiÁ¼ÀUÉÆAqÀ
qÁ|| ¸ÀÄ²Ã®PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ PÀ¯Á®
qÁ|| ¸ÀÄ²Ã®PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ PÀ¯Á®
qÁ|| JA.®QëöäÃ£ÁgÁAiÀÄtgÁªÀ
qÁ||J£ï.J¸ï.UÁAiÀÄPÀªÁqÀ

9886033390

MBBS, MS
Lab Tech
MBBS

MBBS, DGO
MBBS, MS
MBBS

9886591915

9880321329
9480307980

9901501404
-

9448093472

9916077559
-

9448144344

Koppal District

Disaster Management Plan: 2015-16

¸ÀAfÃ«¤ r¸Àà£Àìj PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
²æÃ ªÀÄAUÀ¼Á D¸ÀàvÉæ PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
zÉÃ« qÉAl¯ï Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
ªÀiÁvÁ Qè¤Pï ºÀÄ®V

qÁ||¹.©.CAUÀr
qÁ||ZÀAzÀPÀæ ¯
À Á J¸ï.J£ï
qÁ||ZÀAzÀæ±ÉÃRgÀ
qÁ||±ÉÊ®eÁ f.

²æÃ ±ÉÊ® L Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

qÁ||J¯ï.«ÃgÀ¨sz
À ÀæAiÀÄå

ZÉÃvÀ£À qÉAl¯ï Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

qÁ||PÀ«vÁ JA.±ÁgÀªÁqÀ

UÀ« ºÉÊmÉPï Qè¤Pï ¯Áå¨ÉÆÃgÀlj
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
C©ü£ª
À À qÉAl¯ï Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
zs£
À ÀéAvÀj Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
¥ÁnÃ¯ï Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

²æÃ ºÁ®¥ÀàUËqÀ

9886263790

BDS

9986396952

9916109497

MBBS, DGO
BAMS

8095226529

BDS

9448323482

MBBS
DOMS

9845790627

9902855580

MLT

qÁ||®QëöäÃPÁAvÀ
qÁ||§¢æ£
æ ÁgÁAiÀÄt
qÁ||JA.«.¥ÁnÃ¯ï

BDS

9844555475

MBBS DCH

9448093046

9448714373

BAMS

²æÃ ¹zÉÝÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï Q£Áß¼À gÉÆÃqÀ qÁ||GªÀiÁ J¸ï.PÉ.
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
£ÁUÀ°AUÉÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||¹.J¸ï.PÀgÀªÀÄÄr
¸Àªð
À ªÀÄAUÀ¼Á Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||UÀ«¹zÀÝ£ËqÀ f.¥ÁnÃ¯ï
qÁ||¹.©.E£ÁªÀÄzÁgÀ
²æÃ ¸Á¬Ä ¸ÀAfÃ«¤ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||Dgï.J¸ï.E£ÁªÀÄzÁgÀ
À r
qÁ||¸Áé«Ä
²æÃ UÀ«¸Áé«Ä Qè¤Pï C¼ÀªA
gÀÃÉ tÄPÁ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||Q±À£ï J¸ï.eÉÆÃ¬Ä¸ï
gÀÃÉ tÄPÁ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||gÉÃSÁ Q±À£ï
ªÉAPÀmÉÃ±ÀégÀ qÉAl¯ï Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À qÁ||D£ÀAzÀ ¦.
DAiÀÄÄµï Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
qÁ||gÀ«ÃAzÀæ PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ
C£ÀÄUÀæºÀ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À ¸Á®gÀdAUÀ
qÁ||²æÃPÁAvÀ ¦.J¯ï.
gÉÆÃqÀ PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
gÉÃªÀt ¹zÉÝÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï
ºÉÆ¸À½î(ºÀÄ®V)
zs£
À ÀéAvÀj Qè¤Pï VtÂUÉÃgÁ
±ÉæÃAiÀiÁA±ÀÄ Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
¥Àª£
À À Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
GªÀÄZÀV Qè¤Pï ¨sÁUÀå£ÀUÀgÀ
£ÀªÁd Qè¤Pï PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
«dAiÀÄ ªÀÄºÁAvÉÃ±À Qè¤Pï Q£Áß¼À

MBBS

qÁ||¥ÁnÃ¯ï §¸ÀªÀgÁd
Dgï.UËqÀ
qÁ||§¸ÀªÀgÁd ¦.JA
qÁ||AiÀÄÆ¤£ï ºÉZï.¸ÀÆgÀ¥ÀÆgÀ
qÁ||JA.Dgï.PÀÄ®PÀtÂð
qÁ||ªÀÄºÉÃ±À GªÀÄZÀV
qÁ||gÀÄPÁì£À
qÁ||ªÀÄAdÄ£ÁxÀ ¸ÀdÓ£À

9482938712

BAMS
BAMS

9449689085

BAM
S
BAM
BAMS

9986719140

9480283605

BAMS

9902753099

9663071585

MBBS DCH
BAMS

9742320722

BAMS

9738999707

-

BDS

BAMS

9449689136

BAMS

9482938712
9980535305

BAMS

9620070951

BAMS
BAMS

9480546478

BHMS

-

-

BAMS
AYURVEDIC

9740043244

2. Gangavathi Taluka
SÁ¸ÀV ªÉÊzÀåQÃAiÀÄ ¸ÀA¸ÉÜUÀ¼À
ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ

±ÀÄ±ÀÆæµÁ £À¹AUÀ ºÉÆÃA ªÀÄºÁ«ÃgÀ
¸ÀPð
À ¯ï UÀAUÁªÀw (30 ºÁ¹UÉ)

ªÉÊzÀågÀ ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ
qÁ||«.«.a¤ªÁ®gÀ
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vÀdÕvÉ
MBBS

ªÉÆÃ¨ÉÊ¯ï £ÀA.
0853-270978

Koppal District
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²æÃ UÀÄgÀÄzÉÃªÀ Qè¤Pï Dgï.f.gÉÆÃqÀ
PÁgÀlV (6ºÁ¹UÉ)

qÁ||J¸ï.©.±ÉlÖgÀ

MBBS

8904661184

¥ÁnÃ® £À¹ðAUÀ ºÉÆÃA UÁA¢ü£ÀUÀgÀ
UÀAUÁªÀw §¸ï¸ÁÖöåAqÀ gÉÆÃqï
(32ºÁ¹UÉÉ)

qÁ||«.J.¥ÁnÃ¯ï

MBBS, MS

9448140808

«ªÉÃPÁ£ÀAzÀ ºÁ¹àl¯ï PÀ£PÀ ÀVj gÉÆÃqï
UÀAUÁªÀw (2 ºÁ¹UÉ)

qÁ||JA.²æÃ¤ªÁ¸ÀUËqÀ

MBBS, MD

949019985

C£Àß¥ÀÆtð ªÀÄ°Ö ¸Éà±Á°n ºÁ¹àl¯ï
N.©.f. gÉÆÃqï UÀAUÁªÀw

qÁ||ZÀ£Àß§¸ÀªÀAiÀÄå ¸Áé«Ä

MBBS, (Surgery)

9242882287

zÉÃªÀQ ZÉÊ®Ø ºÉ®Û Qè¤Pï UÀAUÁªÀw
PÀ£PÀ ÀVj gÉÆÃqï UÀAUÁªÀw

qÁ||CAvÀgÁd UÉÆÃV

MBBS

9448633898

D£ÀAzÀ £À¹ðAUÀ ºÉÆÃA UÀAUÁªÀw

qÁ||±À²zsÀgÀ
qÁ||f.J¸ï.C¤vÁ

MBBS, MD
MBBS, MD

9845942608

ºÀÄ£ÀÄUÀÄAzÀ Qè¤Pï UÀAUÁªÀw

qÁ||ªÀÄ°èPÁdÄð£À J¸ï.PÀgÀr

dAiÀÄAw Qè¤Pï UÀAUÁªÀw

qÁ||eÉ.£ÁUÀ¨sÀÆµÀt UÀÄ¥ÁÛ

ªÀiÁgÀÄw DAiÀiï & qÉAl¯ï ºÁ¹àl¯ï
UÀAUÁªÀw (15ºÁ¹UÉ)

qÁ||ºÀ£ÄÀ ªÀÄAvÀ¥Àà PÉ.J.
qÁ||¥ÀjªÀÄ¼À J.

²æÃ¤ªÁ¸À Qè¤Pï UÀAUÁªÀw

qÁ||UÉÆÃ«AzÀ¥Àà gÁAiÀÄZÀÆgÀ

MBBS

9449228650

MBBS

MBBS, DOMS
BDS

9449154432
9445605974

MBBS, BCH

9449209494

¨sÁVÃgÀy a®Øç£ïì ºÁ¹àl¯ï UÀAUÁªÀw (7
qÁ||D£ÀAzÀPÄÀ ªÀiÁgÀ «.JA.
ºÁ¹UÉ)

MBBS, DCH

9886332969

ªÀÁ¸À« £À¹ðAUÀ ºÉÆÃA UÀAUÁªÀw
(11ºÁ¹UÉ)

MBBS, DGO

9845470451

qÁ||±ÁAvÀ ²jUÉÃj
²jUÉÃj

qÁ||ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ¥Àà

3. Kustagi Taluka
SÁ¸ÀV ªÉÊzÀåQÃAiÀÄ ¸ÀA¸ÉÜUÀ¼À ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ

ªÉÊzÀågÀ ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ

zÉÃ¸Á¬Ä £À¹ðAUï ºÉÆÃªÀiï «zÁå£ÀUÀgÀ
PÀÄµÀÖV (4 ºÁ¹UÉ)

qÁ||f.©.zÉÃ¸Á¬Ä
qÁ||«ªÀÄ¯Á f.zÉÃ¸Á¬Ä

s²æÃ «ÃgÀ¨z
sÀ ÉæÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ£Á¼À

qÁ||ªÀÄAdÄeÁVgÀzÁgÀ

EA¢gÁ Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ
¥ÀÀzÁä Qèè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÀÄ¸ÁUÀÀgÀ

qÁ||J£ï.PÉ.©eÁ¥ÀÆgÀ
qÁ||J£ï.ºÉZï.PÀÀÄ®PÀt
À Âð

²æÃ «dAiÀÄ ªÀÄºÁAvÉÃ±À Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ

qÁ||¹.©.¥ÀlÖt±ÉnÖ

¸ÀAfÃ«£À gÀÆgÀ¯ï ºÉ¯ïÛ ¸ÉAlgï¤¯ÉÆÃUÀ¯ï

qÁ||J£ï.ºÉZï.PÀÄ®PÀtÂð

UÀAUÁ Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ

qÁ||dAiÀÄ²æÃ »gÉÃªÀÄoÀ

²æÃ «ÃgÀÉÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ

qÁ||«ÃgÀ¸ÀAUÀAiÀÄå «.»gÉÃªÀÄoÀ

²æÃ UÀÄgÀÄ Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ

qÁ||J¸ï.¹.ºÀªÀ¯ÁÝgÀ

CªÀÄgÀ ±ÀQÛ Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ

qÁ||JA.J£ï.§¸ÀªÀ

«£ÁAiÀÄPÀ Qè¤Pï PÁmÁ¥ÀÄgÀ

qÁ||gÉÃSÁ Dgï.»gÉÃªÀÄoÀ

UÀAUÁ Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ

qÁ||ªÀÄoÀ «dAiÀÄPÀÄªÀiÁgÀ

PÀoÁj Qè¤Pï ªÀÄrPÉÃj vÁ||PÀÄµÀÖV

qÁ||J¯ï.J¥sï.PÀoÁj

²¥sÁ Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ£Á¼À

qÁ||JADgï.ªÀÄÄ¯Áè
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vÀdÕvÉ
MBBS, DLO, MBBS,
SDA
BEMS

LAM &SFCIGP
MBBS
BAMS
MD Ayurvedic
BAMS
BSAM

BAMS

ªÉÆÃ¨ÉÊ¯ï £ÀA.
9008069322
9449311821
9986438355
9449188822
9448003269
9845529566
9448538333

RMP

9449792609

BAMS

9448003269

BAMS
RMP

MEMS

9980709380
9741353336
-

Koppal District

¸Áéw Qè¤Pï ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄ£Á¼À
¸ÀAUÀªÉÄÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï PÀÄµÀÖV

4. Yalaburga Taluka

Disaster Management Plan: 2015-16
BAMS

qÁ||²æÃªÀÄw «dAiÀÄ®QëöäÃ
¸Á°ªÀJ£ï.J¸ï.¥ÁnÃ¯ï
ÄoÀ
qÁ||

SÁ¸ÀV ªÉÊzÀåQÃAiÀÄ ¸ÀA¸ÉÜUÀ¼À
ºÉ¸ÀgÄÀ

MBBS, DCH

ªÉÊzÀågÀ ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ

9980072917
9448815727

vÀdÕvÉ

ªÉÆÃ¨ÉÊ¯ï £ÀA.
9448214287

²ªÀPÄÀ ªÀiÁgÀ Qè¤PÀ ºÀ¼É §eÁgÀ
AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð

qÁ||©.«.ElV

MBBS

§¸ÀªÉÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||ªÉÃzÁªÀw PÀÄvÀðPÉÆÃn

BAMS

9739295414

C£ÀÀßzÁ£ÉÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤PÀ¯ï ¯Áå§gÉÆÃlj
AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð

²æÃªÀÄw gÀvÀß J£ï.CAUÀr

Lab Technician

9448150051

¸ÀAfÃ«¤ Qè¤Pï PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

1) qÁ||ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ ©.§ArªÀqÀØgÀ
VÃvÁ J£ï.§®èèªÀÄä

9972951340

C²é¤ D¸ÀàvÉæ PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||CAUÀr dA§tÚ

BAMS
BAMS
BAMS

ªÀiÁ ¯Áå§gÉÆÃlj PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

C¯ÁèªÅÀ ¢Ý£ï zÀ¸ÛÉVj¸Á§

£À«Ã£ï Qè¤Pï AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð

qÁ||²ªÀPÄÀ ªÀiÁgÀ ¢ªÀlgï

qÁ||ºÉZï.©.ºÀ£ÄÀ UÀÄAzÀ Qè¤Pï AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð qÁ||ºÉZï.©.ºÀ£ÀÄUÀÄAzÀ
C£ÀÀßzÁ£ÉÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤PÀï PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ
qÁ||C¥ÀàtÚ ºÀPÀ°

2)

Lab Technician

9448570458

9972517886

Elec. H Therapist

-

MBBS
BAMS

9449432957
9448837008

qÁ||n.f.®AVÖ Qè¤PÀï PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||w¥ÀàtÚ

MBBS

9591085217

²æÃ AiÀÄ±À¸ÄÀ ì Qè¤PÀï PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||¸ÀÄzsÁPÀgÀ ºÀA¢UÉÆÃ¼À

BAMS

9916630205

§¸ÀªÉÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||eÉÆåÃw »gÉÃªÀÄoÀ

BAMS

9740954760

±À² Qè¤Pï ªÀÄAUÀ¼ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||§¸ÀªÀgÁd

BAMS

¸ÀAfÃ«¤ Qè¤Pï AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð

qÁ||PÀ¼ÀPÀ¥Àà ¸ÀÀA¢ªÀÄ¤

BAMS

9538838712

zÀÁ£ÀgÉrØ ºÁ¹àl¯ï AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð

qÁ||²ªÀ£ÀUËqÀ zÁ£ÀgÉrØ

BAMS

9448641488

£ÀA¢¤ Qè¤PïÀ AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð

qÁ||«gÉÃ±ï J£ï.¸ÀÄ¨ÉzÁgÀ

BAMS

9945617257

eÉÆåÃw Qè¤Pï ªÀÄAUÀ¼ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||r.ªÉÊ.vÀ¼ÀªÁgÀ

BAMS

9901824803

zsÀ£ÀéAvÀj Qè¤Pï ªÀÄAUÀ¼ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||ªÀÄ¯ÉèÃ±À¥Àà J¸ï.CAUÀr

qÁ||f.«.zÉÃ¸Á¬Ä PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||f.«.zÉÃ¸Á¬Ä

¹zÀÝgÁªÉÄÃ±ÀégÀ Qè¤Pï AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð

qÁ|| ±ÀgÀt¥Àà PÉÆ¥Àà¼À

¸À¤ß¢ü qÉAl¯ï Qè¤Pï PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

qÁ||¥ÀæwªÀiÁ ¥ÀÆeÁgÀ

UÀÀÄgÀÀÄPÀÀÈ¥Á Qèè¤Pï vÀ¼ÀPÀ®è

qÁ||QÈµÖÀÖÚ PÀÄÀ ®PÀtÀ Âð

998015156

9900484346

MBBS
-

BDS

BAMS

9448571362
9986788534
9916369285

TALUKA AND SCHOOL WISE ENROOLMENT FOR AIDED OF KOPPAL
DISTRICT AS PER DISE 2013-14
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Koppal District
SL.
NO

TALUKA

1 GANGAVATHI
2 GANGAVATHI
3 GANGAVATHI
4
5
6
7
8

GANGAVATHI
GANGAVATHI
GANGAVATHI
KOPPAL
KOPPAL

9 KOPPAL
10 KOPPAL
11 KOPPAL
12 KOPPAL
13 KOPPAL
14 KOPPAL
15 KUSTAGI
16 KUSTAGI
17 KUSTAGI
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

KUSTAGI
YELBURGA
YELBURGA
YELBURGA
YELBURGA
YELBURGA
YELBURGA
YELBURGA
YELBURGA

Disaster Management Plan: 2015-16
SCHNAME

HS KOTRESHWAR JR.C
HS SAROJAMMA JR.COL
HS MNM VIDYAGIRI
HS GOTTYPATTI
VENKATRATN
HS TIMMANAYAK
HS RUDRASWAMI
S.S.P.W. COLLEGE ALAWANDI
HS NRUPATUNGA BISIRALLI
H S SHRI ANNADANESHWAR
GONDABAL
HS SRI RAMAKUMAR SRINI
MORARKA
HS TUNGABADRA HULIGIMUNI
SHRI GAVISIDDESWAR
HIGHSCHOOL KOPP
KALIDAS PPS KOPPAL
J C VIJAYANAGAR TBP
MUNIRABAD
HS GAVISIDDESWARA
HIREMANNAPUR
HS RBP HULGERI
HS GAVISIDDESHWAR
KHUSTAGI
SSV J.COLLEGE
TAWARAGERA
HS KSV YAREHANCHINAL
GHS MAHESHWAR ITAGI
HS SB SOMPUR
HS NRUPATUNGA BENAKAL
HS VIDYANANDA GURUKUL
HS GAVISIDDESHWAR
HS RAMABAIAMBE
S.T.H.S.MUDHOL

8th Class

193
131
137

9th
Class

188
120
151

10th
Class

156
108
153

Total

537
359
441

36
76
39
96
53

48
67
42
141
6

51
41
34
101
1

135
184
115
338
60

83

85

79

247

141

112

65

318

102

105

54

261

302
68

223
76

154
52

679
196

108

93

87

288

62
41

99
50

74
58

235
149

48

73

46

167

120
54
65
35
53
73
125
35
79
2355

105
58
82
50
89
79
115
35
101
2393

95
35
75
51
54
89
99
38
53
1903

320
147
222
136
196
241
339
108
233
6651

Police Department Koppal: Details of Police Stations
Name

Office Landline

email

PSI HANAMASAGAR

08536270333

hanamasagarkpl@ksp.gov.in

PSI KUSHTAGI

08536267033

kushtagikpl@ksp.gov.in

PSI TAWARGERA

08536275322

tawrgerakpl@ksp.gov.in
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Office

Mobile

9480803759

9480803758

9480803757

Koppal District

Disaster Management Plan: 2015-16

PSI KARATAGI

08539275331

karatagikpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803754

PSI RURAL GVT

08533230854

gvtruralkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803753

PSI KANAKAGIRI
PSI YELBURGA
PSI KUKNOOR

PSI ALAWANDI

PSI MUNIRABAD
PSI [ R] KOPPAL
P S I TRAFFIC
GANGAVATI

P S I TRAFFIC KOPPAL

08533240233
08533220133
08539230438
08539285233
08539270333
08593221333
08533231533

kanakagirikpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803755

yelburgakpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803733

alwandikpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803747

kuknoorkpl@ksp.gov.in

Munirabad kpl @ ksp.gov.in
ruralkpl@ksp.gov.in

gvttraffickpl@ksp.gov.in
traffickpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803750

9480803748

9480803746

9480803756

CIRCLE INSPECTOR

08539267033

CPIKSTKPL@KSP.GOV.IN

9480803732

CIRCLE INSPECTOR

08533230754

cpigvtruralkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803730

CIRCLE INSPECTOR

08534220133

CPIYLBKPL@KSP.GOV.IN

9480803733

CIRCLE INSPECTOR

08539221333

CPIKPLRURAL@KSP.GOV.IN

9480803731

POLICE INSPECTOR

08533230633

gvttownkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803752

POLICE INSPECTOR

08539220333

townkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803745

RESERVE POLICE

08539230169

darkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803706

KUSHTAGI

OFFICE GANGAVATI
RURAL

OFFICE YELBURGA
OFFICE KOPPAL
RURAL

GANGAVATI

FINGER PRINT UNIT
INSPECTOR

08539230800

FPBKPL@GMAIL.COM

9480803710

DISTRICT CRIME

08539230800

dcrbkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803709

DISTRICT CRIME

08539230800

dcibkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803708

DISTRICT SPECIAL

08539230800

dsbkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803708

POLICE INSPECTOR

08539230800

dckpl@ksp.gov.in

9480800957

BURAUE

INVESTIGATION
BRANCH
UNIT
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WIRELESS

DYSP OFFICE

08539230853

sdpogvtkpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803721

DEPUTY

08539230342

sdpokpl@ksp.gov.in

9480803720

08539230111

spkoppal@gmail.com

9480803701

GANGAVATI

SUPERINTENDENT OF
POLICE KOPPAL
OFFICE OF THE

SUPERINTENDENT OF
PLOCE KOPPAL

f¯ÉèAiÀÄ°è£À ««zsÀ ¥À±ÀÄªÉÊzÀåQÃAiÀÄ ¸ÀA¸ÉÜUÀ¼À «ªÀgÀ
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À vÁ®ÆèPÀÄ

PÀæ.¸ÀA
1
1
2

MlÄÖ

¥À±ÀÄ D¸ÀàvÉæ
2
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
C¼ÀªÀAr

02

PÀÄµÀÖV vÁ®ÆèPÀÄ

¥À±ÀÄ aQvÁì®AiÀÄ

¥À±ÀÄ D¸ÀàvÉæ

¥À±ÀÄ aQvÁì®AiÀÄ

¥Áæ.¥À.a

3
1) »gÉÃ¹AzÉÆÃV
2) ©¸ÀgÀ½î
3) §ArºÀ¯Áð¥ÀÅgÀ
4) ºÀÄ®V
5) EAzÀgÀV
6) EgÀPÀ¯ïUÀqÁ
7) ¨ÉlUÉÃj
8) ºÀ®UÉÃj
9) Q£Áß¼À
10) PÁ. UÀÄqÁè£ÀÆgÀÄ
11) PÀªÀ®ÆgÀÄ
12) »mÁß¼À
13) ºÀnÖ (ºÉÆ¸ÀzÁV)
14) ªÀÄÄzÁÝ§½î

9
PÀÄµÀÖV
ºÀ£ÀªÀÄ¸ÁUÀgÀ

10
1) vÁªÀgÀUÉÃgÁ
2) zÉÆÃnºÁ¼À
3) ªÀiÁ®VwÛ
4) ¤¯ÉÆÃUÀ¯ï
5) ºÀ£ÀªÀÄ£Á¼À
6) PÉÆgÀqÀUÉÃgÁ
7) »gÉÃªÀÄ£Áß¥ÀÅgÀ
£ÀAdÄqÀ¥Àà ªÀgÀ¢
DzsÁgÀ 2007-08

11
1) ªÀÄÄzÉÃ£ÀÆgÀÄ
2) ºÀÄ¬Ä®UÉÃgÁ
3) PÀ¼ÀªÀÄ½î
4) PÀ§âgÀV
5) dÄªÀiÁè¥ÀÇgÀ
6) £ÀªÀ°ºÀ½î

14

02

¥À±ÀÄ D¸ÀàvÉæ

1
1
2

2
AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð
PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀÄ

¥À±ÀÄ aQvÁì®AiÀÄ
3
1) ªÀÄAUÀ¼ÀÆgÀÄ
2) vÀ¼ÀPÀ¯ï
3) ºÀtÄ¹ºÁ¼À

12
1) PÀÄµÀÖV

PÀÈ.UÀ.PÉÃA
1) ZÀ¼ÀUÉÃgÁ

8) ¸ÀAUÀ£Á¼À

08

06

01

UÀAUÁªÀw vÁ®ÆèPÀÄ

AiÀÄ®§ÄUÁð vÁ®ÆèPÀÄ

PÀæ.¸ÀA

¸ÀA.¥À.a.

¥Áæ.¥À.a
4
1) ©£Áß¼À
2) ªÀÄAqÀ®UÉÃj
3) §¼ÀUÉÃj

4) §Ar
5) ¨ÉÃªÀÇgÀÄ
6) aPÀÌªÀiÁåUÉÃj
7) ªÀÄÄzsÉÆÃ¼À
8) »gÉÃªÀAPÀ®PÀÄAmÁ
9) ElV
10) »gÉÃªÀiÁåUÉÃj
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¥À±ÀÄ D¸ÀàvÉæ

¥À±ÀÄ aQvÁì®AiÀÄ

9
UÀAUÁªÀw
PÀ£ÀPÀVj
PÁgÀlV

10
1) £ÀªÀ°
2) ²æÃgÁªÀÄ£ÀUÀgÀ
3) ºÉÆ¸ÀPÉÃgÁ

PÀ£ÀPÀVj
¥À.a. ¬ÄAzÀ
¥À.D. UÉ
ªÉÄÃ®ÝeÉð
UÉÃj¹zÉ.

4) ªÉAPÀlVj
5) ¹zÁÝ¥ÀÇgÀ
6) ªÀÄÄ¸Áè¥ÀÇgÀ
7) ºÀÄ°ºÉÊzÀgï
8) qÁuÁ¥ÀÇgÀ
9) ºÉgÀÆgÀÄ
10)0iÀÄgÀqÉÆÃuÁ

¥Áæ.¥À.a
11
1) ¹AUÀ£Á¼À

PÀÈ.UÀ.PÉÃA
1)
§ÆzÀUÀÄA¥Á
2) ZÉ¼ÀÆîgÀÄ
3) ZÉPÀÌ¨ÉtPÀ¯ï

¸ÀA.¥À.a.
1) UÀAUÁªÀw

Koppal District
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11) §¤ßPÉÆ¥Àà
12) ²gÀÆgÀÄ
13) §¼ÀÆlV
14) vÉÆArºÁ¼À
MlÄÖ

02

15) 0iÀÄqÉÆØÃtÂ

15

11) ¨É£ÀÆßgÀÄ
12)aPÀÌqÀtÌ£PÀ À¯ï
13)§¸ÀªÀtÚPÁåA¥ï
14) ¸ÀAUÁ¥ÀÅgÀ

03

03

14

£ÀAdÄqÀ¥Àà
ªÀgÀ¢ DzsÁgÀ
2007-08

01

PÉÆ¥Àà¼À CVß±ÁªÀÄPÀ oÁuÉAiÀÄ C¢üPÁj/¹§âA¢AiÀÄªÀgÀ zÀÆgÀªÁtÂ «ªÀgÀuÉ

01) PÉÆ¥Àà¼À CVß±ÁªÀÄPÀ oÁuÉ
PÀæ¸ÀA C¢üPÁj/¹§âA¢AiÀÄªÀgÀºÉ¸g
À ÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ
01
²æ.PÉ.JA.¥ÀÄlÖ¸Áé«Ä
02
; ©,gÉÃtÄPÁgÁzÀå
03
; r.AiÀÄÄªÀgÁd
04
; ²ªÀgÁd
05
; ²ªÀ¥ÀÄvÀæ¥Àà
06
; §¸ÀªÀgÁd ºÉÆ¸ÀªÀÄ¤
07
; zÉÆqÀØ§¸À¥Àà CAUÀr
08
; dUÀ¢±À ºÁ¢ªÀÄ¤
09
; gÀªÉÄÃ±À
10
; CAiÀÄåtÚ £ÁAiÀÄPÀ
11
; £ÀÆgÉ¥Àà gÁoÉÆÃqÀ
12
; ¥ÀgÀ±ÀÄgÁªÀÄ AiÉÄAqÀUÉj
13
; ¸ÀAUÀ£ÀUËqÀ
14
; ºÁf¸Á§PÉÆgÀ§Ä
15
; vÉÃd¹éPÄÀ ªÀiÁgÀ
16
; gÀ«PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ CQÌ
17
; gÀ« .«
18
; ±ÉÃR¥Àà ®ªÀiÁtÂ
19
; ¥sÀQgÀ¥Àà UÁ½
20
,,ªÀÄAdÄ£ÁxÀ §Ar
02) UÀAUÁªÀw CVß±ÁªÀÄPÀ oÁuÉ
PÀæ¸ÀA C¢üPÁj/¹§âA¢AiÀÄªÀgÀºÉ¸g
À ÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ
01 ²æÃ.£ÉlÖPÀ®è¥Àà
02
; ¸ÀAUÀ¥Àà
03
; AiÀÄÆ¸ÀÄ¥sÀ
04
,,«ÃgÀ£U
À ËqÀ
05
,,©.CA§gÉÃ±À
06
,,«¯Á¸À EªÀÄä£ÀzÀ
07
,,¸ÀAUÀ¥Àà ºÉÆÃ¯ÉÃgÀ
08
,,gÀªÉÄÃ±À
09
,,ªÀÄAdÄ£ÁxÀ

¥ÀzÀ£ÁªÀÄ
DFO
AFSO
LF.1820
LF.1416
LF.1223
FD.131
FD.3570
FD.2571
FM.2449
FM.3266
FM.2927
FM.3366
FM.2818
FM.3390
FM.2620
FM.2672
FM.2472
FM.2280
FM.2716
FM.3077

zÀÆgÀªÁtÂ ¸ÀASÉå
7259316414
9535422909
9901733030
8722953171
9482540588
9972358312
8970087755
9164084508
8970087799
9844514725
9243999212
9164601950
7829621780
9632384076
9164528180
9738814923
8762543056
9632941859
9900337750
9986432688

vÀgÀªÉÃw
Search and rescue training
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
gÀPÀëuÁ vÀgÀ¨ÉÃw
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
gÀPÀëuÁ vÀgÀ¨ÉÃw
gÀPÀëuÁ vÀgÀ¨ÉÃw
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
gÀPÀëuÁ vÀgÀ¨ÉÃw
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè

¥ÀzÀ£ÁªÀÄ
FSO
LF-1127
LF-1432
FD-1465
FD-2559
FD-3617
FD-3526
FM-2292
FM-2303

zÀÆgÀªÁtÂ ¸ÀASÉå
9740112226
9449432463
9902376314
9844204509
9972683495
9900139308
9008075822
9964849344
9449557870

vÀgÀªÉÃw
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
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10
,,£ÀgÀ¸¥
À Àà
11
,,ªÉÄÃºÀ§Æ§¸Á§
12
,,C±ÉÆÃPÀ gÁoÉÆÃqÀ
13
,,¸ÀAUÀ¥Àà PÀ½îUÀÄqÀØ
14
,,ZÀ£ßÀ §¸ÀìAiÀÄå ªÀÄoÀzÀ
15
,,FgÀ¥Àà.eÉ.
16
; UÁ°¨ï ¸Á¨ï
03) PÀÄµÀÖV CVß±ÁªÀÄPÀ oÁuÉ
PÀæ¸ÀA C¢üPÁj/¹§âA¢AiÀÄªÀgÀºÉ¸g
À ÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ
01
,,©.¥ÉÆÃ®¥Àà
02
,,gÁªÀÄ¥Àà
03
,,±ÉÃRªÀÄºÉ§Æ§
04
,,PÉ.Dgï.UÀaÑ£ª
À ÀÄ¤
05
,,C¸ÀèA ¥ÀÄuÉÃPÀgÀ
06
,,§¸Àì¥Àà ºÀÄ®UÉÃj
07
,,²æÃ¤ªÁ¸À
08
,,©,Dgï,zÁ¸ÀgÀ
09
,,J¸ï,JªÀiï.PÉÆqÀUÀ°
10
,,C±ÉÆÃPÀ
11
,,ªÀÄÄvÀÛ¥Àà
12
,,£ÁUÀ¥Àà UÀAUÁ£Á¼À
13
,,CªÀÄgÉÃ±À
14
,,gÁWÀªÉÃAzÀæ ZÀ®ªÁ¢
15
,,ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ
16
,,gÁªÀÄ¥Àà
17
,,±ÀgÀt¥Àà ªÀiÁ°¥ÁnÃ¯
18
,,gÁWÀªÉÃAzÀæ..F¼ÀUÉÃgÀ
19
,,ºÀÄ¸ÉÃ£À¥ÁóµÀ
20
,,J¯ï.©.¸ÀÆAiÀÄðªÀA²
04) PÁgÀlV CVß±ÁªÀÄPÀ oÁuÉ
PÀæ¸ÀA C¢üPÁj/¹§âA¢AiÀÄªÀgÀºÉ¸ÀgÀÄUÀ¼ÄÀ
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

²æÃSÁeÁªÉÄÊ£ÀÄ¢Ý£À
,,GgÀPÀÄAzÀ¥Àà
,,PÉ.gÀ«PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ
,,²ªÀgÁd
,,gÁdÄ
,,ºÀ£ÄÀ ªÉÄÃ±À
,,PÀÈµÀÚ gÁoÉÆÃqÀ
,,gÀ«
,,ºÉÆ¸ÀUÉÃgÀ¥Àà
,,gÀAUÀ£ÁxÀ
,,¥ÀæºÁèzÀ
,,zÀvÁÛvÉæÃAiÀÄ
,,gÀ«ÃAzÀæ
,,ªÀÄzsÀÄ£ÁAiÀÄÌ
,,gÀ«
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FM-2389
FM-3225
FM-3325
FM-3370
FM-2889
FM-3016
FM-3039

9632904091
9902082937
9900210138
9741588069
7411499428
9845156521
9740429584

¥ÀzÀ£ÁªÀÄ
LF.678
LF.1287
LF.1319
LF.1375
FD-270
FD-2560
FD-3652
FD-369
FM -777
FM-666
FM-542
FM-2224
FM-2287
FM-3119
FM-2977
FM-2696
FM-2846
FM-786
FM-3040
FM-1958
¥ÀzÀ£ÁªÀÄ

AFTSO
LF-526
LF-1704
LF-1294
LF-781
FD-349
FD-3618
FD-3607
FM-35
FM-905
FM-2258
FM-2324
FM-2480
FM-3290
FM-3293
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zÀÆgÀªÁtÂ ¸ÀASÉå
9590305938
9880892536
9980108157
9741287060
9901733469
8951413681
9845335574
9449724122
9632461577
7795503968
9900433968
9902224209
9019929690
9036691103
9611841850
8816624808
9008638418
9902004915
9008436408
9880727671

E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
AiÀiÁªÀzÁzÀgÀÄ vÀgÀÉÃw
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè

zÀÆgÀªÁtÂ ¸ÀASÉå AiÀiÁªÀzÁzÀgÀÄ vÀgÀªÉÃw
9243994260
9880776426
9880824690
9886852737
8197462585
9901444462
9880705431
9900897817
9908298635
8105153141
7411092150
7460902046
9986520424
7411381115
9008971453

E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
E¯Áè
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16
,,¸ÉÆÃªÀÄ£ÀUËqÀ
E¯Áè
FM-3298
9945408572
17
,,¸ÀAvÉÆÃµÀ ®ªÀiÁtÂ
E¯Áè
FM-3299
9008237114
18
,,¸ÀÄgÉÃ±ÀÀ
E¯Áè
FM-3030
8970056564
19
,,«gÀÄ¥ÁPÀë¥Àà
E¯Áè
FM-2638
9620492680
05) PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀ CVß±ÁªÀÄPÀ oÁuÉ
PÀæ¸ÀA C¢üPÁj/¹§âA¢AiÀÄªÀgÀºÉ¸ÀgÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ ¥ÀzÀ£ÁªÀÄ
zÀÆgÀªÁtÂ ¸ÀASÉå
AiÀiÁªÀzÁzÀgÀÄ vÀgÀªÉÃw
01
²æÃ PÉ,d£ÁzsÀð£ÀgÁªï
E¯Áè
LF-1313
9538439993
02
,, «gÀÄ¥ÀPë¥
À Àà
E¯Áè
LF-374
9743039640
03
,,¥ÀgÀ¸À¥Àà
E¯Áè
LF-1440
9902494353
04
,,eÉ.©.¸ÉÃ¼ÀäPÀgï
E¯Áè
LF-1293
9590966262
05
,,PÁ¹A¸Á¨ï ºÀ¼ÀÆîgÀÄ
E¯Áè
FD-3533
9880500280
06
,,gÀ«ÃZÀAzÀæ
E¯Áè
FD-2563
7676434838
07
,, C®A ¨sÁµÀ
E¯Áè
FD-3586
9481784070
08
,,¸ÀAUÀAiÀÄå »gÉÃªÀÄoÀ
E¯Áè
FD-2542
9844127447
09
,,¸ÀAUÀ¥Àà.r.ZÀ®ÄªÁ¢
E¯Áè
FM-2290
9611282472
10
,,gÀ«PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ ZÀªÀr
E¯Áè
FM-2305
9986887196
11
,,«dAiÀÄPÀÄªÀiÁgÀ.J¸ï
E¯Áè
FM-2252
9900980840
12
,,PÉ,§¸ÀªÀgÁd
E¯Áè
FM-907
9900280861
13
,,¯ÉÆÃPÀ£ÁxÀ
E¯Áè
FM-3335
7676561646
14
,,gÁªÀÄ¥Àà
E¯Áè
FM-3234
9741195852
15
,,PÀ°è£ÁxÀÀ ¸Áé«Ä
E¯Áè
FM-3063
7353840083
16
,,ºÉZÀ.PÉ.UËqÀ
E¯Áè
FM-2984
9538940048
17
,,±ÀgÀt¥Àà.ºÉÆgÀV£ÀªÀÄ¤
E¯Áè
FM-2880
9880086274
18
,, GqÀZÀ¥Àà
E¯Áè
FM-3326
9902877458
Details of Material in Fire & Emergency
Sl no
Rescue Equipments
Koppal Kuknoor
Kusthagi Gangavati
Karatagi
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Grapnel
Axe
Pick axe
Crow bar
Hand saw
Pursue wader
Bolt cutter
Fire hook
Drag hook
Aska light
Life buoy ring
Life buoy jacket
Torch
Ropes
BA set
Goggles
Hammer
Holmatro

Qty
06
03
03
03
01
01
01
06
02
02
10
10
04
10
05
06
01

Qty
05
01
01
01
01
01
01
02
05
01
10
10
-

PÉÆ¥Àà¼À f¯ÉèAiÀÄ°ègÀÄªÀ CVß±ÁªÀÄPÀ ªÁºÀ£ÀUÀ¼À «ªÀgÀUÀ¼ÀÄ:
PÀæ.¸ÀA
CVß±ÁªÀÄPÀ oÁuÉAiÀÄ ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ
ªÁºÀUÀ¼À «ªÀgÀ
01
PÉÆ¥Àà¼À
d®ªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À

Qty
04
01
01
01
01
01
10
10
02
01
01
01

£ÉÆAzÀtÂ ¸ÀASÉå
PÉJ-03, f-7018
PÉJ-42, f-499
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Qty
06
-

Qty
04
-

02
01
01
10
10
03
24
06
14
02
-

04
01
10
10
02
-

µÀgÁ
¦. ¦-01/02
-

Koppal District

02

UÀAUÁªÀw

03

PÀÄµÀÖV

04

PÁgÀlV

05

PÀÄPÀ£ÀÆgÀ
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d®ªÁºÀ£À
fÃ¥ÀÄ

¹Jf-950
PÉJ-03, f-623

321/86
f. C. C. gÀªÀgÀ

J¼ÉªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À
J¼ÉªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À
d®ªÁºÀ£À

PÉJ-01, f-971
PÉJ-42, f-533
PÉJ-42, f-418
PÉJ-01, f-8113
PÉJ-01, f-974
¹Jf-791
¹PÉf-1152
PÉJ-42, f-289
PÉJ-03, f-7100
PÉJ-01, f-42

53/2007
73/1993
51/2007
39/2007
50/09, 02/02
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CHAPTER-9

CONTACT NOMBERS

Koppal District Offices Phone Nombers
[ STD CODES : Koppal-08539, Gangavathi-08533, Kushtagi-08536, Yelburga08534 ]

SL.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

OFFICE NAME

DC Office
Zilla panchayat
Office of the Superintendent of Police koppal
Deputy Conservator of Forest Koppal
AC Office koppal
Deputy Conservator of Forest(Social Forestry)
Project Manager District Jala Nirmal Yojane
EE ZP Engineering
EE PWD Engineering
EE Minor Irrigation
EE GESCOM -koppal
District Surgeon
District Health Office
Regional Transport Office
Deputy Register Cooperative Society
DD Sericulture
DD Horticulure
JD Agriculture
JD DIC
DC Excise
Food & Civil Supplies
CMC-koppal
DDPI
KSRTC
DUDC
Executive Engineer, KHB
District Registrar
Animal Husbandary and Veterinary Services
Women and Child Department
District Social Welfare Office
BCM Office
Dr. B R Ambedkar Dev. Corporation Ltd
District Statistical Officer
ASST.Director Youth Services and Sports Koppal
DD Water Shed
Khadi & Village Industries
Adult Education Officer
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OFFICE PH NO
08539-220844
08539-220002
08539-230111
08539-221453
08539-220247
08539-221453
08539-221022
08539-220845
08539-222318
08536-267024
08539-220005
08539-230444
08539-221660
08539-220829
08539-221109
08539-220170
08539-231530
08539-220226
08539-231101
08539-222002
08539-221515
08539-230192
08539-221303
08539-222340
08539-221895
08539-221727
08539-221850
08539-221408
08539-222703
08539-220138
08539-221606
08539-221176
08539-221869
08539-231090
08539-221879
08539-231473
08539-220107

Koppal District

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
73

Disaster Management Plan: 2015-16

PUC Board(DDPU)
Backward Classes and Minorties Corporation
District Treasury Office
District Labour Office
Mines and Geology Office
District Employment Office
District Library Office
Tahasildar Office, koppal
Tahasildar Office, Gangavathi
Tahasildar Office, Yelburga
Tahasildar Office, Khustagi
EO TPS koppal
EO TPS Gangavathi
EO TPS Yelburga
EO TPS Khustagi
LEAD BANK MANAGER,
AEE KUWS &DB
PGC Section
CMC-Gangavathi

Janaspandana Koppal Taluk Office Section
Janaspandana Bagepalli Taluk Office Section
Janaspandana Chintamani Taluk Office Section
Janaspandana Sidlagatta Taluk Office Section
KUDA
Karnataka Group Insurance Department
Assistant Director Town Planning
DD Fisheries
Nirmithi Kendra
JSYS
APMC
Pollution Control Board
DIET
Wakf Board
District Fire Officer
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08539-222246
08539-221176
08539-220577
08539-222590
08539-221285
08539-220859
08539-222003
08539-220381
08533-230929
08534-220130
08536-267031
08539-220399
08533-230230
08534-220136
08536-267028
08539-220976
08539-231128
08539-221690
08533-220802
08539-220381
08533-230929
08534-220130
08536-267031
08536-267031
08539-221986
08539-220782
08539-231352
08539-221566
08394-230120
08539-220235
08539-222234
08539-270115
08539-221373
08539-221300

Koppal District
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Emergency & Utility Phone Numbers

[STD CODES: Koppal-08539, Gangavathi-08533, Kushtagi-08536, Yelburga-08534]

Fire Brigade Service
Koppal
221300
Police
Control Room, Koppal
100
Town Police Station, Koppal 220333
Town Police Station,
667033
Kushtagi
Town Police Station,
330633
Gangavathi
Town Police Station,
420133
Yelburga
Railway Station
Koppal
231444
"
230367
Banks
Koppal
State Bank Of Hyderabad
221229
Syndicate Bank
220239
Canara Bank
220205
Bank Of India
220289
TGB, Bhagyanagar
231329
TGB, Koppal
221450
Raichur Dist Cooperative
220336
Bank
Lead Bank Officer
220976
Manager, L.I.C.
230249
State Bank of India
222447
Corporation Bank
230818
Pragati Gramina Bank
221450
Vijaya Bank
231505
Central Bank Of India
220788
Gas Service
Koppal
220688
K.P.T.C.L.
Complaints, Koppal.
220390
AEE, GESCOM, Koppal.
220396
Post Office
Head Post Office, Koppal
220348

Doctors

Koppal
District Hospital
230444
Dr.K.G.Kulkarni
220464
Dr.Mulla Mainuddin
220340
Dr.Mulla Tajuddin
220110
Dr.Rampure, Club Rd.
230345
Doctors - Pediatricians
Dr.Ballolli A.V.
220549
Dr.Ballolli A.V. (R)
231232
Dr.Patil, Neelam Complex
230392
Inspection Bungalows / Guest Houses
Indra Bhavan, Munirabad
270235
Vaikunth Guest House, Hospet
439115
Amaravathi Guest House, Hospet 428441
I.B, Koppal
230381
I.B, Gangavathi
330464
I.B, Kushtagi
660742
I.B, Yelburga
620516
I.B, Kukanur
670147
I.B, Marali
376107
Telephones
Telephone Directory Enquiry,
197
Koppal
Telephone Complaint, Koppal
198
Telephone Complaint, Koppal
220220
Phonogram, Koppal
220248
Telegraph Office
Koppal
220248
K.S.R.T.C. Bus Station
Koppal
230477
Gangavathi
330344
Kushtagi
667070
Yelburga
620038
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CODES: Koppal-08539, Gangavathi-08533, Kushtagi-08536, Yelburga-08534]
Revenue Department
Deputy Commissioner & Dist. Magistrate
ADM & Head Quarters Assistant to DC
Election Branch - DC Office
Computer Section - DC Office
Deputy Director, FCS&CA
Assistant Commissioner, Koppal
Tahsildar, Koppal
Tahsildar, Gangavathi
Tahsildar, Kushtagi
Tahsildar, Yelburga
Police Department
Superintendent of Police
Deputy Superintendent of Police
PI, Town Police Station, Koppal
CI, Rural Police Station, Koppal
Police Control Room, Koppal
Police Sub-Inspecotr, Alavandi
Police Sub-Inspector, Munirabad
CI, Rural Police Station, Gangavathi
Dy.S.P, Gangavathi
PI, Town Police Station, Gangavathi
Control Room, Gangavathi
Sub-Inspector, Karatagi
Circle Inspector, Kushtagi
Sub-Inspector, Tavaragera
Sub-Inspector, Hanumasagar
Judicial Department
District Judge
Civil Judge
JMFC Judge
Bar Association
Karnataka Land Army Corporation
Deputy Director, Koppal
Assistant Director, Koppal
Assistant Director, Kushtagi
Nirmithi Kendra
Project Manager, Koppal
Public Works Department
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220844
220169
220854
221055
221515
220247
220381
220929
267031
220130
230111
230342
220333
221333
100
485233
470333
330754
330834
330533
100
375331
667033
675322
670333
221900
220448
221975
220762
231207
230383
667570
221566

Koppal District
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Executive Engineer, Koppal
Assistant Executive Engineer, Koppal
Executive Engineer, Gangavathi
Assistant Executive Engineer, Kushtagi
Executive Engineer, Yelburga
SC ST Development Corporation
District Manager, Koppal
BCM Development Corp.
District Manager, Koppal
Department of Treasuries
District Treasury Officer, Koppal
Assistant Treasury Officer, Gangavathi
Assistant Treasury Officer, Kushtagi
Assistant Treasury Officer, Yelburga
APMC
Secretary, A.P.M.C, Koppal
Secretary, A.P.M.C, Gangavathi
Secretary, A.P.M.C, Kushtagi
Secretary, A.P.M.C, Kukanoor
KPTCL
Executive Engineer, Koppal
Assistant Executive Engineer, Koppal
Assistant Executive Engineer, Kushtagi
Assistant Executive Engineer, Yelburga
Muncipal Administration
Chief Officer, TMC, Koppal
Commissioner, CMC, Gangavathi
Town Panchayath, Kushtagi
Town Panchayath, Yelburga
Industries & Commerce Department
Joint Director, Koppal
Deputy Director, Koppal
Small Saving Assisten Director, Koppal
Geologist
District Geologist, Koppal
Registrar
District Registrar, Koppal
Asst. District Registrar, Koppal
Commercial Tax Officer
Commercial Tax Officer, Koppal
Excise Department
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230826
230279
330464
667022
620027
221176
230549
220577
330902
667048
620141
220235
370265
667039
670427
221510
220877
667036
620137
221895
330243
667041
620183
231101
230980
220202
221285
221850
222607
230017
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D.C.Excise, Koppal
222002
Information & Broadcasting Department
District Information Officer, Koppal
220607
K.S.R.T.C.
Divisional Controller, Koppal
222340
Statistical Department
District Statistical Officer
220379
Sports Department
Assistant Director
222090
Labour Department
Director
222590
RD&PR Department
Chief Executive Officer, Zilla Panchayath
Deputy Secretary, Zilla Panchayath(ZP)
Chief Planning Officer, ZP
Deputy Accounts Officer, ZP
Chief Accounts Officer, ZP
Council Secretary, ZP
Assistant Secretary, ZP
Dist.Informatics Officer, NIC, ZP
Executive Officer, TP, Koppal
Executive Officer, TP, Gangavathi
Executive Officer, TP, Kushtagi
Executive Officer, TP, Yelburga
Z.P.Engg.Division, Koppal
Z.P.Engg.Sub-Division, Koppal
Z.P.Engg.Sub-Division, Gangavathi
Z.P.Engg.Sub-Division, Kushtagi
Z.P.Engg.Sub-Division, Yelburga
Education Department
DDPI, Koppal.
D.P.E.P, Koppal.
B.R.C.Centre, Koppal.
Block Education Officer, Koppal
Block Education Officer, Gangavathi
Block Education Officer, Kushtagi
Block Education Officer, Yelburga
Dist. Librian, kopppal
Agriculture Department
Joint Director, Koppal
Assistant Director, Koppal
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220002
220237
221043
222321
221226
220618
221210
222352
220399
230230
267028
220136
220234
220855
330465
667061
620129
221303
220821
221846
220437
330570
667043
620131
620131
220226
222535

Koppal District
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Assistant Director, Gangavathi
330374
Assistant Director, Kushtagi
667016
Assistant Director, Yelburga
620468
AH & VS Department
Deputy Director, Koppal
221408
Assistant Director, Koppal
220023
Assistant Director, Gangavathi
371324
Assistant Director, Kushtagi
667104
Assistant Director, Yelburga
620457
Horticulture Department
Deputy Director, Koppal
230231
Assistant Director, Gangavathi
330272
Assistant Director, Kushtagi
667498
Assistant Director, Yelburga
620249
Social Forestry
Deputy Conservator of Forests
221453
Health Department
District Health Officer, Koppal
221660
Taluka Health Officer, Gangavathi
330602
Taluka Health Officer, Kushtagi
667052
Taluka Health Officer, Yelburga
621055
District Surgeon, Koppal
230444
Sericulture Department
Deputy Director, Koppal
230507
Social Welfare Department
District Social Welfare Officer, Koppal
220138
Taluka Social Welfare Officer, Koppal
220590
Taluka Social Welfare Officer, Gangavathi
330769
Taluka Social Welfare Officer, Kushtagi
620426
Taluka Social Welfare Officer, Yelburga
620426
Backward Class & Minorities Department
District Officer, Koppal
221606
Women & Child Welfare Department
Deputy Director, Koppal
222703
Child Development Project Officer, Koppal
230402
CDPO, Gangavathi
330643
CDPO, Kushtagi
667049
CDPO, Yelburga
620393
Fisheries Department
Senior Assistant Director, Koppal
Minor Irrigation Department
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Assistant Executive Engineer, Koppal
Executive Engineer, Kushtagi
K.G.I.D.
Officer, K.G.I.D., Koppal
Employment Officer
Employment Officer, Koppal
Transport Department
Regional Transport Officer, Koppal
Kannada & Culture Department
Assistant Director, Koppal
K.S.F.C.
Manager, KSFC, Koppal
Land Records & Survey Office
Assistant Director, Koppal
Water Shed Department
DIST Water shed development officer, Koppal
Kustagi
Munirabad
Forest Department
Asst. Director, Koppal
DET
SDE, C-DOT
SDE, Groups
SDE, OFC

KOPPAL BSNL

230578
667024
221986
220859
220829
221417
221257
230588
221760
267024
270026
220021
221100
221000
220888
230490

Department of Posts
Post Master, Head Post Office
222334
Bazar Post Office
220398
Post Office, Bhagyanagar
234377
Railway Stn Post Office
230358
National Informatics Centre (NICNET)
District Informatics Officer
222352
Excise
Excise Inspector, Koppal Range, B.T.Patil Ngr
222384
Central Excise & Customs Superintendent
221330
YELBURGA BSNL
SDE-Groups
620488
Tel.Exge
620000
Telecom Service Centre
620127
OFC - Station
620505
Department of Post
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Post Office
DET, Tel Exge
SDE, C-Dot
SDOT (Per)
SDE OFC

620121
GANGAVATHI BSNL

Department of Post

Head Post Office
Mahaveer Circle Post Office
July Nagar Post Office
KUSHTAGI BSNL
SDE, Groups
JTO, Groups
OFC Station
MTCE C-DOT Exge
Telecom Centre
Department of Post
Head Post Office, Kushtagi

Niegbar District Contact Details:

SI District Name Designation Office No.
NO
Bagalkote
Deputy
08354-235091
1
Commissioner

2

3

5

6

373000
370900
370100
370150
330474
373350
373360
667225
667500
667200
667000
667201
667050

Mobile Fax
No

235096

Bagalkote

CEO

08354-235576

235562

Bijapur

Deputy
Commissioner
CEO

08352-250021

256666

08352-276378

276983

Deputy
Commissioner
CEO

08539-220844

221235

Bijapur
Koppal
Koppal
Bellary
Bellary

Deputy
Commissioner
CEO

Bellary

SP

Gulbarga

Deputy
Commissioner

Gulbarga

CEO

08539-220002

220040

08392-277100

276881

08392-267300

267200

08392-258400

258300

08472-278601
08472-278666
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278602
278603

Email ID
dcbagalkote@karnataka.gov.i
n
ceozpbagalkote@karnataka.go
v.in
dcbijapur@karnataka.gov.in
ceo-zpbijapur@karnataka.gov.in
eo-zpbijapur@karnataka.gov.in
dckoppal@karnataka.gov.in
ceo-zpkoppal@karnataka.gov.in
zpkoppal@karnataka.gov.in
dcbellary@karnataka.gov.in
ceo-zpbellary@karnataka.gov.in
spbellary@karnataka.gov.in
dcgulbarga@karnataka.gov.i
n
ceo-zpgulbarga@karnataka.gov.i
n
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Contact Details Of NDRF Officers
NDRF Head Quarter
Name

Address

Tele.

Fax.

Mobile

E-mail.

DG

Directorate
011011General ,
26712851 26105912.
National
011Disaster
26161442
Response
Force
(NDRF)
Sector-1 R K
Puram,
New Delhi 66

09818916161

dg-ndrf@nic.in

Shri Mukul
Goel (IG)

Directorate
011011General ,
26160252 26105912.
National
011Disaster
26113014
Response
Force
(NDRF)
Sector-1 R K
Puram,
New Delhi 66

09871115726

ig.ndrf@nic.in

Shri J K S
Rawat (
DIG)

Directorate
011011General ,
26105910 26105912.
National
011Disaster
26260369
Response
Force
(NDRF)
Sector-1 R K
Puram,
New Delhi 66

09968262466

rawatjks_k562@rediffmail.com

Directorate
General ,

08860136649

rakeshbsf@gmail.com

Shri Rakesh
Ranjan

011-

011-
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Dy
Commandant
(Proc)

National
26107921 26105912.
Disaster
Response
Force
(NDRF)
Sector-1 R K
Puram,
New Delhi 66

Shri Keshav
Kumar
DC(Adm)

Directorate
011011General ,
26107934 26105912.
National
Disaster
Response
Force
(NDRF)
Sector-1 R K
Puram,
New Delhi 66

09015243611

keshavkumar128@rediffmail.com

Shri R K
Srivastava
DC(Ops/Trg)

Directorate
011011General ,
26181519 26105912.
National
Disaster
Response
Force
(NDRF)
Sector-1 R K
Puram,
New Delhi 66

09990572600

srivastava_rks19@yahoo.com

Shri Ashok
Malhotra

Directorate
011011General ,
26105911 26105912.
National
Disaster
Response
Force
(NDRF)
Sector-1 R K
Puram,
New Delhi 66

-

dg-ndrf@nic.in

Shri Sudhir

Directorate
General ,

09711448595

dg-ndrf@nic.in

Sr AO

011-

011-
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National
26107953 26105912.
Disaster
Response
Force
(NDRF)
Sector-1 R K
Puram,
New Delhi 66

NDRF BNS

Name

Address

Tele.

Fax.

Mobile

E-mail.

Sh. A.K.Singh
Commandant

1st BN NDRF,
Patgaon POAzara,Guwahati

03612840027

03612840284

09435545951

ndrf01@yahoo.ocm.in
ndrf01@hotmail.com

Sh. Sukhdev
Raj
Commandant

2nd BN NDRF
Digberia Camp,
PO-Badu Road,
Madhyamgram,Barasat
Kolkata-700128

03325264302,
03325264394

Sh.
M.K.Yadav
Commandant

3rd BN NDRF,
PO-Mundali,
Cuttack-Odisha

06712879710

06712879710

09439103170
09437964571

bn-4th@cisf.gov.in,
3rdndrfmundali@gmail.co
m

Sh.M K
Verma
Commandant

4th Bn NDRF,
PO-Suraksha Campus,
Arrakonam,Distt.
Vellore,
Tamilnadu

04177246269

04177246594

08903687065,
09442105169

rb-6th@cisf.gov.in

Sh.Alok
Avasthy
Commandant

5th Bn NDRF,
POVishnupuri,Telegaon,
Pune(Maharashtra)

02114231245

02114231509

09423506765

145crpf@gmail.com

Sh.R.S Joon
Commandant

6th Bn NDRF,
Chilora Road,
Gandhinagar,
Pin-382042

07923202540

03309434742836
comdt106@bsf.nic.in,
25263077
bnndrf106@rediffmail.com,
2ndndrf@gmail.com

07909428826445
23201551
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Sh.Jaideep
Singh
Commandant

7th Bn NDRF,
Bibiwala Road,
Bhatinda(Punjab)

01642246030

01642246570

09417802032

comdt.27thbn@itbp.gov.in,
7thbnndrfbathinda@gmail.c
om

Sh.Jaipal
Yadav
Commandant

8th Bn NDRF,
Greater
Noida,Distt.G.B.Nagar,
UP

01202766013

01202766618

09968610011

eighthndrf@yahoo.com,
jpyadav1960@yahoo.com

Sh.S.S.Guleria
Commandant

9th Bn NDRF,
Bihata Patna,
Bihar

06115253942

06115253939

08986909490

ndrfpatna@gmail.com,
ndrfpatna@yahoo.com

Sh.Parshant
Dhar
Commandant

10th Bn NDRF,
Malkangiri,
Vijaywara(AP)

09419217790

01955252646

09419217790 Commandant125@rediffma
il.com
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CHAPTER-10

MAPS
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CHAPTER-11

In

STANDARD OPERATING PROCERES (SOPs)

order to effectively respond to a disaster, it is imperative to have a clear
definition of roles & responsibilities as well as well defined operating procedures for
all the organizations & officers involved. Such Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) should be well understood and promptly followed to ensure effective
execution of disaster management activities.
Functions of Assistant Commissioner

1. The Assistanct Commissioner (AC) will be the overall in charge of Rescue
shelter/Rallying post and parking yards.
2. The AC will ensure adequate food and clothing in co-ordination with Dy. Director, Food and Civil Supplies, Voluntary Organizations, Individual Persons as
deemed necessary in his option.
3. The AC will alsoensure proper medical aid (first aid as well as shifting of affected
persons to hospitals, etc) in co-ordination with District Health Officer and
District Drug Controller.
4. The AC will ensure adequate security and safety in co-ordination with SP
(Law & Order), Koppal and Dy. SP, Koppal as the case may be.
In addition t o these responsibilities, t h e AC will assist the CEC in all other
matters as the case may be.
Functions of Revenue Authorities
1. Activating of various NGOs/Voluntary Organizations for necessary materials.
2. Providing adequate compensation to loss of life and property.
3. Declaration of all clear signals.
Functions of Tahsildars

1. He will look after all the facilities required at rescue shelter/rallying post
like food, clothing, medical aid, water, electricity, sanitation and other basic
necessities in co-ordination with respective Government Agencies, as well as
voluntary organizations.
2. He will manage and arrange for any other requirements on need basic at that
point of time in co-ordination with respective government authorities.
3. He will alert all his sub ordinates and utilize their services to manage the rescue
shelter/rallying post.
4. His actions will be in concurrence from AC/DC.
Functions of Police Services

The main function of police authorities are,
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• To maintain law and order

• Regular patrolling of affected areas

• Establishes rescue/safe routes in advance for timely response
• Cordoning off the area
• Control of traffic

• Shifting of all vehicles to the parking yards

• To render assistance in controlling and fighting disasters, salvage operations,
rendering first aid and medical help
• shifting of the affected to rallying posts/rescue shelters

• Another important function would be identification of the deceased, informing
their relative, removal and disposal of dead bodies
• Finally, preparing the list of missing persons and take steps to trace them

The police authorities will also work with NGOs and other service organizations
when needed.
Functions of Circle Inspector (Law and Or- der) For city limits

1. The office will be overall in charge of the functions of Police Department in
case of offsite emergency. He will receive the communication and instructions
from CEC from time to time.
2. On receiving the information about the emergency from CEC, the officer will rush
to the incident spot and oversee law and order, organize for additional
requirement of men and Home Guards if required.

3. Receive information from the site in charge and divisional fire officer or his
deputy available at site for appropriate and necessary rescue operation.
4. Arrange for necessary transportation of vehicles in co-ordination with RTO and
in charge of parking yard for evacuation of people as well as critical cases.

5. Ensure that a d e q u a t e numbers of vehicle are provided, fitted with public address system and wireless to the convoy team.
6. Arrange for necessary ambulance/medical facilities in co-ordination with District Health Officer/Deputy Director, Animal Husbandry for evacuation of
people and livestock respectively.
7. In confirmation with CEC, arrange for removal of dead bodies (if any) and will
pass on the information to the relatives of the decease and will ensure disposal
of dead bodies after conducting postmortem in co-ordination with DHO.
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8. Arrange for maintaining law and order at the site of emergency, rescue shelter parking yards, main roads leading to emergency site, etc., pass on the
information to the CEC about actions on various fields.
Functions of Industry Inspector

1. The officer will receive information from the SP or in charge of factory and
immediately rush to the site along with maximum possible personnel. He
shall help fire-fighting personnel in rescue operations.

2. In view of close proximity of police station to the industrial area, take immediate control of the site and rescue operation in co-ordination with site in
charge.
3. Alert all the subordinate officers coming under his jurisdiction and ensure
their availability at the site of emergency to maintain Law & Order, traffic,
rescue, salvaging etc., till such time the full emergency operation comes into
action.
4. Ensure that the information is passed on to the superior officers and
necessary instructions are received and adhered to.
5. Ensure that all the anti social elements are identified and rounded off if required.

Functions of Police Inspector

1. The officer will receive information from SP, Raichur.

2. He will immediately rush to the site of incident and conduct on the spot
inspection. Obtain first hand information.
3. Ensure that information is passed on to the superior officers and necessary
instruction are received and adhered to.
4. Convey the message on the extent of leakage, extent of area affected, the
ground situation, the scenario prevailing in and around the water works.
5. Ensure that, he himself and his personnel are equipped with necessary personal
protective equipment. The recommended PPE are cartridge type respirators
for short team exposure and the pressurized airline respirators for long term
exposure.
6. Take immediate steps to inform the traffic police.
7. Alert all the sub ordinate officers and ensure their availability at the site of
emergency to maintain law and order, traffic, rescue, salvaging, etc. Till such
time, the full emergency operation comes into action.
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8. Ensure that all the anti-social elements are identified and rounded up, if required

Function of Inspector (Traffic)

1. The SP, Traffic will be the overall in charge of traffic management who is
assisted by Dy. SP, Traffic in case of offsite emergency.
2. Receive the communication of offsite emergency from CEC and disseminate
the information to all the functionaries and mobilize required force and
put them into action for managing various traffic points, routes, etc.
3. For each industry,
emergency route.

separate routes are identified as normal route and

4. Mobilize necessary police personnel/vehicles to man and control traffic on
various roads identified as safe routes and also take measures to divert
normal traffic away from the emergency routes identified.
5. Ensure available of adequate number of vehicles fitted with public address
system/wireless etc. and directly supervise manning of routes and
parking yards.
6. Initiate action to ensure adequate number of skilled drivers in
consultation with RTO, KSRTC, Home guards and Truckers Association etc.
7. The SP will initiate action on his own only under exceptional circumstances;
However, his action shall be communicated to his superiors and should be
confirmed with CEC.
8. Any other action as deemed necessary base on the circumstances.

Functions of Fire Services

1. The Regional Fire Office is located at Raichur.

2. The Regional Fire Officer and the Divisional Fire Officer are responsible to
fight and control the fire, leakage, spillage, etc., with proper instructions and
guidance.

3. Rush to the site of emergency immediate after the receipt of information
from the site Controller or on emergency call.
4. Establish safe routes in advance for rushing to site and ensure best
response time to minimize damage.
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5. Workout advance plan for requirement of resources like fire tenders,
trained personnel, protective equipment and the ways to meet extra
requirements if any.
6. Assist the onsite emergency personnel in fighting emergency, rescuing injured/affected people trapped in dangerous zones and participate in
salvage operation.
7. Assist medical/police personnel in imparting first aid.

8. Ensure availability of adequate water supply through KIADB authorities.

9. Maintain constant contact and communicate the message to the CEC with
regard to the control measures undertaken, salvage operation, rescue
methods, etc. And any other information required by the CEC on continuous
basic.

10. ) Take any other appropriate actions as deemed necessary in control of
emer- gency.

Functions of Police Inspector/Sub Inspec- tor

They will receive orders from the DSP and act accordingly the Police Inspector will
assume the charge of DSP in the absence of the DSP till such time the superior
officer arrives at the place of accident and takes control then onwards, he will
continue to receive the orders from the superior officers and act accordingly.
Functions of Police (Traffic)

1. The officer will be overall in charge of parking yard and for managing, controlling and arranging sufficient number of vehicles.

2. Ensure that adequate number of trucks, buses and other mode of
transport vehicles are arranged for rescue operation in co-ordination with
RTO.
3. Ensure that adequate communication
coordination with various police authorities.

vehicles are

arranged

in

4. Motor Vehicle Inspector from RTO department will be assisting Inspector of
Police (Traffic) in managing parking yards.

5. Assist the DSP, Police Inspector - Traffic in mobilizing adequate number of
skilled drivers in consultation with RTO, KSRTC, Truckers Associations and
Home guards etc., as the case may be.

Functions of Fire Station Officer

The Fire Station can cater to the immediate need of the plant, but certainly
not adequate to manage the emergency assumed in this document. Therefore,
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1. On receipt of fire call, rush to the site of incident with all crewmembers and
equipment and start fighting the fire.

2. Immediately send distress call to all other fire stations for additional
reinforce- ment. Contacts the Divisional Fire Officer and informs him about
the severity of the fire, the kind of assistance required, etc.
3. Continue to receive the necessary information from his superior officers
and the DSP and adhere to the instructions.
4. Assist the police, Home guards and other Rescue Team the rescue
evacuation of persons, salvage, etc.

5. Continue to be in action till such times the divisional fire officer or his deputy
arrives at the place of incident and takes charge. From there onwards, he
will continue to assist the officials.
Function of Health and Medical Services

1. District Health Officer (DHO) will be overall in charge of health and medical
services to be rendered at the site of emergency or at various rescue
shelters, affected places, hospitals, pathology laboratories, etc.
2. On receiving the information from CED, he will contact all Hospital Superintendents, Drug Controller, Blood Banks for mobilization of required ambulances, Doctors, Nurses, Medicines, life saving drugs, blood,* etc.
3. Rush to the site, assess the extent of severity and establish adequate
(Tempo- rary Medical Centre).
Ensure hygienic conditions at the rescue
shelters cum rallying posts, temporary medical centers. Take appropriate
action in shift- ing affected persons to proper hospitals in Koppal and
provide appropriate treatment.

4. Arrange for removal of dead bodies, if any, after post-mortem and disposal
of the same, in consultation with CEC and DCP.
5. Render advice to CEC on precautionary measures to be taken by public in affected sites/villages, rescue shelter cum rallying posts to prevent the
outbreak of epidemic diseases.

6. If necessary, he should undergo training to handle the wireless apparatus for
effective communications.
Functions of Veterinary Service :

1. Deputy Director of Animal Husbandry will be the overall in charge for treatment of affected animals at site/hospital in co-ordination with
police/voluntary organizations and revenue authorities.
2. On receiving information from CEC, he will rush to the site and activate the
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Temporary Medical Centre (TMC) at appropriate places in consultation with
CEC.

3. Dy. Director will also co-ordinate with Assistant Commissioner, RTO, DCP,
Inspector of Police (Traffic), for arranging necessary vehicles for shifting of
animals, if required.
4. The officer will be provided with one Police Officer with adequate number
of Police Personnel and Home guards to ensure the orderly treatment
and management of the Temporary Medical Center.

5. The officer will identify the drug stores and ensure the supply of adequate
and necessary drugs through the Drug Control Authorities.

Functions of RTO

1. The RTO will be the overall in charge for providing number of rescue vehicles
like trucks, buses, cars or any other type of transportation vehicles to
emer- gency site, rescue shelter cum rallying post etc., for transportation of
human beings as well as animals.
2. Receive information from CEC and act accordingly.

3. Mobilize all possible resources is arranging transportation vehicles in coordination with KSRTC, Truckers Association, Travel Agencies, etc, also ensure
availability of adequate number of skilled drivers and advise the Inspector
(Traffic).
4. Workout the requirement of heavy earth moving equipment like cranes
etc., and mobilizes the same in co-ordination with such agencies/parties.
5. Depute adequate numbers of Motor Vehicle Inspectors for assisting
Inspector of Police, Traffic (in charge of parking yard), and Rescue Shelter
cum rallying post, at the site of emergency.

Functions of Karnataka State Pollution Con- trol Board

1. On receiving information from CEC, the Environmental Officer will mobilize
all possible resources at his disposal and keep the laboratory functioning
for analysis of pollutants, emissions, etc.
2. Rush to the site, collect the samples, analyze the pollutants and the
likely effect on human life/environment and inform the CEC about the
same and the corrective actions to be taken to prevent further damage.

3. Act as an expert and advice the CEC about the kind of message to be
dissem- inated to the public and press, etc, on pollution matters.
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Function of Experts of District Crisis Group (DCG)

1. All the member of the DCG will be communicated about the emergency.

2. On receipt of emergency communication, they will immediately inform
the control room about the place of their availability and simultaneously
report to the CEC.
3. They will receive necessary instructions from the CEC and act
accordingly.

4. They will render adequate and timely technical guidance and assist CEC
and other agencies involved in the control of emergency.
5. They will also advise CEC on the message to be given to Public/Press on
technical matters.
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CONCLUSION
When Disaster strikes, power goes out and all most communication (telephone etc)

becomes in operable, lifts stop functioning drinking water becomes contaminated,
roads and bridges collapse, thereby normal modes of transportation suddenly becomes

impossible and casualties start coming in groups. That is not the time for planning but
is the time for acting. This fact makes it imperative for community disaster

preparedness and disaster reduction. There is need for amending, enacting and
affectively enforcing the relief operations in providing immediate relief by disbursing
cash and kind to officers designated for relief measures. Constructing new buildings

safe from the disasters and retrofitting existing buildings for improving disaster
resistance. Community shelters near by the river bed at a higher level have to be
constructed as a stand by to enable to shift the people affected by flood.

Need for change of strategy from post-disaster reactive approach to pre-disaster proactive approach to

reduce the damage, loses to the property and human suffering

along with prevention of human lives on one hand and reduce the cost of relief,
rehabilitation and reconstruction on the other hand.

No master plan can be evolved to fit every emergency situation but a general schedule

of emergency activity could prove extremely helpful in times of disaster, if executed in

a coordinated and disciplined fashion.The better awareness for disaster preparedness
and mitigation is expected to result in coordinated extensive efforts to ensure better
disaster management.
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Bibilography


www.koppal.nic.in



www.ndmindia.nic.in












www.zpkoppal.kar.nic.in
www.waterresources.kar.nic.in
www.imd.gov.in
www.emri.in

www.incois.gov.in
www.cwc.nic.in

www.agricoop.nic.in

www.karnataka.gov.in-namesias.html

http://75.96.163.45/dm/login.php (TAMED softwear)
Koppal DDMP 2010-11
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